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Yes! is Valley Hope's answer to all of your substance abuse treatment
questions. Yes! to a continuum of care that includes residential, day treatrnent.
non-hospital detox, intensive outpatient, relapse prevention, continuing care
and assessment/evaluation services. And Yes! to affordability and Yest to

family participation and 12 Step orientation too.

■

TREA~'MENT WORKS.

There is one more important question you should ask concerning
substance abuse treatment. Valley Hope's answer is Yes!

TREATMENT WORKS. People can and people do recover from
their addiction to alcohol and other drugs. Lost work days become
productive work days. Families torn apart by the addiction begin
to love again. Yes! TREATMENT WORKS. Call today. We would

like to say Yes! to your treatment needs.

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment
Corporate Office

103 South Wabash P.O. Box 510
Norton, KS 67654

All Valley Hope facilities are JCAHO accredited and/or state licensed.
ZYeatment facilities in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and
Oklahoma. Fly to Recovery service available across the United States.

ADNIISSIONS 1-800-544-5101 INFORMATION 1-800-654-0486

Circle 1 on card.
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Need for
Gore Numbers

When someone asks you what percentage of companies offer EAPs, what da you tel
them?Where would you go to find the answer? EAPA? WELCOA? Private studies?

With information available as it is today, there may be several answers. But like the
core technology of EA, we may need one set of acceptable, universally applied statistics
to help EAPs strengthen their cause—the kind that makes corporate bean-counters take
notice. To wit: numbers that tell them how many people used the EAP services last year
and for what purpose; what the result was; what the main trends were; and what differ-
ence it made to the workplace that the EAP was there.

Having these numbers could change the way some companies use their "family friend-

ly" programs. I used to think companies offered "add-ons" because of a sincere caring
for the employees' well being. Many do, I'm sure. But others offer these programs and
spend dollars for them and their promotion, but suddenly, when there is a massive work

reduction, the programs are ignored and the program personnel are not even consulted

during any part of the process. The EAP must sell itself as a core program of the corpo-
ration with the statistics to back it up.

This year at the EAPA conference in Boston, we met with our editorial advisory board.
EmployeeAsa•istance is proud to have the experienced input of the most outstanding board
to help guide editorial direction. Board members spoke to the importance of EA profes-
sionals educating other corporate departments with the kind of numbers and the kind of

language they are used to, plus case studies of successful ventures. There are several com-

panies doing innovative, state-of-the-art work that needs our attention. If your company
is one of them, please let us know about it.
We will continue to keep a close eye on the "information highway." The electronic

information age will drastically affect our way of doing business—for many, it already
has. Internet currently offers a forum where you can talk with colleagues around the

country about any number of issues. As the workplace changes, Internet may become our

chief avenue of meaningful, professional dialogue.
Thanks to all of you who stopped'by the booth at EAPA. We also just returned from

SECAD in Atlanta and caught up with many clinicians in the field.
As a closing note, the answer to the opening question—the 1993 and 1994 Hewitt

Associates study of 1,035 employers nationwide found EAPs are in 83 percent of work-

places, and health and wellness programs are in 80 percent.

j.

J. Chip Drotos, CEAP
Associate Publisher
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Overcoming emotional distress is a lot like rock climbing. Sometimes when you're stuck

and looking for a foothold, stretching just a little farther can open up a whole new array of

possibilities.

That kind of analogy makes a lot of sense to a child who requires experiential adventure-
based education to master subjects most kids find

comprehensible in a conventional classroom.

At KidsPeace National Centers for Kids in
Crisis of New England, boys and girls cats
access learning alternatives through our
specialized treatment programs.

''''' '~ While a highly individualized, time-limited
treatment plan addresses each child's clinical

requirements, our adventure-based curriculum —
part of a psychoeducation program approved by the
Maine Department of Education — exists as a
unique option for addressing educational needs.
Client, family and referring professional ate
encouraged to contribute to the plan of care.

Situated on the shores of beautiful Graham Lake in
Ellsworth, Maine, just minutes from Acadia National Park,

our privately operated 12-acre campus provides a setting that
brings a special kind of healing to kids.

KidsPeace-New England helps children rise above crisis through:

• Residential Program (Boys, 11-17)

l ~ •Diagnostic/Acute Care Program (Boys and girls, 8-18)

~4 •Private licensed and approved school (Boys and girls, 8.18)

` ~ KidsPeace National
~ Centers forKids inCrisisSM

i~~ New England

s r~, Ellsworth, Maine

1-800-992-9KID
~, '`"~• ~ KidsPeace National Centers for Kids in Crisis of New England is a division of KidsPeace, anot-for-profit organization

!y, ̀  ~ ' ihat has been dedicated to ending children's emotional pain since 1882. Accredited by the Jolnt Commission on
t 

~~; , 
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and The American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children.
KidsPeace does not discriminate In regard to admissions In terms of sex, race, creed, col -
nationalorigin, religious beliels, disabilities or handicapping conditions.

~ W "":~, ~` See how KidsPeace-New England helps kids meet the challenge of crisis. Pleasef
~ send for our FREE video, "The Needs of the Kitls Come First," today.

;r.v. 4^~`'t~ , i Complete and mail this form to:
1:~:s? i

r" ""?:~'~, -.r ~ KidsPeace National Centers for Kids in Crisis -New England,
~~,`:~ .~u Graham Lake Campus, Route 180, P.O. Box 787,
~~ " ̀̀ ~ Ellsworth, ME 04605.

~M ~' ~ ~ ~u
~~~' ?~~4; '~~ ~ti ❑ YES. I want to see what KitlsPeace-New England is all about. Please send

'~ < ~' ° ~ *~~ me your FREE VIDEO, "The Needs of the Kitls Come First."
h.. ,~ ,,. c~' ~`~ a ~ ~
,c ~.~, :,''"` ~,~ Name Title
n ''

.`N~ '; 1 i Company i
a yy ' ?~`~~~_ ~~ ̀  ̀ .~

~"~ ~~k ~ :'~ ~ 1 Street Address __. ~S w.< ~ i — i

~'i ~ City State Zip

,~ , a .r Phone ( ) __— _ _ _ _ 
EA

;~. ~. 
L-~___ __ ______________________________J[i-ifiif ifi~~-riaair------
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ating-Disordered C~lien~~y~
By Robin Sesan

esterday I received what is becoming an increasingly I'i ~

quent type of telephone call. Mrs. Robins called veor

concerned about her ' 18-year-old daughter, who 
'Iha

~ght might be developing anorexia nervosa. The conveisatic~,o

t something like this: f

►r. Sesan: Mrs. Robins, this is Dr. Sesan returning your cal
it can I do for you?

rs. Robins: Thank you so.much for returning my call. I cannia b

you how many people I have spoken to in the last few days. Maft

>and and I are so concerned about our daughter and we 
woulne

ca
to set up a consultation with you as soon as possible.

r. Sesan: Tell me a little bit about what has been going on. T

rs, Robins: Well, my daughter has always been on the thin side

's 5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs about 110 pounds. This sum

•, she expressed concern about her weight and starting losing p,

it. When my husband and I visited her at college after not see e

ing her for about a month, we were shocked. She looked like 
`lr

n~
a skeleton. IYs horrifying and we just don't know what to do. w

My physician tells me she may need to be hospitalized, of t~

zybe she needs to see a psychiatrist for anti-depressant medica-

on. The people at the university don't seem to understand our r

:oncerns and how helpless we feel. Tara is denying any prob- f

ns and when we confront her about her weight loss, she says

~blem is in our heads, not hers. We really think she should be

fired, but the employee assistance counselor at my husband',

y suggested we consult with you first. I don't think our insur-

Il cover inpatient care if ttot approved by our counselor. Do you

e needs to be hospitalized?

ran: I can certainly understand your concerns, and it is possible

a may be at medical risk, so we need to have her evaluated by

:ian as soon as possible. As for hospitalization, Ithink we can

on that decision while we assess Tara's medical and mental

tatus.

bins: You need to know she is our only child. I live and breathe

if anything happened to hei' (starting to cry)...

n: I know how hard this is for you. I've worked with many

ten with anorexia and Pm sure we'll find a way to help her and

ur husband through what may be a difficult trinsition.

`fhe second type of call that I increasingly have to respond to came

from an overweight woman who is a compulsive eater.

Jane; Hi, my name is Jane: I was refen~ed to you for an eating disorder ~

6 I:MPLOYGI;ASSIS'1'ANCL



y 1 case manager at my insurance company.

shad requested to be sent to a 30-day inpa-

ent program for compulsive overeaters, but

e insisted that I see you and try to work out

lien~ly problems in individual therapy.
Dr. Sesan: I certainly do a good deal of

vork with women who are overweight and

zither eat compulsively or binge. I'm inter-

;sced in your desire for inpatient care.
increasingly 1'n ,/une: (Begins crying...) I have suffered

sins called veF~r so long and feel so alone and isolated. I

;hter, who S~ust want this problem to go 
away. I thought

that by going to a really intensive program, I
ie conversati°would finally get the help I needed, and now

I feel hopeless again.

Wing your ca[ Dr. Sesan: I really understand your want-

ing to move beyond this and can hear the

;,pain as you speak. Why don't we meet to get
y call. I canna's better understanding of the problem, and if

few days.l~Ii lfter that, we both feel inpatient treatment is

and we woulneeded, then I'll make that 
request to your

sible. 
case manager.

going on. 'Che Woman's Perspective

i the thin sid ' What do these two telephone calls have in

ds. This su 
common? Both patients are struggling with

eating disorders, both are in some sort of
darting losin Pain, both certainly need help. Both also are

after not se exploring the option of hospitalization as an

e looked lik answer to their problem and both have to

v what to ~~~~,,' 
negotiate their needs with case managers

who may or may not be informed about the
~pitalized, or treatment of eating disorders and the differ-

~ant medics- ent forms of inpatient and outpatient treat-

ierstand oii~~ 
ment available.

Also common are telephone calls from
g any prob-' employee assistance counselors asking
s, she says about the treatment of choice for an eating-

should be disordered employee or dependent. Select-

ing inpatient treatment for eating-disordered
husband's 

clients raises difficult issues and choices for
our insur- clients, therapists and case managers.
or. Do you Approximately 9,000 patients are hospi-

talized annually in our country for the treat-
ment of anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa,

!s possible and compulsive or binge eating disorders.
~luated by Over the past several years, the roles of

ik we can dual diagnoses, substance abuse and child-

id mental 
hood sexual abuse in the etiology of serious
eating disorders have become more evident.
As a result, treatment decisions are increas-

d breathe ingly more complicated.
The decision to recommend inpatient

treatment for eating-disordered clients is a
th many difficult one for many mental health profes-
~ her and sionals. It is often a conflictual one for ther-

apists concerned about the oppressive nature

to came °t some inpatient settings. The wrong kind
of hospitalization can engender frightening
images of disempowerment for some wo-

iisorder men. They and their therapists are faced with

ANCC p~,CEMI3F,R/JANUARY 1994/95

issues of separation and loss as a result of

hospitalization. With the recent proliferation

of specialized eating-disorder treatment

units within traditional hospital and psychi-

atric inpatient settings, there is an increased

opportunity to use hospitalization as part of

a long-term treatment process for women

with eating disorders.

If such treatment is to be effective, then it

only follows that what we know •about the

psychology of women and feminine-orient-

ed therapy should be applied to these envi-

ronments to create healthy, nonoppressive

structures in which real healing can occur.

The Decision to Hospitalize

Therapists sensitive to the special needs

of women patients advocate for treating

clients in the least restrictive environment

available. In this way, the client retains a

sense of autonomy, is not cut off from

important social and family connections and

is trusted to display a sense of competence in

day-to-day functioning. Gradations of care

considered for eating-disordered clients,

ranging from least to most restrictive,

include: (1) self-help and support groups; (2)

psychoeducational treatment; (3) outpatient

therapy; (4) intensive outpatient treatment;

(5) day treatment or partial hospital pro-

grams; (6) residential treatment; and (7) tra-

ditional hospital-based inpatient treatment.

The decision to intensify the treatment of

an eating-disordered client is typically

based on observation of progress or lack

thereof. More structured environments are

often recommended for clients who: (1) pre-

sent asignificant medical or suicidal risk;

(2) are self-mutilating; (3) cannot sustain an

adequate level of self-care; (4) do not have

family or significant others to provide an

adequate psychological environment of sup-

portrecovery; (5) are dually diagnosed or (6)

need help interrupting abinge-purge cycle

that is out of control. The development of the

right kind of inpatient setting can help a

client begin taking better care of herself.

The Deprivation Model

It is no secret that the majority of clients

suffering with eating disorders are women.

Most inpatient treatment programs acknowl-

edge asociocultural component in the etiol-

ogy of eating disorders. As a result, most

programs include groups on women's issues,

where women are encouraged to explore the

costs and consequences of living within nar-

row role prescriptions. Women in treatment

also examine their excessive identification

with caretaking roles, their need to please

and seek approval from others, and their

Circle 3 on car~1. 7



EATING DISORDERS

identification with the cultural ideal of slen-
derness as it impacts body hatred and the
drive for thinness. .,

Although sociocultural issues are address-
ed in treatment, the very nature of most inpa-
tient settings may be perpetuating a pattern

of oppression by rigidly controlling
women's behaviors and actions (symptoms)
and inadvertently "silencing" them once
again. It is very possible that the only voice
an eating-disordered client has is through

her symptoms. Most inpatient programs, in
their attempt to control eating-disorder sym-
tomatology, may be preventing women from
expressing themselves in the only way they
know how.
The model of treatment in most inpatient

settings is one based on deprivation. Women
have been denied access to bathrooms, have
been on meal plans that either restrict or
"force feed," have been restricted from par-
ticipating in activities if their weight is too
low, and have been denied "privileges" (usu-
ally social contact) if their behavior does not
conform to prescribed rules.

In addition to more traditional hospital
programs, which use behavioral manage-
ment techniques to control patients' behav-

ior, there are newly emerging "food addic-
tion" inpatient programs. These are based on
an abstinence model of recovery, imposing
another type of deprivation. The programs
deprive patients of white flour, refined sug-
ars and a number of other food substances,
based on a theory that people with eating
disorders are "addicted" to these foods. For
women whose eating has been out of control
for years,~such a model may provide short-
term relief, but eventually replicates a famil-
iar pattern of self-deprivation and desires.
Models such as these may lead to•a false
sense of control and effectiveness, similar to
what many women feel when dieting.

Inpatient programs that do not restrict
behavior (symptoms) or activities (social
relationships) allow women the opportunity
to learn about themselves and experiment
with feelings of fullness and self-imposed
deprivation. Many of the women with eating
disorders need opportunities to feel fullness
and hunger, and the attending feelings of
satiety, emptiness, and deprivation. They
need to focus on their value and importance
in the world. Replacing a deprivation model
with a fullness model, in which women can
learn to feel comfortable being seen and

heard, can lead to important changes as

opposed to continued adaptation to damag-

ing cultural norms and prescriptions.

An Egalitarian Therapy Relationship

It is important to try to minimize the

power differential between client and thera-

pist—while it is generally accepted that the

therapist has expertise in psychotherapy, the

clients remain the experts on themselves.

Such an attitude, conveyed in psychothera-

py, helps to increase clients' self-esteem Ind

trust in themselves and their perceptions,

and provides an opportunity to explore the
many relationships in which they feel less

capable of handling problems.
It is extremely rare to find an inpatient

setting that is not. hierarchical. As a result,

significant power differentials exist between
patients and staff and among staff members
themselves. Power differences between male
medical directors and female clinical staff
members expose patients in these settings to
patterns of powerlessness similar to those
they have experienced outside the "therapeu-
tic" milieu. Furthermore, closed treatment
team meetings, restrictions on patients'
access to their own charts and lack of

hat's why their therapy needs are different. At The Renfrew Center, ' , ~
we focus on the needs of women and the issues they face -- eating
disorders, depression, anxiety, or a traumatic experience. Here,

women confront their pain and move forward. Our intensive, therapeutic
treatment programs combine a respect for the unique psychology of , '
women, the strength of a caring community and the active participation of
each woman in her own recovery.

We work with local, regional and national managed care companies '
and therapists throughout the country to assure that women receive
optimal care in the least restrictive environment. Our full range of flexible
treatment options, whicri includes residential, day treatment, intensive
outpatient programs, and outpatient services, allows us to provide exactly
the right program to match each woman's individual needs. ~~ e

r ~ -̀.

Our experience with over 3,000 women who have already been
~f:i>::::::_.

treated in our programs gives us the knowledge and expertise to help your - :_
clients. Call now for an assessment or for further information. TIC

r ~_ .

JCAHO Accredited ~N~W CENTER
MOSt II1SUCdIICe ACCept2Cl EXCLUSIVELY DEDICATED TO WOMEN~S MENTAL HEALTHCARE

1-800-RENFREW
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r
:s as i involvement in goal-setting or treatment-

mag- planning alienates patients and perpetuates a

mystification of the therapy process.
Women patients [and probably all

patients] would benefit from a treatment
the model that would include patients attending

sera- treatment team meetings, reading and mak-

~e ing entries in their charts, and being actively
the involved in goal-setting and discharge-plan-
ves. ? ning. Such a shift helps to promote an
era- atmosphere of trust, equality and openness
and. ; between staff and patients.
ins,

the Social Action/Social Change
ess There often comes a time when it is

important for clients to challenge the very
ent social structure that has affected their eating
alt, disorder. No inpatient treatment program I
en ]~o~, of includes social action as a treatment
;rs component, but many women clients may
ile find such activity empowering.
aff ~ Thorough work on the psychology of

<<~ women, if incorporated into inpatient set-

Se tings, can help create treatment environ-

~~- menu that actually improve the effective-
i~t ness of inpatient treatment. Inpatient treat-
+' ment environments value and foster "safe"

>r + connections and facilitate interdependence
--r as opposed to fostering isolation and compe-

tition. In more traditional inpatient pro-

grams, modified bed rest to help with weight
gain and room restrictions for rule violations
create isolating environments for patients.
Often women who continue to binge and
purge in the inpatient setting are denied priv-
ileges and social contact with others.
Competition is fostered among residents
when they are asked to report on one anoth-
er for rule infractions.

It is clear that women who continue to be
symptomatic on an inpatient unit are often
expressing longing for or fears of connection
with others. Instead of imposing increased
isolation for the symptomatic patient, treat-
ment environments that are sensitive to
women would enhance opportunities for
connection and provide avenues for explor-
ing the impact of connection and disconnec-
tion in women's lives.

For example, if a woman on an inpatient
unit continues to starve herself, the treat-
ment providers might offer her increased

!~ opportunities for connection, rather than
imposing bed rest and isolation, She could
be paired with a "buddy" or offered more

intensive therapy contact. Women can be

encouraged to reach out to others prior to a

binge, not necessarily to prevent the binge,

but as a way to be supported, breaking

through shame and isolation as they voice

their pain to one another. It is rare to find this

DECF,MBER/JANUARY 1994/95

(/~ ma bey
eligible for certification

as an addictions specialist
The American Academy of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders'
Board of Trustees, International Advisory Board,
Certification Committee, National Examination

Committee and Ethics Committee:
determines standards of training and clinical experience

awards certificate and CAS credential with
specialties in alcoholism, other drugs, food and

sex addiction, and compulsive gambling
• publishes International Register of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders including

treatment providers from all disciplines.
~cpN Acq ~ For applications and information contact0

The American Academy
1 q"'""g. g 260 Beacon Street, Somerville MA 02143

617 661 6248
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AN EXTENDED CARE
TREATMENT PROGRAMfor
chemically dependent adult
women specializing in the
treatment of women since 1983.

the Gables

Alcoholism and Drug Addictions with:
■Eating Disordere Support Group
■Dual Diagnoses
■ Abuse Issues
■Relationship Conflicts
■ Living skills

Offering structured daily programming
treatment provided by professional
clinical staff. Utllizing the 12 step
philosophy and other support services.
Long Term three to six months Program
for chemfcaUy deperndent aAr~lt women

Call Admission Intake Coordinator,
507/282.2500.
1-800-GABLES-0

604 Fifth Street S.W.
Rochester, Minnesota 55902
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Now TopDrawer makes
the insurance connection
while delivering complete,

economical EAP record keeping
TopDrawer, Version 3.0, adds aservice-provider
information screen to record and monitor insurance
required claim information.

Yet, TopDrawer is still the most inexpensive, easyto•
use client record keeping and reporting system.

It still provides full-screen intake and case record
updates with pop~up help and classification menus. It
still maintains a referral database so you can match
your resources to elients. It still tracks non-client
activities such as training, interventions, &
workshops. It's still easy~to~learn,easy-to~use and
produces meaningful, uncomplicated activity reports.
IYs still only S485.00.

TopDrawer keeps it simple

FREE SAMPLE PflOGNAMI
Call 1800 354 0428

or 303-1969808
fAX 303.850.7977

ROTHSCHILD'S

FILES 
Rothachild~s F;~a,

P.O. Box 3108
Litlleton CO 80161
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EATING DISORDERS

sort of acceptance of symptoms and com-

passion on inpatient units. Women can use

group treatment within the therapeutic

milieu to explore the isolating nature of their

symptoms and they can be encouraged to

make choices leading to connection and

cooperation with group members.

Carol Gilligan's work on women's moral

development (In a Different Voice, 1982) can

also be applied to inpatient settings. She has

suggested many women patients rely on

context to decide what is right or wrong and

do not base moral judgments on an abstract

set of rules.

Most of the day-to-day workings of inpa-

tient units are based on a morality of right

and wrong. Women being treated for eating

disorders are often punished for "breaking

rules" when they are making decisions for

themselves and others based on a morality of

care and efforts to not hurt others.

Inpatient treatment programs can support

women's moral development and growth by

helping to clarify when decisions are

focused too much on the needs of others and

too little on themselves. Patients can be

helped to explore the costs and conse-

quences of consistently choosing to take

care of another rather than themselves, and

guided in moving toward a more integrated

focus on self and others. Women would ben-

Incorporating women's

ways of learning into treat-

mentfor eating disorders

focuses on strategies that

reduce patients' reliance

on the authority of others

and increases interactive

involvement and self-

reliance.

efit from an inpatient unit, characterized by
cooperation as opposed to competition, and
by decision-making, based on. circumstance
and context rather than on abstract criteria.

Finally, incorporating knowledge of

women's ways of learning can help facilt~
treatment. Helping women learn to listen
and value their own voices rather than that
an authority is essential. Thus, incorporati~
an interactive model of treatment hel
clients rely less on authority and more thet
selves. Shifting autocratic inpatient settin
to interactive models depends on the leadF
ship of the unit. Medical directors need to
open to relinquishing some power. It is wit
in a less hierarchical environment that he;
ing can occur as the staff and patients wo
toward creating an environment that n
tures, educates and protects.

Mental health therapists and EAPs
educate clients about their options a
encourage them, as consumers of inpati
care, to evaluate programs critically and
make choices accordingly.

Robin Sesan, PhD, is director of Branc
Psychotherapy Center, in Wilmington, ,
is a group practice specializing in the
went of women's issues. She has been
ing eating-disordered clients for 15 yec

Illustration by Eddie Ross
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Wellness-At-Work Card
. ~ • 48 fact-filled, employee-friendly cards tha

educate employees on important issues

. . ~ Employee Morale I~~,,",,,° ~~~ ,,~~~j(

Team Spirit ~ ~"` ~"`""` ~ """"~ ~
~ ~ ... ,.

Enthusiasm ~ ~" =~ „~-y_"__~
~--

• Increase • w~Ar ~:
Acute psychiatric stabilization °"~.°~ ~~- Ŷ ~~` ~°~~

and substance abuse Productivity j;M;~M~_ .'°^w- I~..

treatment followed ~w„— r ° ~~~~”"Self-Esteem
by referral to __ —...~M~.

Health Awareness •~- '""community ~ -~'"" ~—...._ ,
____ SUbsta~~e _ •Encourage • :~=~=~`.~~-_ •r~--
-- abuse ", ~~ = _.~
- - programs --- Communication ,~~~:w.:°,M"°",,~,. .

Job Safetv

■ •1■ ~
■ •

Auburn Hilis, MI 48326 e~"uo,c+~ ~q, The Bureau For Employee Educati
~ ~ 645 New York Avenue •Huntington, NY 11

~ • ~ ~ / ~► ,~ 1-800-483-9235 • 516-427-6551 •FAX 516.673-y~~~
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Employee
Assistance Forum

Is concern about workplace violence
overblown? Readers have sent in letters
noting that The Wall Street Journal article
claiming so sparked a lot of discussion in
regional and district EAP meetings. The
following, interview by Pamela Dowdy
Burt, EA's managing editor, offers a differ-
ent perspective.

A recent Wall Street Journal article call-
ing workplace violence a "false crisis" has
come under fire by employment attorneys
who say the article is misleading and could
cause harm by giving employers a false
sense of security.
"To call workplace violence a false crisis

based on the very small number of homi-
cides that have occurred in the workplace is
exactly the same as saying sexual harass-
ment in the workplace is not a problem
because of the relatively small number of
women who get raped at work," explained
attorney Garry Mathiason.

Mathiason, a senior partner with the firm
of Littler, Mendelson, Fastiff, Tichy &
Mathiason in San Francisco, said the article
mistakenly equates workplace violence
with workplace homicide. He called the
piece ̀ journalistic manslaughter" and said
it was terribly misleading.
"Homicide in the workplace has never

been the issue," he told EA. "Homicide is
only the-tip of the pyramid," he said, with
acts of physical violence followed by
threats and intimidation Corii~rising the
base of the pyrlmid. The article, by staff
writer Erik Larson, appeared in the Oct. 13
Journal under headlines claiming "Media
Misinterpret Research," and "Few Actually
`Ci0 POStfl~."'

Mathiason expressed disbelief over an EA
professional quoted in the article who
claimed he had not personally experienced
any cases where the worker became violent
at the job. "I was stunned," he said. "We rep-
resent 10,000 employers, and the reason I
got into this area was because of the number
of concerns from clients about their respon-
sibilities incases of violence at work"

Mathiason said one of the problems is
determining what constitutes workplace
violence.The Justice Department's most
recent report shows irrefutable numbers in-
dicating one million crimes are committed
in the workplace each year. These statis-

tics are not in dispute. What is being argued

is how many of those crimes were commit-
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ted by co-workers, customers and so forth.
While the Justice Department study does
not indicate whether these crimes were
worker against co-worker, it does classify
them into ̀ stranger-related crimes' and
`nonstranger-related crimes.' The non-
stranger is the customer, vendor, boy-
friend—and 60 percent of onemillion is
600,00(?—that's how many crimes were
committed by people acquainted with the
employee," he said.

Mathiason takes issue with the article's
"attack" on the Northwestern National Life
study that shows one in four employees
were harassed, threatened or physically
attacked during the 12 months from July
1992 through June 1993.
"I can't say the Northwestern study was

absolutely right=maybe instead of one in
four, it's one in 10—either way, it is a huge
number," he said. According to Mathiason,
he empirically tests the Northwestern study
every time he conducts a seminar about
workplace violence for clients.
"During the last three years, I-have

addressed close to 40,000 people on this
subject. At the beginning of each seminar,
we routinely 1sk for a show of hands by
those who have been involved in a situation
with a threat or an incident of physical Vio-
lence, or a homicide. There are very few
homicides, but we are now getting around
95 percent who have had an incident of
some type of violence that they were aware
of or involved in," he said.

Focusing on the importance given threats
of violence, Mathiason said, "I think the
threats are potentially as damaging if not
more damaging than some of the physical
violence. Here in our law firm, we have had
about six or seven incidents in the last cou-
ple of years, the worst of which was a
threat so meaningfully taken that the
employee was not only out on medical
leave for a long period of time, but she
resigned. That threat was so real that she
was devastated—it absolutely ruined her
ability to work and ruined a significant part
of her life," he said.

Mathiason further illustrated his point
with the story of an attorney and close
friend who served as general counsel for a
major company. "He and his, family were
targeted for death by a layed-off employee.
These threats had an overwhelming effect
on this man. He moved his family from
their home, changed his phone number, has
somebody start his car for him—these
threats have been crippling for him. None
of this will ever show up in the statistics
and it won't make the Wall Street Journnl.

"I believe threats and intimidation are a
critical part of workplace violence, more-
over, they are the part we can best correct,"
he said. Mathiason stressed that employers
must make it clear to employees that threats
of violence will be taken as seriously as
comments about guns in an airport. "Even
though a rule against threats will not stop
them, it will slow them down, and we'll see
fewer. ̀false-positives' in a company with a
good policy in place.
"A rule stating zero tolerance of threats

will limit those who prefer to intimidate
other workers with comments such as, ̀ I
hear people who drive cars like yours are
prone to highway accidents,' or ̀ I hear your
neighborhood isn't all that safe,"' he said.

Mathiason praised Cal-OSHA, Califor-
nia's equivalent of federal OSHA and often'
a front runner of new federal regulations,
for their newly-released definition of work-
place:violence. "It is critical that any firm's
definition of workplace violence include
threats of violence along with physical vio-
lence," Mathiason said.
"While crimes have been committed in

the workplace since the beginning of time,
we are finally looking at the employers'
legal responsibility in such instances,"
Mathiason said. "Workplace violence is not
equal to workplace crime. Crime is only
one portion of workplace violence."

New EAPA
Officers Address
1995 Challenge
The President's Luncheon during the

1994 National Conference in Boston pro-
vided the setting for EAPA's traditional
changing of the guard as the 1994 executive
officers (Sandra'IS~rner, president; George
Cobbs, vice president; Tamara Cagney, sec-
retary; and Madeleine Tramm, treasurer)
passed on leadership tasks to the 1995 offi-
cers (George Cobbs, president; Gregory P.
DeLapp; vice president; Carole A.
Stevenson, secretary; Linda M. Sturdivant,
treasurer; president-elect, Don McGruder).

Acknowledging a turbulent year in the
struggle to restructure the association to be
more responsive to its diverse membership
and deal with external opportunities to
include EA in reform and legislation, both
Turner and Cobbs thanked committee mem-
bers and fellow officers for their efforts on
by-laws, policy. and transition.
Cobbs sees the coming year as a time of

drawing together for the benefit of the asso-
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ciation. Part of this vision depends on the
addition of Sylvia S[raub as new COO,
whose extensive qualifications in finance
and the EA field will aid her mission to keep
EAPA financially sound—coming up with a
budget that will work without cutting ser-
vices. There are only 12 employees to pro-
vide all the services to some 7,000 members,
but For the first time, all EAPA board mem-
bers are elected members.
The board's strategic plan sets-goals that

reflect the desires of the entire member-
ship—affording access to EA for every
worker and exhibiting organizational effec-
tiveness. Sheila Macdonald, EAPA legisla-
tion and public policy director, reviewed her
plans to help realize greater access to EA by
involving members in legislative and public
policy not only nationally, but also at state
and community levels. Macdonald noted that
the focus on healthcare reform and the regu-
lations passed by the DOT offer opportuni-
ties to make Congress, state and national
government agencies, and management
aware of EAPs, and educate EA profession-
als on protecting EA business interests.

Disability Claims
Rise; Insurers
Change Benefits
A survey of major disability insurers, Paul

Revere, Provident, Northwestern and UNUM
Corp., showed they have been making
changes in coverage or leaving the field to
accommodate the large increases in disabili-
ty claims in the last five years.

Figures for psychiatric problems were up
205 percent over baseline figures for 1989.
Although claims citing Carpa111mne1 Syn-
drome, Epstein-Barr Syndrome and back
injuries showed greater increases, the insur-
ers noted the significance of an increase in
nervous and mental disabilities where claims
are harder to prove or disprove.
Some executives are concerned that em-

ployees use mental disability claims as a
substitute for unemployment compensation.
Some try for both.
Among changes being implemented or

planned, once approved by state regulators,
are fluctuating premiums similar to adjust-
able mortgage rates, coverage for limited
periods and limited coverage. Provident's
new policy may limit claims related to sub-
stance abuse problems or mental or nervous
conditions to two years.

In line with policy changes to control

Circle 1 on c~~ ~.

losses, insurers also are strengthening
restrictions and evaluation of claims. Where-
as life insurance rejects approximately 10
percent of claims, workers' compensation
rejects or restricts nearly 40 percent.

Anti-Smoking War
Heats Up Again;
Attacks Product

R.J. Reynolds announced testing of a
"smokeless cigarette:' It will have the
appearance of a cigarette, but will use a
charcoal tip that cuts back on the tar and car-

cinogens normally inhaled. Second-hand

smoke will be reduced by nearly 90 percent.
Test data are not available on dosage of
nicotine and carbon monoxide, both cited by
Jack Henningfield, chief of clinical pharma-
cology for the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, as related to heart disease, a more
frequent cause of death in smokers than lung
cancer.

Action on Smoking and Health and The
Coalition on Smoking or Health, anti-smok-
ing groups, continue to press the Food and
Drug Administration to declare nicotine a
regulated drug. This could make new smoke-
less cigarettes drug-delivery systems that
should be regulated by the FDA. Anti-smok-
ing groups argue that marketing the new
products as able to alleviate the health-
threatening effects of former products classi-
fies them as drug-delivery devices.

Other critics of the smokeless products
see them as a different version of nicotine
patches and therefore in competition with
pharmaceuticals, but not having to pass FDA
evaluation to prove safety and list warnings
on dangers to health.

Report On Sears'
ADA compliance
Shows Cost Low
The Annenberg Washington Program

issued a report on compliance with the
accommodation requirements under the
Americans with Disabilities Act as demon-
strated by Sears, Roebuck and Co., one of
the largest single employers of people with
disabilities. This report found that contrary
to many critical reports, ADA compliance
does not necessarily mean high costs. Fewer
than 10 percent of Sears employees who
self-identify as disabled required any kind of
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accommodation.
Data on total costs from 1978 to 1992 for

436 ADA-related accommodations show 69
percent cost Sears nothing, 28 percent cost
less than $1,000 and 3 percent cost more
than $1,000. Most cost little or nothing,. such

as flexible scheduling, longer training peri-
ods, back-support belts, revised job descrip-
tions, rest periods, enhanced lighting and
adjusted work stations.
The report emphasized five core implica-

tions: (1') the impact of ADA on business is

evolutionary, not revolutionary; (2) universal

design and access, not retrofitted technology,

fulfill the objective of including all workers

in productive participation; (3) ADA educa-

tion for management and the workfarce
about capabilities of persons with disabilities
must be based on facts, not paternalism and
myths; (4) starting from a base of ADA

compliance, companies can foster indepen-
dence; and (5) rather than creating onerous
legal burdens, the ADA can give employers
and employees a framework for dispute
avoidance and resolution.

Aging Conference
Galled By Clinton
For May 1995
The 1995 White House Conference on

Aging (WHCoA) will be the first since
1981. The Older Americans Act. of 1992
requires that a 25-member policy committee
be chosen jointly by Congress and the
President to plan specifics and the agenda of
the conference.
WHCoA has recognized the National

Eldercare Coalition (NEC) as a contributor
to provide policy recommendations on work-
place eldercare benefits. To accomplish this,
the NEC held a conference in Baltimore this
past December.
Two major objectives of the coalition were

to evaluate. the effectiveness and feasibility of
all workplace benefits models that are to be
presented at the 1995 conference, and to
place special emphasis on the models com-
patible with managed care and incremental-
style care being tested at the state level
(Minnesota) and proposed in national legisla-
tion. The NEC also discussed promoting fur-
ther grassroots activity involving testing pilot
programs with. participating organizations.

According to a report from the General
Accounting Office, greater geographic dis-
persion of families,. smaller families and the
large percentage of women working outside
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elp chemically dependent employees
" become productive again...

Stuyvesant Square treatment programs
offer your employees the knowledge,
skills and support they need to over-
come chemical dependence. Our indi-

vidualized programs are designed to
help recovering employees with the
challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life.

Stuyvesant •Square Inpatient Treatment and Aftercare

A Chemical
An intensive treatment approach

Dependency
provides professional individualized

Treatment Program
guidance through the phases of

recovery. A two-year aftercare pro-
of Beth Israel gram allows employees to continue
Medical Center receiving ongoing support.
170 East End Ave.

at 87th St. Outpatient Care
New York, NY 10128 Outpatient programs, offered in the

212 ' $ 7 0 ' 9 7 7 7
day and evening, enable your employ-

ees to stay on the job, while receiving

Outpatient Care the treatment they need.

380 Second Ave. Stuyvesant Square...a comprehensive,
at 22nd St., hospital-based chemical dependency

New York, NY 10010
.program. Call us or write for our

212.614.610 0 brochure.
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Earn your Degree in

ADDICTION STUDIES

~~F at T-~ome.
.;:~_ '~~

~'

~~aceland Co eg~
"' ~~,,

(Acci~edrtec~ Iry the No~t~t ~4'ent~czl Ass~ociatinn
of'College` and Schools)

Graceland offer~s~~h~ ne est design,in cl' sroo comfort and
convenience — yo r own home. darn your bac3~elors degree
or certificate of completion without major disruption to family
and job.

Graceland offers you:

Q Study at Home

You work at home with minimal interruption to work
and family obligations.

Q Credit for Life Experience and Previous Training

Your training and work experience in the addiction
field is valued by Graceland.

Q Courses Developed by Nationally
Recognized Educators and Authors

You receive the latest in addiction studies from
quality educators. Merlene and David Miller are
well known for their dedication to the addiction
education field and as authors and coauthors of such
titles as, Learning To Live Again, Staying Sober, and
their latest book, Reversing the Weight Gain Spiral.

To begin your bright new future and help reverse
the spiral of addiction, call or write today:

G~~PN D 

Cp(!
~~ ~ ~~
~ ~,~ m~.

(gn'/ONI,~~~P
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Graceland
College
Addiction Studies Outreach Program
700 College Avenue
Lamoni, IA 50140-1696
(800). 585-6310 or (515) 784-5441
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the home are straining the capacity of infoi

mal caregiving. Currently, about two millic

working Americans, including government

employees, are providing significant unpai~

care to their elderly relatives.

Work /Family ~ are
Decisions Affected
By Glean Air Act
The federal Clean Air Act indirectly helps ~

work/family programs by serving as an 1

impetus to changes in work schedules. The

act requires companies of 100 br more

employees to satisfy an "average passenger

occupancy" ratio.
Strategies to accomplish this target num-

ber include: flextime, which allows workei;~
to arrive at and leave work outside the
heavy-use window; telecommuting, which

transfers many job functions to home or
satellite offices; and compressed work
weeks, which lengthen the work day to cut
the number of days worked.

Karol Rose, author of Work &Family:
Pmgram Models and Policies, noted that
companies who may be facing resistance to
the lifestyle changes involved in changing
work schedules to meet Clean Air targets,
should consider reviewing flexibility in
schedules that also aid employees with
dependent care problems.

Domestic Violence
Prevention Act
Takes Effect in NY
On Jan. 1, the Family Protection and

Domestic Violence Prevention Act of New
York State took effect. The act was designed
to eliminate the potentially deadly time lapse
between acts of domestic violence and oppor-
tunity to obtain an order of protection from
Family Court. Previously, such orders only
could be applied for during regular court
hours unless battered individuals happened to
live in areas where town and village judges
volunteered to be available at any time.

Currently, battering victims will be able tee
seek an order of protection almost immedi-
ately—including at nighttime and on week-
ends as Family Court justices will be
required to be on call.
An individual who is directed to stay

away from a home or spouse by the order of
protection can be jailed for violating it.

F,MPLOYF,EASSISTANCE
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Connecting Substance Abuse Prevention with Health Promotion

While there is no one-shot, magic bullet that will prevent

.substance abuse in the workforce, it makes sense to apply ~

multi-focused efforts that use the company culture and

existing systems as vehicles to promote behavior change. As

Dr. John Erfurt and. his associates noted, corporate health'

promotion/wellness programs are in a good position ~fo. j

provide early prevention for. the mainsU•eani of employees '~„ ,

not engaged in an escalating pattern of substance abuse and ~'~.

dependence. Yet, most health promotion prograu~s d~ not ,,'-:~

include explicit alcohol and drug abuse prevention in "~'

any but a tangential way', if they include them at all. ~•
„~ j ... .

The Feasibility Study '~-

In 1.993, ISA completed a feasibility study ~ •;
s• ~ conducted under a grant from the National ~'e ` '~;

~ Institute on Drug Abuse. It involved 24 in-
~, ̀ ~'• depth interviews (12 telephone interviews and
'w~`~ 12 site-visit interviews) with hellth promotion

program professionals at 24 companies across
the United States to assess the feasibility of
integrating. explicit substance abuse prevention

/~ ~,~,~L^ 'programming into several key corporate health

`~ promotion program components.
~ ~ . ~t

~'• Based upon a review of the literature, the

r "~~~~* ~ ~i focus was upon the areas of sCress.j
~`, ~ s ~ management, weight management,~.~

{, exercise/fitness, and smoking cessation as

~~ ~; likely candidate areas for integrating
~~

substance abuse prevention in the form of
~y M1, s 1

h short, supplementary progrlm modules.

~' Y The modules were envisioned as video

~ j ~ and print materials designed so that must

~;' health promotion and fitness
professionals would be able to

. - deliver and discuss their

,. .content. Draft module

._ ~ . -materials emphasized

'`^ ~ . the importance of
~"' ~ r avoiding alcohol and

,ter .;

drug abuse and

"~'`, connected thein

~ with themes often

found in health

~`' .~~ promotion offerings such

,^ j as self-efficacy, positive

~, alternatives, strategies to avoid

~~ ~} obstacles and strategies for self-
~..r`' /" management~~ .,
' ;,, ., ~ i✓' The companies contacted represented a

`.~ ~F '', wide range of industry types with a balanced

"" representation of program comprehensiveness.

~~,. The questionnaire interview included questions

:`° about relctions to the concept of presenking sup-

plement~l substance abuse prevention modules;

perceptions regarding the compatibility of substance abuse

prevention with Che health promotion program components;

perceptions of the health promotion program mission

regarding substance abuse prevention and the role and functio❑
of the EAP in this area.

What Is the Connection?

Behaviors related tc health and lifestyle do not ~.,%

stand in isolation from one another but u•e vitally ' '=+ °
~ ^'inCerrelated. Dr. Royer' Cook, president of ISA, y ' ; r i

and Alan Youngblood of AT&T's EAP program ~~ h~ ' ,
recently put forth the following rationale for the ;,

,
~"

~ t
health promotion context as an especially ,,

promising vehicle for preventing alcohol and ~ ~ ~~,~f

drug abuse among working adults: ~~ ,~ ''.r
• Substance. abuse is closely "~ - 3

linked to health status. ,,e ,~* j~~

•Substance abuse F 4.'.~ !

has an impact on ~ ,~ ~'"

nearly all the main ..__._._ .._. _., ._,. f~.~:. .:?

components employed

by a health promotion ~, -

x f

,,~
.,~ .;-

program. ~,,.,~~~4 ''~

r Health pranotion ~ ~~ ....~t ,~'
e

programs can serve as a i ~
needed positive vehicle for ~ ~`• ~. ;~,

~ilcohol and drug abuse ' '`' ~~ ',•{
prevention. ~ `~ 'a. , ,~
• Health promotion programs ~ r i

also can provide needed secondlry `~ ~ ~ ,-
subst~tnce abuse prevention. .,, ' ,`~
• The promofion of healthful lifestyles

f~.:
atnd Che prevention ~ of ~~substance lbuse air
mutually reinforcing services. ~'~ '. '~ "'
• .A liealth ~promotioii program Yhaf addtesses r

substance abuse can serve as a valuable outreach service ,'
Por the employee assistance progam. ~. ~ ~ ~

In addition, the very self-selecting nature of health ~' "~`_`
promotion program participation makes the opportunity ~~~~~
to adcl substance abuse prevention something that EA

professionals should not miss. Individuals engaged in health promotion

programs and associated activities are likely to be strongly contemplating
a change in health behavior, preparing soon to make specific changes, ot•

ready to start making these changes—all important preconcli[ions to

benet7tiiig Prom substance abuse prevention.

Program Areas of Interest
The 24 iut~rviewees reported Chat their companies' programs fea-

t'
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WELLNESS

cured selected health promotion components
of interest to our study as follows: stress
management, 19; weight managemendnutri-
tion, 22; exercise/fitness, 23; and smoking
cessation, 19.

Stress Management. A number of inter-
viewees cited ►nultiple program offerings
related to stress management. Multi-session
offerings and seminars comprised some of
the more comprehensive offerings —those
that appeared to go the farthest toward actu-
al behavior change. Programs were often

delivered by onsite staff; where vendors
were used, in many cases, the company had
negotiated the curriculum.

All of the stress-management interven-
tions included information or education
regarding stress and stress management; 15

programs included some skills training (e.g.,
relaxation exercises); and a significant num-
ber included what could be described as a
range of behavior-modification strategies.
An underlying theme in most of the pro-
grams was the building of self efficacy for
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managing stress—that individuals, with the
proper knowledge and skills, can learn to
cope with most daily stressors and can
develop strategies to minimize many daily
"hassles:'
• A large insurance company has three

multi-session programs related to stress
management—(1) a change mastery pro-
gram which teaches adaptability skills; (2) a

skill-based program aimed at building

healthy relationships; (3) a personal stress-

assessment program concentrating on four

"heartiness skills"—control, commitment,

connection and challenge.
• A university offers employees a course

called "Working Toward a Stress-Free
Life"—an eight-class offering. Topics cov-
ered include: symptoms and indicators of
stress; life changes as stressors; type A/B
personality, self-esteem, hostility and time-
urgency. Avariety of techniques for coping
with stress are offered. Once per quarter,
other topics in stress-management are
offered, including a stress-management
workshop for women.
• A computer manufacturing company's

stress management approach takes the form
of seminars (some multi-session) on an
assortment of topics, such as stress and
lifestyle management, stress-management
tools and psychological and physiological .,
effects of stress. At the time of the interview, s~
the current offering was afour-hour seminar ~~,`
which included identification of stressors,
healthful ways to relieve stress, nutrition and
stress, exercise and stress, and relaxation and
stress management.
• A large oil company does not use the

word "stress" in its programs. The area is
handled by addressing a variety of topic
areas which are associated with stress: cop-
ing with change, taking risks, parenting and
time management. Balance is a common
thread throughout these offerings as well as
emphasis on developing and building
self-esteem. The offerings can be presented
in one session or as a series.
• A computer sales and service company

offers a 12-hour stress-management course
once per year. The course has two major seg-
ments: (1) understanding and assessing per-
sonal stressors and (2) managing stress.
Strategies for stress management include
cognitive reappraisal, relaxation, time man-
agement and exercise. The health program ,
director also serves in the EAP role at this
company; for this reason, the course
includes information about addictive behav-
iors and the negative effects of alcohol `.
abuse.

There was at least one company that was
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program director also serves in the EAP role
at this company; for this reason, the course
includes information about addictive
behaviors and the negative effects of alcohol
abuse.

There was at least one company that was
seriously rethinking the individual focus of
its stress-management programs to
concentrate mainly upon larger worksite and
societal backdrops. While several

interviewees cited the need for more focus
upon organizational roles in stress

management, the large majority of health

promotion programs focused upon the

individual.
In most cases, the stress-management

programs presented natural and appropriate
contexts for substance abuse prevention
programming. These programs, particularly
the more comprehensive offerings, could
easily include explicit and comprehensive
discussion of the potential costs to self and
family members. from the self-perpetuating
relationship of substance abuse and stress;
rewards of healthful coping behaviors;
avoidance of the use of substance abuse as a
coping mechanism; linkage with skills such
as self-assertiveness and drink/drug refusal;
and use of healthful alternatives such as
recreation and exercise for dealing with

stress. Slightly more than one-half of the

programs touched upon the topic of
substance abuse (e.g., naming it as a
symptom of stress).

Programs in stress management appeared
to share theoretical underpinnings, to teach

similar skills such as relaxation techniques,
and to emphasize general coping behaviors.
Despite some variance in emphases and
terminology, most , of these programs
appeared to embrace fairly compatible
viewpoints.

Weight-Management/Nutrition. Program
content generally included information and
education components and, in most cases,
skills training and behavior-modification
strategies. Substance abuse was generally
not covered at all in these programs;
however, many did include some mention of

alcohol as a calorie source. ̀
These programs offered many openings

for substance abuse prevention input:

discussion of substance abuse as it relates to
self-assertiveness regarding foods and
beverages; positive self-reward strategies (as
opposed to the use of alcohol/drugs as a
reward); use of social support in the
behavior-change process; personal costs of
tension relief through drug/alcohol abuse;
stress management to avoid old behavior

patteens; the disinhibiting properties of
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alcohol and many other drugs that make

them a potential obstacle to the maintenance

of new healthful' eating behaviors.
Fitness/Exercise. Most of the companies

with exercise/fitness programs offered some
type of participant fitness assessment
followed by a personal exercise prescription.
The fitness, exercise and recreation area ap-
peared to present valid contexts for stressing
the role of social support for maintaining a
healthful lifestyle and avoiding substance
abuse. It demonstrates substance abuse can

uu~

pose substantial obstacles to personal fitness

goals. However, delivery of explicit

substance abuse prevention input (e.g., in

lecture format) is seen as challenging, given

the logistics of the fitness classes and

recreational activities that were encountered.

These limitations could be overcome

through the use of printed materials,
campaigns, videos, etc. We also came away
with the view that messages and materials
based on the fitness and recreation area have
the potential to reach workers beyond those
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WELLNESS

to maintaining behavior change. (The divided between those who saw substance
American Cancer Society's Fresh Start abuse prevention as part of their program's
Program mentions alcohol and marijuana mission, and those that saw it as related to
use as potential obstacles to successful ces- their mission and potentially part of it. This
sation and maintenance.) finding was not borne out by actual preven-

tion content in the health promotion offer-
How Prevention Is Seen ings by the companies studied.
As part of the feasibility study, it was im- Fifteen programs had offerings in which

portant to get a sense of how health promo- substance abuse was mentioned tangentially
lion program providers viewed their role re- in at least one program component.. In the
garding substance abuse prevention in the majority of these cases alcohol use/sub-
workforce. Interviewees were nearly evenly stance abuse was mentioned in only one

The ~3.ge of Reason
has come to addiction care

The solutions your clients are searching for are at Forest Hospital
Rational Recovery is a revolutionary approach to overcoming
chemical dependency. It is a simple program that helps people
get sober, get better, and get on with life. Period. No lifetime
meetings, labels, denial-and-disease talk. And it is a program that
welcomes newly recovering and l2-step resistant people.

Counselors, therapists and physicians are excited about
Rational Recovery because it is an effective option for clients
who cart't "work the steps:' Third party payers are enthusiastic,
too. More of their insured now participate in their own treatment
planning, letting them invest more of themselves and less money
and time incost-effective and efficient treatment.

To learn more about Rational Recovery contact Forest Hospital,
a licensed Rational Recovery' Hospital.

(708) 635-4100, Ext. 363

Rational Recovery

is a means tc~ happiness, not an end in itself.

Forest Hospital
555 Wilson Lane • Das Plaines, Illinois 60016
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offering, and in many instances the one
offering was smoking cessation in which
alcohol and/or marijuana use was mentioned
as a barrier to maintenance. In only one pro-
gram could the topic be said to be a key ele-
ment in regular program offerings at a com-
pany site where the program director also ~'
served as EAP for a fairly small employee
population and could easily take a holistic
approach to the two areas.

It was interesting to note that at a railroad
company, the health promotion program was
directed to develop a company alcohol-
abuseprevention program with the aid of the
state's Alcohol and Drug Council, This
entailed briefly outlining the risks of devel-
oping an alcohol-abuse problem and making
individuals aware of their own levels of risk.
Alcohol~is described as a gateway drug, one
that potentially leads to other drug use.
How the HPPs Feel About the Substance

Abuse Topic. In the large majority of inter-
views, the concept of including supplemen-
tal materials on substance abuse prevention
in existing health promotion components TOt
was received favorably. ~~
One corporate health promotion intervie-

wee related that activities are offered to pro- ~Ul

mote the avoidance of substance abuse; yet,
as in other health promotion offerings, the ~@
connection is never made explicit to partici- AW'
pants. Another interviewee explained that
many health promotion practitioners do not .~
realize the role that they can play in sub-
stance abuse prevention and, therefore, do NO
not initiate efforts. Health promotion, he the
went on to explain, needs to articulate its
role in this area and to approach the EAP are
about making a concerted effort. U11~

The EAP Connection ~~
Most of the companies participating in the ~~

feasibility study had an employee assistance
program in place; companies were nearly ~Z] I
evenly divided between outside-contracted reC
EAP services and in-house EAPs. The inter-
views bore out our previous research and lit-
erature reviews, indicating in most cases that
EAPs were described as mainly involved in
assisting employees who already had prob-
lems, addressing tertiary, and in some cases,
secondary levels of prevention. Prevention
activities aimed at the mainstream employee
population were generally in the form of
printed materials.

In a large number of the companies, there
appeared to be at least some sense of shared
mission between the EAP and health promo-
tion program. In a number of cases intervie-
wees mentioned coplanned and/or cospon-
sored events or classes, informal cross-refer- p~

in
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M IENO
IZOLPIDEM TARTRATE) ~~

5-MG & 10-MG TABLETS

From a uni ueq
chemical class of
non-be~.zodiaze
slee a ents

p
p 9

More sleep
Total sleep time is significantly increased
compared with placebo. Patients fall asleep
quickly; generally within 20 to 30 minutes.1-3

fetter sleep
Awakenings were reduced, compared to placebo,

Through the night
No evidence of increased wakefulness during
the last third of the night. Normal sleep stages
are generally preserved' (clinical significance
unknown).

With no objective evidence of tolerance or
reboundnisomnia
In studies of up to 35 consecutive nights at
recommended doses,',Z

FuvorAble ssc~ffeiy and tolerability profile
Adverse events with dosages of <_ 10 mg that were
statistically significant vs placebo

Short-term: <_ 10 nights Long-term: 28 to 35 nights

drowsiness 2% dizziness 5%
dizziness 1% drugged
diarrhea 1% feelings 3%

.r

M IE
(ZOLPIDEM TARTRATE) ~V 

5-MG&10-MG TABLETS

In the short-term treatment of insomnia

First in a unique chemical class of
non-benzodic~zepine sleep agents

Please see references and brief summary of prescribing Circle 17 on card.
information on the last page of this advertisement. 01994 Searle



Ambien° C
(zolpidem tartrate)

BRIEF SUMMARY

References: 1. Deis on tile, SeeAe. Z. Vogel G, Scheel M, Walsh J, el al. Ellecls of chronically administered zolpidem on the sleep of healthy ineomniecs. Sleep Research. 1989;18:80. Absva~i
3. Walsh JK, Schweilxer PK, Sugeiman Jl, el el. Transient Inmmnia assareted vnlh a &hour phase eMance of sleep lime and Irealment with zolpidem, J Clin Psychopharmacof.1990; 10:18A-1 oa.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Amblen (zolpidem tartrate) ie indicated for the short-term treatment
of insomnia. Hypnotics should generally be limited to 7 to 10 days
o~ use, end reevaluation of the patient is recommended if they are
to be taken for more than 2 [0 3 weeks.
Ambien should not be prescribed in quantities exceeding a 1-month

supply (see Warnings.
CONTflAINDICATIONS

None known.

WARNINGS
Since sleep disturbances may be the presenting manifestation of a
physical end/or psychiatric disorder, symptomatic treatment of in-
somnie should be initiated only eher a careful evaluation of the
patient. The failure of insomnia to remit ahe~ 7 to 10 days of
treatment may indicate the presence of a primary psychiatric and/or
medical illness which should be evaluated. Worsening of Insomnia
or the emergence of new thinking or behavior ahnormelities may be
the consequence of an unrecognized psychiatric or physical disorder.
Such findings have emerged during the course of treatment with
sedative/hypnotic drugs, including Ambien. Because some of the
important adverse effects of Ambien appear to be dose relayed (see
Precautions and Dosage end Administretion~, it is important to use
the smallest possible eHeCtive dose, especially in the eldeAy.
A variety of abnormal thinking and behavior changes have been

reported to occur in association with the use of sedetivelhypnotics.
Some of these changes may be characterized by decreased inhibition
(eg, aggressiveness and extroversion that seemed out of cheracter~,
elmiler to efiecis produced by alcohol and other CNS depressants.
Ocher reported behavioral changes have included bizarre behavior,
agitation, hallucinations, end depersonalization. Amnesia and other
neuropsychietric symptoms mey occur unpredictably. In primerily
depressed petlents, worsening of depression, including suicidelthink-
Ing, has been repotted in association with the use of sedative/
bypnotics.

It cart rarely be tletermined with certainty whether e particular
instance of the abnormal behaviors listed shove ere drug induced,
eponteneous in origin, or e resuN of an underlying psychiatric or
physical disorder. Nonetheless, the emergonce of any new behavioral
algn or symptom of concern requires careful end immediate evaluation.

Following the rapid dose decrease o~ abrupt discontinuation of
sedative/hypnotics, there have been reports of signs and symptoms
cimiler to those aseocieted with whhdrewal from other CNS-depres-

machinery or tlriving a motor vehicle after ingesting the tlrug, inclutling
potential impairment of the pertormence of such ectivlties that may
occur the day following inge8tion of Ambien. Ambien showed additive
effects when combined with alcohol and should not be taken with
alcohol. Patients should also be cautioned about possible combined
effects with other CNS-depressant drugs. Dosage adjustments may
be necessary when Ambien is edminiatered with such agents because
of the potentially addi~ive eNecte.

Oensral PflECAUTIONS

Uss !n the eldeAy and/a deblllteted patients: Impaired motor
and/or cognitive pertormence after repeated exposure or unusual
eeneitiviry to sedative/hypnotic drugs is a concern In the treatment
of elderly end/or debilitated patients. Therefore, the recommended
Ambler doae9e Is 6 mg In such etlenta (see Oosege end Adminis-
tretlon) to decrease the poeeibllPry of side effects. TAesa patients
should be closely monitored.
Ups In peNenfe with concomltent lllneas: Clinical experience with
Amblan In patients with concomitant syatemlc illness is limited.
Ceutlon la advisable in using Ambien in patients with diseases or

petlente repee[eCly treatetl with Amblan did not demonstrate tlrug
eccumuletion oralteretlons In phermacokinetic parameters. No dosage
adjustment in venally impaired patients is required; however, these
Petiente should be cbselr monitored (see Pharmacokinetics). Astudy
in subjects with hepatic impairment did reveal protonged elimination
in this group; therefore, treatment should be initiated wNh 6 mg in
patients with hepatic compromise, and they should be closely
monitored.
Usa !n depreeslon: As with other sedative/hypnotic drugs, Ambler
should be adminigtered with caution to patients exhibiting signs or
symptoms of depression. Suicidal tendencies may be present In such
petlente end protective measures may be required. Intentional aver-
doeage is more common in this group of petients; therefore, the
least amount of drug that is feasible should 6e preec~ibed for the
patient at any one time.
/n/ormeNon /or patients: Patient Information is printed in the com-
plete prescribing information and is available in pads for distrihution
to patients.
Laboratory tests: There ere no specific laboratory tests recommended.
Drup Interactbns
CNS-acNro Braga: Ambien was evaluated in healthy volunteers in
single-dose interaction studies for several CNS drugs. A study in-
volving heloperidol end zolpidem revealed no effect of haloperidol on
the phermacokinetics or phermacodynamice of zolpidem. Imipramine
In combination with zolpidem produced no phermacokinetic Interac-
tlon other then e 20% decrease in peek levels of imipramine, but
there was an additive effect of decreased alertness. Simlledy, chlor-
promazine in combination with zolpidem Produced no pharmacaki-
netic interaction, but there was an additive effect of decreased
alertness end psychomotor peAormence. The lack of a drug inter-
ection tollowin9 single-dose edministretion does not predict a lack
Iollawing chronic administratlon.
An additive effect on psychomotor peAormance between alcohol

end zolpidem was demonstrated.
Since the systematic evaluations of Ambien in combination with

other CNS-active Braga have been limited, careful consideration
should be given to the phermecolog y of any CNS-active drub to be
used with zolpidem. Any drug with CNS-depressant effects could
potentially enhance the CNS-depreaeant effects of zolpidem.
Other Braga: A study Involving cimetidine/zolpIdem and ranitidine/
zolpidem combinations revealed no effect of either drug on the
phermecokinetics or phermacodynamice of zolpidem. Zolpidem had
no effect on digoxin kinetics and did not affect prothrombin time
when liven with wartarin in normal subjects. Zolpidem's sedative/
hypnouc effect was reversed by ilumazenil; however, no significant
el~eretions in zolpidem pharmacokinetics were found.
DruplLaborotory teat Inte~actiona: Zolpidem Is not known to in-
tertere with commonly employed clinical laboratory testa.
Carcinogenesis, mutageneeic, Impaim~ent of fertility
Csrclnogeneals: Zolpidem wee administered to rata and mice for 2
years at dietary dosages of 4, 18, end 80 mg/k9/day. In mice, these
doses are 26 to 620 times or 2 to 35 times the maximum 10-mg
human dose on a mg/kg or mg/m~ basis, respectively. In rats these
doses are 43 to 878 times or 8 to 115 times the maximum 10-mg
human dose on e mglkg or mg/m~ basis, respectively. No evidence
of carcinogenic otential wee observed in mice. Renal liposarcomas
were seen in 4P100 rats (3 males, 1 female) receiving 80 mg/kg/
Bey and a renal lipome was observed in one male rat at the 18 mg/

kg/day dose. Incidence rates of lipoma and liposarcoma for zolpidem
were comparable to those seen in historical controls end the tumor
findings ere thought to be e spontaneous occurtence.
Mu[egenesls: Zolpidem did not have mutagenic ectiviry In several
testa including the Ames teat, aenotoxicity in mouse lymphoma cells
in vitro, chromosomal aberreuons in cultured human lymphocytes,
unscheduled DNA synthesis in gat hepatacytes in vitro, and the
micronucleus test in mice.
Impelrtnent o/ %rtlliry: In e rat reproduction study, ~ha high dose
(100 mg base/k~) of zolpidem resulted in irregular estrus cycles and
prolonged piecaital intervals, but there was no effect on male or
female fertility after daily oral doses of 4 to 100 mg baselkg or 5
to 130 times the recommended human dose in mg/m~. No effects
on arty other tertiiity parameters were noted.
Pregnenry
Category 8. Studies to assess the effects of zalpidem on human
reproduction and development have not been conducted.
Teratology studies were conducted in rats and rabbits.
In pats, adverse maternal end fetal eHecis occurred e[ 20 end 100

mg base/kg and included dose-related maternal lethargy and ataxia
and adose-related trend co incomplete ossification of fetal skull
bones.

In rabbits, dose-related maternal sedation and decreased weight
gsin occurred et all doses tested. At the high dose, 18 mg base/k~,
there was an increase in Poetimplantetion fetal loss and underossi-
fication of sternebrae in v~eble fetuses.

This drug should be used during pregnancy only if clearly needed.
Nvnteratogenic effects; Studies to assess the effects on children
whose mothers took zolpidem during pregnancy have not been
conducted. However, children born of mothers taking sedative/hyp-
notic drugs may be at some risk (or withdrawal symptoms from the
drug during the postnatal period. In addition, neonatal flaccidity has
been reported in intents born of mothers who received sedative/
hypnotic drugs during pregnancy.
labor and delivery: Amblen has no established use In labor and
delivery.
Nureing mother: Studies in lactating mothers indicate that between
0.004 and 0.019% of the total administered dose Is excreted Into
milk, but the effect of zolpidem on the intent is unknown.
The use of Ambien in nuralng mothers is not recommended.
Safety and effectiveneea in children helow the age of 18 have not

been established.

ADVEgSE REACTIONS
Associated with dieconHnuatbn of treatment: Approximately 4%
of 1,701 pa~iencs who received zolpldem et all doses (7.26 to 90
mg) in U.S. premerketing clinical irlels discontinued treatment because
of an adveree clinical event. Events most commonly associated with
discontinuation from U.S. [rieie were daytime drowsiness (0.6%),
dizziness (0.4%), headache (0.6%1, nausea (0.8%~, and vomiting
(0.6%~.

Approximately 8% of 1,320 patients who received zolpidem at ell
doses (6 to 50 mg) In similar foreign trials discontinued treatment
because of an edve~ee event. Events most commonly associated
with discontinuation from these trials were dey~ime d~oweiness

rte see (0.8%j 
la (0.8%~, dizzlnese (0.8%~, headache (0.8%), end

Incidence in controlled cllnicel trials
Moat commonly observed adverts events In controlled trlale:
During short-term treatment (up to 10 nights) with Ambien et doses
up to 10 mg,the most commonly observed adverse events essoci-
eted with the use of zolpldem end seen at statistically aigniticant
diHerencea from placebo-treated patients were drowsiness (reported
by 2% of zolpidem patiente~, dizziness (1%~, and diarrhea (1%~.
During longer-term treatment X28 to 36 nlghte) with zalpidem et
doses up to 10 mg, the moat commonly observed adverse events
associated with the use of zolpldem end seen et etetleticelly eignifl-
Cent diHerenCee from plecebo-treated patients were dizziness 16%)
and drugged feelings (3%~.

Incidence of Treatment•Emergent Adverse Experiencee in
Short-term Placebo-Controlled Clfnicel Trials

(Percentage of patients reporting)

Zolpidem
Body System/ (510 m ~ Placebo
Adverse Event' (N=886 (Nm473)

Central end Peripheral Nervous System
Headache 7 8
~fOW9111898 Z —
Dizzlness 1 —

Ci89IfOI11tB9[IfIBI $YS[Brtl
Nausea 2 3
Diarrhea 1 —

Musculoskaletal System
Myelgie 1 2

'Events reported by at least 1% of Ambien patients are included.

Incidence of Treatment•Emergent Advarsa Experiences in
longterm Pleceba-Controlled Clinical Trials

(Percentage of patients reporting)

Zolpidem
Body System/ (__ 10 m ~ Plocebo
Adverse Event' (N=152 (N=161

Autonomic Nervous System
Dry mouth 3 1

Body ae e Whole
Allergy 4 1
Back pain 3 2
Inlluenze-like symptoms 2 —
Chest pain 1
Fatigue 1 2

Cardiovascular System
Palpitation 2

Central and Peripheral Nervous System
Headache 1g 22
Drowsiness 8 6
Dizziness 5 7
Lethargy 3 1
Drugged feeling
Llghtheededness

3
2 1

Depression 2 1
Abnormal dreams 1 —
Amnesia 1 —
Anxiety 1 1
Nervousness 1 3
Sleep ,i~sorder 1 —

Gasirointestinal System
Nausea 6 B
Dyspepsie 5 8
Diarrhea 3 2
Abdominal pain 2 2
Constipation 2 1
Anorexia 1 1
Vomiting 1 1

Immunologic System
Infection 1 1

Musculoekeletal System
Myelgie 7 7
Arthralgia 4 4

Incidence of Treatment-Emergant Adverse 6cperiencea in
Long-term Placebo-Controlled Clinical Trials(ConYd)

(Percentage of potients reporting)

Zolpidem
Body System/ (<70 m ~ Placebo
Adverse Event• IN=162 (N=161)

Respiratory System
Upper respiratory infection
Sinusitis

b
4

6
2

Pharyngitis 3 1
Rhinitis 1 3

Skin Appendagesghd Z '

Urogenital System
Urinary tract Infection 2 2

'Events ~eponnd by at least 1 % of patients treated with Ambien.

There Ia evidence from dose comparison trials suggesting e dose
relationship (or many of [he adverse events associated with zolpidem
use, particularly for certain CNS and gastrointestinal adverse events.
Adverse events ere further classified and enumerated In order of

decreasing frequency using the following definitions: frequent adverse
events are defined es those occurring in greeter than 1/100 subI'ects;
infrequent adverse events ere those occurring in 1/100 to 1/1,000
patients; rare evens are those occurring in less than 1/1,000

final pain, amnesia, ataxia, confusion, depression,
diuiness, dreaming abnormal, drowsiness, drugged
i, dyspepsia, euphoria, fatigue, headache, Insomnia,
fedness, myelgia, nausea, upper respiratory infec-

qt: agitation, aftergy, e
beck pain, bronchitis,
ion, coughing, cystitis,

irvousness, panor, paipitetwn, pareemesia, pna ngins, pos-
oteneion, pruritus, rash, rhinitis, scleritis, SGP increased,
sleep disorder, slee~ing faker daytime doeing~, stupor,
Increased, tachycardia, taste perversion, tlnnitus, tooth
trauma, tremor, urinary incontinence, winery tract infection,

Rare: abdominal body sensation, abscess, acne, acute renal failure,
aggressive reedion, allergic reaction, allergy egg~avated, anaphylactic
shock, anemia, appetite mcreaeed, arrhythmia, ertentis, enhrosis,
bilirubinemie, hreas[ fibroedenoais, breast neoplasm, breast pain
female, bronchospasm, bullous eruption, BUN Increased, circulatory
tailura, corneal ulceration, delusion, dementia, depersonalization, der-
metitie, dysphasia, dysurie, edema periorbitel, enteritis, epiatanis,
eructation, esophagospasm, ESR increased, extrasyatoles, eye pain,
face edema, feeling strange, flushing, turunculosis, gastritis, glau-
coma, gout, hemorrhoids, hepalit function abnormal, herpes aimPlax,
herpes zoeter, hot flashes, hypercholes[eremia, hyperhemoglobine-
mie, hyperlipidamia, hYpenension aggravated, hypotension, hypoto-
nla, hypoxia, hysteria, illusion, impotence, injection site iMlemmetion,
intestinal obstruction, intoxicated feeling, lecrimation abnormal, lar-
yngNie, leg cramps, leukopenie, libido decreased, lymphedenopethy,
mecrocytic anemia, manic reaction, micturition frequency, muscle
weakness, myocardial infarction, neuralgia, neuritis, neurapathy, neu-
roeia, otitis externs, otitis media, pain, panic attack, paresis, peraon-
elity dleorder, phlebitis, photopsla, photoseneitiviry reaction, pneu-
monie, polyuria, pulmonary edema, pulmonary embollam, purpure,
pyelonephntie, rectal hemorrhage, renal pain, restless lags, rigors,
sellva altered, sciatica, SGOT increased, somnambulism, suicide et-
tempt, syncope, tendlnitis, tanesmus, tetany, thinking abnormal,
Ihiret tolerance increased, tooth caries, urinary retention, urticeria,
varicose veins, ventricular tachycardia, weight decrease, yawning.

DRUG ABUSE AND DEPENDENCE
Contmlled substance: Schedule IV.
Abuse and dependence: Studies of abuse potential in former drug
abusers found that the effects of single doses of zolpidem tartrate
40 mg ware similar, but not Identical, to diezepeln 20 mg, while
zaloidem tartrate 10 ma was diHlcult to diatinaulah from olacebo.

zolpitlem Aoas rat reveal arty clear evi0ence for withtlrewel synOrome.
Nevertheless, the following adverse events included in DSM-III-R
criteria for uncomplicated sedetivelhypnotic withdrawal were report-
ed at en Incidence of 51 %Buring U.S. clinical trials following placebo
aubatitution occurring within 48 hours following lest zolpidem treat-
ment: fatigue, nausea, flushing, Ilghtheadedness, uncontrolled crying,
emeeie, stomach cramps, panic attack, nervousness, and abdominal
discomfort.

Individuals with e history of addiction to, or abuse of, drugs or
alcohol are et risk of habituation and dependence; they should be
under careful surveillance when receiving arty hypnotic.

OVERDOSAGE
Signs and aymptoms: In European postmerketing reports of over-
dose with zolpidem alone, impairment of consciousness has ranged
from somnolence to light coma, with one case each of cardiovascular
end respiratory compromise. Individuals have fully recovered from
zolpidem tartrate overdoses up to 400 mg (40 times the maximum
recommended dose). Overdose cases involving multiple CNS-depres-
sam agents, including zolpidem, have resulted in more severe symp-
tometology, including fatal outcomes.
flecommended treatment: Generel symptomatic and supportive
measures should be used along with immediate gastric levage where
appropriate. Intravenous fluids should be administered as needed.
Flumezenil may be useful. Respiration, pulse, blood pressure, end
other appropriate sig~s should be monitored end general supportive
measures employed. Sedating drugs should be withheld following
zolpidem overdosege. 2olpidem is not dialyzable.
The possibility of multiple drug ingestion should be considered.

Caution: Federal law prohibits dispensing without prescription.
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ral of clients, etc. Below are a few examples
of the types of relationships described:
• 1~~ a large clothing manufacturing com-

pany, there is what was described as "lots of
partnership between the EAP and health and
wellness program efforts" EAP counselors
may conduct health education classes along
with occupational health nurses. Both the

wellness program and EAP were seen as

having common missions of promoting

health and preventing substance abuse.

However, it did appear that most of the

EAPs' prevention efforts (e.g., a company-

developed video) mainly targeted employees

who already had fairly serious problems.

At one Urge utility company, the in[ervie-

wee noted that substance abuse is viewed as

the EA professional's area, although she has

seen some cooperative ventures between

health promotion and the EAP. Substance

abuse is seen as a policing /treatment issue

at the company, and the EAP does not seem

to be much involved in prevention. She
pointed out that there is some stigma associ-
~ted with discussion of the topic of alco-
hol/drugs particularly since the company
has power plants and is required by regula-

lions to conduct random drug testing.

• A newspaper contracts with an outside

EAP for services. The interviewee reported
considerable collaboration between the EAP

Responses to linking

SA prevention with

wellness promotion

ranged from shared

mission to turf issues

to concern about the

stigma of abuse

and the health promotion program, and that
the EAP has been the driving force behind
the newspaper's health promotion program.
• At a computer sales and service compa-

ny, the interviewee described EAP and

health promotion programs as integrated to

some extent. At the fitness center, for exam-

ple, brochures on the EAP are available.

NEW DAY CENTER

• Free Evaluations •Family Interventions •DUI Assessments

• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation

• Adult Outpatient /Day Hospital & I.O.P.

• Residential Treatment Facility

• Impaired Professional Program

• 2 Years Aftercare (at no extra charge)

• 24-Hour Admissions

HINSDALE HOSPITAL'S BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
SponsoreA Gy the Seuen~h-day Aduenlis[ Church

Addiction Services: (708) 856-7700

Mental Health Services:l-800-894-1900

120 N. Oak Street •Hinsdale, IL 60521
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Counselors from the EAP will often refer

people to exercise programs to help alleviate

depression or stress. She stated that she

views substance abuse prevention and health

promotion as related strategies.

• At one company, the health promotion

program and the inhouse EAP had just

begun reporting directly to the director of
health services. With this development, the
two areas would begin to work together and
address early prevention opportunities.
Across the company, health promotion advi-
sory teams and EAP advisory teams had
existed separately; now, with the restructur-
ing, the two committees would be merging
into one, a step seen as the beginning of joint

planning and strong working relationships.
In four of the companies, there appeared

to be a strong sense of shared mission.
Although cooperation between the EAP

and health promotion areas was seen in

many companies, there was still some

sense of protecting one's turf noted in the
comments of a number of the health pro-
motion professionals. In approximately 20
percent of the companies, there appeared
to be little or no contact between the EAP

Empower your staff against violence.

Learn Crucial Verbal and Physical Intervention
Skills to Prevent Crisis Situations.

Since 1980, the National Crisis Prevention Institute
(CPI) has trained thousands of human service pro-
fessionals in its techniques for the safe management
of disruptive or assaultive behavior in a variety of
mediums, to meet any budget.

•Customized, On-Site iiraining Programs
• Regularly Scheduled iMwining Programs/70 Cities

•video Training Programs

Most conflicts can be defused and resolved before
they ever get to a physically assaultive stage.

FREE CATALOG.
To receive a FREE CATALOG or to speak to a knowl-
edgeable Training Specialist, ca111-800-558-8976.

National Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc.
3315-K North 124th Street Brookfield, WI 53005

~ 1-800-558-8976 FAX 1-414-783-5905
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and the health promotion program.

The Overall Mission

Most of the worksite health promotion

program interventions consisted of educa-

tion regarding risk reduction and healthful

lifestyle; behavior-modification strategies,
individual and/or group counseling, and
incentives. Stress management, fitness/exer-
cise, weight management/nutrition and
smoking cessation presented opportunities
to explicitly link the avoidance of substance

abuse to healthful behavior change. They

would provide a positive context for:

(1) Making explicit the inter-relatedness

of daily lifestyle behaviors, including drug

and alcohol use;
(2) Exploring the relationships between

substance abuse and a variety of health

risks;

(3) Raising awareness of the costs of

substance abuse to a healthful lifestyle;

(4) Promoting the rewards of healthful

alternative behaviors such as exercise as a
means of tension reduction;
(5) Raising awareness of substance

abuse as a formidable obstacle to adopting
and maintaining new healthful behaviors;

(6) Linking, as appropriate, the skills
relevant to a particular behavior-change

area to the skills necessary in avoiding alco-
hol and drug abuse; and
(7) Boosting self-efficacy for making

lifestyle behavior changes, including mod-

erating alcohol consumption (for drinkers

who can safely drink), and seeking help for

alcohol or drug problems.

For the most part, the study found health

promotion professionals and administrators

would be amenable to integrating short pre-

vention modules such as videos and printed

materials with health promotion, program
components. They would want trainer mate-
rials and discussion guides that would spell
out specific points to be made. Program par-
ticipants would be encouraged to contact
the company EAP for further information
and help regarding substance abuse prob-
lems and treatment issues.

Substance abuse has the potential to neg-
atively impact all health behavior areas,
especially productivity, and it seems faint-
hearted, if not irresponsible, to leave the
topic out of health promotion programming.
Health promotion programs have a critical
opportunity to integrate substance abuse

FOR L / FE !

In The Workplace
PRIME FOR LIFE! is the first alcohol and drug program for
the workplace to use the Lifestyle Risk-Reduction model.

PRIME FOR LIFE! uses aresearch-based curriculum which has
been statistically demonstrated to reduce high-risk drinking.

PRIME FOR LIFE! can reduce risk for alcohol and drug
problems among those not addicted and increase accep- '"
tance of treatment among those who are. People are using
it because it works!

Make a difference! For more information ~:i:: i:li :i :i i
call The Prevention Research Institute ~~ai liii i ~ii i

1-800-922-9489 ~~fe~;n,~.
and ask for Tom Frostman R+$k Reau~r~o,~

That Works.

prevention into highly congruent contexts

and to positively impact the corporate cul-

ture.

Health promotion programs will need''

trainer and participant materials with which

to make the substance abuse connection.

They will need to work closely with their '~.

EAPs toward great clarity of mutual goals, i~

roles and responsibilities in this important

health-related area.

Future Direction
A number of progressive companies are ;

embracing a cooperative model wherein
EAP and health promotion services are inte-
grated to promote healthful behaviors,iden-
tify individuals at risk and aid them in low-
ering measurable risk factors. Such integra-
tion and cooperation, while not yet the
norm, will hopefully open the door to a
more explicit substance abuse prevention
role for the health promotion program.

Anita S. Back, MS, is senior research associ-
ate and Royer F. Cook, PhD, is president of

ISA Associates, a behavioral science research
fir►n in Alexandria, va.
Illustration by Mary DeWalt

Prevention Research Institute, 841 Corporate Drive, #300E, Lexington, Kentucky 40503
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Managed care organizations (MCOs) have radi-
callychanged the process of treatment for chemical
dependency and behavioral health problems. Since
most MCOs have the power to approve or deny
payment for treatment, they have a powerful influ-
ence upon the type of interventions used by treat-
ment providers.

This article will review the basic requirements of
many MCOs, discuss the impact that those require-
ments have upon the delivery of group therapy ser-
vices and recommend aproblem-solving group
therapy system that can assure quality of care while
helping providers meet the stringent needs of man-
aged care organizations.

What Are MCO Needs?
Although each managed care. organization oper-

ates differently, a number of general characteristics
are emerging that accurately describe most progres-
sive managed care companies. Most MCOs want
treatment that is targeted, strategic, time efficient

[STANCnECEMBER/JANUARY 1994/95

and based upon cognitive and behavioral therapy
principles. Targeted treatment quickly identifies the
core issue that will be the focus of the current treat-
ment episode. Strategic treatment identifies a con-
crete goal for the current treatment episode and
develops a specific series of interventions that are
directly related to achieving that goal. Time-efficient
treatment uses therapeutic assignments, involve-
ment in low-cost psychoeducation programs, and
self-help group attendance to accelerate the treat-
ment process while lowering the cost of treatment
episodes.
Most MCOs require quick, up-front assessments

that identify:
(1) the presenting problems;
(2) related disorders (physical, substance-use,

mental or personality disorders) that are contribut-
ing to the presenting problems;
(3) the current level of dysfunction caused by the

presenting problem and related disorders;
(4) the treatment problem that will be the central

Group Therapy

for the Managed

Care Environment

By Terence T. Gorski
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GROUP THERAPY

focus of the current episode of treatment;
(5) a concrete outcome goal that

describes what will be accomplished by the
treatment process;
(6) a specific series of action steps that

will be used to accomplish that goal in a
time-effective manner; and
(7) documented progress reports of what

is being done to help the patient complete
the action steps of the treatment plan and
how the patient is responding.

Although these requirements aze reason-

able and make perfect sense, they are often
difficult to meet, especially when the
majority of treatment is being administered
in group therapy sessions.

This shortfall occurs because many
group therapists have difficulty keeping
their groups focused on the interventions
described in the treatment plans of individ-
ual group members. As a result, when
patients try to use their healthcare, benefits,
they find it is often difficult to get approval
of payment for group therapy services.

• Evaluations •Family &Workplace Interventions

•Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation

• Aftercare •Partial Hospitalization Program

• Intensive Outpatient Care • "First Step" Program

• "Nurses Helping Nurses"

• Comprehensive Family Services

Over 25 Years of Quality Addiction 'IYeatment

Smithers Alcoholism cSi Drug Abuse Treatment Center
A Division of St.Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center

1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019

(212 523-6491

A Problem-Solving Group
What is needed is aproblem-solving

group therapy procedure that will allow pa-
dents to work on target problems by imple-
menting asequence of preplanned interven-
tions and allow the therapist to plan and
track that work across a series of group
therapy sessions.
A problem-solving group therapy

method was developed in the late 1960s. It
was designed to systematically guide
patients in solving specific target problems
over a number of group sessions. I first
learned an early version of this method

from Richard Weidman at Grant Hospital of

Chicago in 1969. I became fascinated with

the method and have spent the last 25 years

developing and refining its application to

the treatment of chemical dependency and

other behavioral health problems.
The problem-solving group format does

a number of things. It rapidly establishes an
effective group atmosphere that allows indi-
vidual group mennbers to work on different
issues in the same session using a series of
standazd group-process procedures. The
standard format is designed to help the ther-
apist track the implementation and comple-
tion of treatment techniques over a series of
different groups.

This problem-solving group format
meets the needs of most managed care
organizations because it targets specific
problems, cleazly defines treatment goals,
identifies a specific series of interventions
and then systematically guides the group
members through each step of the interven-
tion. Homework assignments and self-help
groups are heavily integrated to accelerate
the treatment process. Group members
assume a high degree of ownership and
responsibility for solving their own prob-
lems in collaboration with the group thera-
pist who guides them through a systematic
problem-solving process.

The Standard Agenda
Outcome-focused, problem-solving

group therapy uses a standard eight-item
agenda which consists of: (1) preparation;
(2) the opening procedure; (3) reactions to
last session; (4) report on assignments; (5)
setting the agenda; (6) problem-solving
group process; (7) the closure exercise; and
(8) review and evaluation.

1. Preparation: The group leader pre-
pares for group by reviewing a "thumbnail
sketch" of each group member. This sketch
includes each group member's demograph-
ic information, a brief history, a problem
list, target problems, treatment 'plan and
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current group assignment. This allows the
group leader to anticipate what each client
will be working on in group.
Group members prepare for group by

reviewing their target problems, the
sequence of problem-solving steps being
used to resolve those problems, their, cur-
rent assignments and their reactions. to what

happened during last session.
2. The Opening Procedure: The group

leader enters the meeting room and takes a

seat in the leader position. If there are two

group leaders, they seat themselves at oppo-

site ends of the group. The leader then asks

the group members to arrange the chairs so

that they can easily see each other. New

group members are briefly introduced.

The group leader takes attendance and

has a brief interaction with each group
member. The group leader then does a cen-
tering technique that helps group members
to relax, notice their current thoughts and
feelings, remember what happened in last
session and remember which group mem-
bers stood out to them and why.

3. Reactions from Last Session: The
group leader asks group members to give a

two-minute reaction to the last session by
completing four statements: (1) What I
thought about the last group session is ...;
(2) How I felt about the last group session
is ...; (3) The three group members (other
than the therapists) who stood out to me
from last session are ... ;and (4) the reason
they stood out is ....
When giving a reaction, group members

are asked to talk directly to the person they
are reacting to, using first-person speech.
An example would be: "John, you stood out
to me because you were able to challenge
the group leader. I would have been too•
afraid. to do that and I respect you for it"

4. Report on Assignments: Each group
member is asked to briefly answer the fol-
lowing questions about the group assign-
ment they are currently working on: (1)
What is the target problem that you are try-
ing to resolve? (2) What assignment are you
currently working on? (3) What did you
want to accomplish by working on this
assignment? (4) Did you complete the
assignment? If yes, do you want time to
work on the results in group? If no, why not
and when will it be completed?

Stress Fats
The report, "American Workers Under Pressure,"
compiled for St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co.,
established that there is a significant relationship
between work str~ssors and job burnout. The strength of
relationship rated .40 and above as very strong; .30 to
.39, strong; and .20 to .29, moderate. Job burnout, as
related to work stressors, was rated as follows:

Teamwork .54
Challenge .52
Supervision .51
Fairness .50
Involvement .46
Workload .42
Change .41
Compensation .32

The full report, authored by Dr. John Kamp and Dr.
Stacy Kohler, is available free from Human Factors
Services, St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Mail

Code SOSE, 385 Washington, St. Paul, MN 55102.

In problem-solving group therapy, the

primary goal. is to identify and resolve tar-

get problems. By identifying their target

problems at the start of each group, mem-

bers maintain the problem focus.

To resolve the target problem, group

members need to set up an action plan con-

sisting of a series of tasks. Each task is con-

ceptualized as an assignment that is worked
on in between group sessions and processed
during the group. The group leaders keep
the members focused upon these tasks by
asking them to identify their current assign-
ment and the goal they want to accomplish
by completing that assignment. This pro-
vides continuity in the problem-solving
process and prevents problems from being

forgotten or ignored.

This report on assignments is a brief report

of not more than two minutes. If it is obvious

that the member needs time to process what

was learned, or if he or she refuses to do the

assignment because of denial or resistance,

khe client should be entered on the agenda to

work on the issues during the problem-soly-

ing portion of the group.

continued on page 26
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Stonington Institute
Over 3o years of state of the
art substance abuse treatment
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continued from page 25
The group leader gives therapeutic

assignments that clearly project the
progress toward problem resolution for
each patient, keeps records of all therapeu-
tic assignments and assures that these
assignments are monitored until the issue is
resolved or the assignment is officially
changed or discontinued by the therapist.

S. Setting the Agenda: After all assign-
ments have been reviewed, the therapist sets
the agenda by asking, "Who has an issue to
work on in group?" Group members who
have assignments to process or issues to
work on indicate so at this time. The group
leader asks for a brief 30-second descrip-
tion of the problem and asks if this is an
emergency issue that must be dealt with
immediately. The goal is to learn enough
about the problem to be presented so it can
be correctly prioritized when the agenda is
set, making effective use of group.
The therapist identifies all members who

want to work and sets the order in which
people will work. Group members who do
not have time to complete their work in this
group session will be first on the agenda in

the following group session.
6. Problem-solving Process: One person

at a time works with the entire group in-
volved in the problem-solving process. A
standard problem-solving process is used
that consists of the following steps:
A. Problem Presentation. The problem

presenter (for example, a young man)
describes his problem to the group. The ini-
tial presentation of the problem is often
vague, general and incomplete. The mem-
ber is asked several times, "Is there any-
thing else we need to know to help you
solve the problem?" When the member
either begins repeating or states he doesn't
have anything else, the group begins to ask
clarifying questions.
B. Questioning by the Group. The group

begins to ask clarifying questions using an
active listening model. Each group member
asks a question, listens to the answer, tells
the problem presenter what they heard and
confirms if they heard it correctly. The goal
of group questioning is to clarify general-
izations, deletions and distortions in the
original presentation of the problem.
Group questioning focuses the problem

presenter upon the irrational thoughts,
unmanageable feelings and self-defeating
behaviors that are related to the problem.
The group therapist acts as a teacher and
coach in assisting other group members to
ask targeted and open-ended questions that
clarify the core issues involved.
C. Feedback from Group Members. The

group members will each give feedback to
the problem presenter by answering two
questions: (1) What was learned about you
by listening to your problem was .... (2)
How I feel about you as a person is ....
D. Processing and Assignment by the

Therapist. The therapist summarizes the

feedback and helps the problem presenter to

develop. an assignment. that will help him or

her to make progress in the problem-soly-

ing process.
The group leader may use a specific ther-

apy intervention at any point in the prob-
lem-solving process. It is recommended
that these interventions be used infrequent-
ly to avoid making the group dependent
upon the leader to resolve all issues.
Most problems will not be solved by pre-

senting them one time in group. One prob-

STRESS I S NOT FUNl`~TY!
WHICH IS WHY WE DO NOT SELL WHAT

are popularly called "stress cards". Maybe they make
for a clever promotion, but we at Sunsource are more
interested in remediation. That is why STRESSDOTS~
can be regarded as a serious tool in Sunsource's

stress management program.
Stress has two components, the emotional

and the physical. Over 1,300 changes occur
in the body due to stress. And while the

emotional component of stress is
addressed regularly, Y

the Sunsource program
was designed to help you teach

others how to relax physically. Stressdots
provide the wearer with an ongoing objective
way to monitor changes in their stressed moods.

Our unique relaxation exercises can be used while
experiencing a stressful moment, or for deeper

relaxation, in private.
The Sunsource program is currently being used by

Sunsource Health Products, Inc.
"Natural Ways To Better Living"

535 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Hl 96753

AT~T, Dow Chemical, Owens Coming, USC at Davis,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Yale New Haven Hospital,

Scripps Hospital in San Diego,
Purdue University, and

many, many others.

It can be a STRESSDOTS° stick
powerful addition to your stress ~ ~ back of the hand.

management program. And best of all,
while being highly effective, it is inexpensive.

For more information, complete pricing and free samples please
call our customer service department today at 1-800-666-6505
and ash for our sCress management information packet.

*Peripher~l'skin temperature changes during the "flight or FighP' response brought on by stress. Stressdots change color as mood changes occur.
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ghts, lem may require three to six presentations
sating ~~~ gi.oup for full resolution to occur. Not
blem. every person will work on a problem during
r and each session; but this doesn't mean that
ers to they are ❑ot benefiting from attendance.
s that ~~,here is an 80-20 rule for group treatment.

Eighty percent of the benefit of group h•eat-
~. The loco[ occurs from learning how to become
Eck to i.~sponsibly involved in helping others to
;two ti~lve their problems. Only 20 percent of the
zt you benefit is derived from working on person-

" ~2~ al problem issues.
Each group member has the responsibili-

iy the ty to: (1) Listen to other group members'
;s the ~~roblems; (2) Ask questions to clarify the
nter to ~~roblem or proposed solution; (3) Give
him or feedback about what they Chink the problem
rsoly- ~y and how they feel about the group mem-

ber presenting tl~e problem.
c they- ~. The Closure Exercise. About fifteen
prob- ~~~ii~i~tes before the end of group, the leader

leaded stops the problem-solving process and pass-
;quent-des out the Closure Exercise Worksheet that

~endent~.jsks three quesCions: (1) What is the most

~impartant thing that you learned iu this
by pre-~~roup? (2) What are you going to do differ-
e prob-f~ntly as a result of what you learned? and

Vls,

LLaI,

'go,
and

(3) What is the group assigmnent you will

be working on fbr future group presenta-

tion? Each group member briefly (two min-

utes or less) reports his or her answer to
each quesCion. The group leader writes a
group note on the bottom of each worksheet

fa' entry in the record. Tl~e time and place

of the next group session is confirmed and
group is adjourned.

8. Review cand Evaluation. After group,
the leaders meet to discuss the patients'
problems and progress. Debriefing prevents

therapy-team burnout and improves the

group skills of the therapy team. A brief

review of each patient is completed, out-

standing group members and events are
identitled, progress and problems are dis-
cussed, and the personal feelings and reac-
tions of the therapy team are reviewed.

Problem-solving group methods can help
group therapists adapt to the demands of the

manlged care environment while maintain-
ing high quality and effective group therapy

services. By integrating systematic prob-

lem-solving methods with powerful group-

process principles, treahnent plans can be

quickly and efficiently executed in group

BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE SERVICES

therapy. llocumentation and reporting be-

come integrated into the group process it-

self. As ~ result, treatment providcis are able

to work rriore effectively with managed care

organizations in helping clienCS recover.

1. Par (he purpnaes cif Ihi.t ~u'licle. mnnuged core will be

rlefinecl as ruq~ organized s:V.sle~u n/'cm~e. u.sunl/y ~ri~h preeer-

riftcaiion. alimited network n(pro~~ider.r, and risk-based mnn-
~igc~nenl d~a~ provides o~ a~l~ni~iis(ers health benefit plmis'.
Managed c~~re orgnnizalinns (MCO.rJ gill Ihe~~e/ore be
defi~ied m ine6~de 6e~tlth mniNenunce organiZniior~.s (HMOs),
behavioral health cnii~e-outs and employee nssiatance pro-
gru» is (tops).

Terence T. Gorski is the preside~at of the

CENAPS Core., n t~•nindng, corisultnti~on and
research find speciulizirt~g i~n ~~ecovery and
relapse preventio~z for clien~ical dependency and
behavioral health disorders. He specializes i~n
teaching collaba~ative trentr7ient ~~nethods that

allow ma~iaged care orb>ariizations and treat-

m~~nX providers to work in ~~artne~•sl~~ip. This cu4i-

cle is summarized fi•o~n Gorski's book, Probletn-
Solving Group Therapy—Shategies for the
Managed Care Environment, H~ith permissio~i
from Keral~l House Independence Press.

Illustration by Uavid Moyers

ers.
MC Behavioral. Healthcare Healthcare services is a leading national provider of employee assistance
rograms and managed behavioral health care, serving clients of all sizes in business and industry. VMC
s known for its flexibility and ability to customize programs to meet the client's individual needs. VMC
elps resolve employee problems, serves as a management tool, and helps manage health care costs.

C presents a unique and challenging opportunity for master's degreed professionals with three years'
:-graduate experience and state licensure or certification.

ultiple office locations serving a large Federal government agency are available west of the Mississippi.
MC Behavioral Healthcare Services offers competitive compensation and benefits and an excellent

Sr~h opportunity for professional growth in a rapidly expanding organization.~e n~~a.

experience in mental health, substance abuse and diverse populations is required. Responsibilities will
include assessment, short-term treatment, consultation and training.

you are interested in pursuing afull-time position with VMC or in becoming part of our provider
source network, please fax or mail resumes to VMC Behavioral Healthcare Services, 100 S.
'eenleaf, Gurnee, IL 60031-3378, FAX: 708-249-2772. VMC is an equal opportunity employer.
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Tl~ Fres~i Start System
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=" ~ 30 Days of Video Guidance

~ 4 Video Lectures

~ 30-Day Action Plan

~ Audio: Tape Component
"Into Action"

0 11-Month Relapse ''
Prevenrion Program
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FULL MON~TORIN~
SERVICES

Complete System $349.75
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'U,I~tribntor Tnqulres Welcome

1.~~
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By William J. Judge

Q: As a practical matter, what should a
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) do to
avoid potential liability?

A: Use common sense.

That's a simple answer. But, in most cases
the simplest answer is generally the best
answer, and sometimes you are better off
throwing the law books out the window and
relying on common sense, So, what common
sense hints will help the substance abuse
professional avoid liability and possibly, lit-
igation? They include the following..

1. Know your limitations.
Although federal regulations define the

position of substance abuse professional in
terms of an individual licensed or certified in
particular concentrations, you would be wise
to limit your role to those functions for
which you have been trained or are qualified.
Perhaps the most professional response to a
request to perform the various tasks of the
substance abuse professional is "I do not
have the experience for that task, but my
associate does:' There is nothing more like-
ly to result in a lawsuit than attempting to
perform a critical task for which you are not
prepared or qualified.

2. Discuss your role. with your clients.
An important risk-management step is to

be certain your clients and their employees
understand your role. Remember, this is a
new law. Your position is most liKely new to
your employer-clients, and you can be cer-
tain that it is new to their employees. The
more they understand what an SAP is sup-
posed to do, and what is not part of SAP
functions, the more likely you will be to
avoid any misunderstandings. Misunder-
standings by employers or employees lead to

hard feelings which can lead to lawsuits.

3. Use written agreements.
You may not believe this, but there are

good reasons other than paying an attorney
to have a written agreement with your
clients.

First, it makes certain that you have
thought through what your capabilities are
and what services you will offer.

Second, it ensures that you have taken the
time to review your role with your client.

Third, it serves as an excellent tool for;
your clients to come to know what you do
and what they are expected to do.

Fourth, it can serve as a limitation on your'
temptation to perform services beyond those.
for which you were hired.

Fifth, through an indemnification clause,
your contract can serve to protect you from
the mistakes of your clients.

Finally, your use of contracts can be a
ma~•keting plus. Businesses appreciate the::
professional, business-like approach that a;
written agreement demonstrates.

4. Do not exceed the scope of your-
engagement.

Straying beyond the scope of services that
you have agreed (in writing) to provide is
not only a mistake because you are probably
not being paid for it, but it usually involves a
service for which you are not qualified or
experienced. As discussed in No. 1, that usu-
ally leads to trouble.

5. Stay abreast of changes in the field and
in the law.

This is a litigious area. Most commenta-
tors arepredicting there will be a significant
increase in the number of lawsuits stemming
from the decisions made by substance abuse
professionals.

EMPLOYEEASSISTANC



6. Insure the function.

You will notice that this doesn't simply
say "get insurance:' Most of you probably
have some form of professional liability
insurance. But, the creation of the substance
abuse professional is not unlike the creation
of the medical review officer (MRO) in

1988. At that time, many physicians believed

(and many were advised) that their existing

malpractice coverage would extend to the

MRO duties. When the first claims were

made, it was quickly realized that the exist-

iug coverage provided at best inadequate

protection from litigation.

Take the time to inform your carrier of the

role expected of you both under the regula-

tions and the contracts with your clients. If

your carrier tells you that you are covered,

get it in writing.

These six suggestions are not the total pic-

ture. Following them alone will not guaran-

tee that you will never be sued or that you
will succeed in defending your actions if you
are sued. No such assurances could be made.
Beyond these suggestions, it must be

remembered that you will soon be, if you are
not already, in a very competitive environ-

ment. Many of you will be asked to assist

clients by referring them to labs or MROs or

collection sites. As a marketing necessity

you may need to be part of a larger network

or at least be knowledgeable of the other

steps along the chain-of-services related to
drug testing.

For your convenience, a sample agree-
ment has been provided below. Do not sim-
ply take this sample and put it on your le~-

terhead. That may be the surest way to find
yourself in the courthouse as a defendant.

Use it for its intended purpose—to help

you visualize the use of a contract to limit
your liability. Always consult your legal
adviser before signing your name to any-
thing.

AGREEMENT
TO PROVIDE SERVICES

[Example only]

This agreement reflects the association of
(Substance

Abuse Professional) (hereinafter referred to
as " X ") and ,Inc.

The terms of the engagement are as fol-
lows:

1. X agrees to provide substance abuse
professional ("X")services as follows:
(a) provide assessments of any employee

testing positive for drugs or alcohol. Such

DECIiMBER/JANUARY 1994/95
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Creating a pathway to the future !

• What: A five day intensive seminar
• For: Internal EAP staff only
• Focus: to increase the participants'

recognized influence, real
impact, &value within their
company.

• Results: A clear path to the future.
• Where:
New York: Feb.13-15 &March 20-21
Houston: March 27-29 &April 24-25
San Francisco: May 8-10 &June 12-13

• Facilitators: Jim Francek &
Pam Cavanaugh

For Reservations &Information:
call 203.226.85:

(PDH certification under review)
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Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in the rugged mountains of
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

• Exclusively designed for males 14-24
• Medically supervised, licensed facility
• Covered by most medical insurance
• 60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
• 21 Day Wilderness Expedition
• 4 day family program
• Outcome documentation available
• Listed by Avon Books as one of the
~ 100 best!

Write or call:

WILDERNESS
TREATMENT CENTER

200 Hubbart Dam Road
Marion, MT 59925
(4061854-2832
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Introducing.. .

—helping the people you serve to health and wholeness.

People in pain don't want a lot of words. They
want the RIGHT words. Enter the 24 all new,
pamphlet-size Caresteps offering a more

~~~,,i~~,~ compact, practical care publication to touch

t~,~ Si res~ , on life's challenges. Themes include: Work

in ~'~>G~'' ~'f` and Family—Self Esteem Anxiety—
~ "~ Stress—Managing Time—Facing
~ Ck~ange —Job Problems —and more.

~° ~"'9~5 ~ ~ `;: Caresteps are attractively designed
f'J LearTitn~ and appealingly written to serve

~i~,zu to diverse populations with regard to
Hnndii~iS Ma~r~a~;~' ~ employment, life concerns, educa-
~ob ̀ Yoi~YT'~"~ tion, and religious persuasion.
P~.~~(t'nt'' Write or call for sample kit today:

1-800-3 2 5-2 511.

ONE CARING PLACE
(EIKING Dept, 0236
PLACE St. Meinrad, IN 47577
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assessments shall be conducted in accor-
ctance with the standard established by

(b) oversee the placement of any employ-
ee in need in an appropriate healthcare
facility.
(c) assist the treating healthcare profes-

sional in developing a plan of recovery.
(d) upon the employee's return to duty,

review the employee's recovery experience
and determine the appropriate conditions of
return.
(e) establish, with the input of the treat-

ing healthcare professional, a schedule for

follow-up drug and alcohol tests.

(You must determine which of the fol-
lowing services you intend to perform and
those you will not perform—be specific!)

2. X agrees to maintain procedures
which are in compliance with all guide-
lines and regulations which govern
__ ,Inc.

3. X agrees to maintain confidentiality
with regard to the services performed for all

Inc. employees.
4. To maintain confidentiality, Xwill

correspond solely with two designated
representatives, to be identified by

Inc., regarding employee progress, to the
extent allowed by law.

(It is advisable to clearly discuss with
clients the type of information that can
legally be discussed.)

5.
Inc. agrees to compensate X for services
performed under this agreement as stated in
Exhibit A. The services are billed monthly.
Payment is due by the 30th of the month
following the month in which services were
provided.

6. The term of this agreement is one
year, beginning on December 1, 1994 and
ending November 30, 1995. Either party
may terminate the agreement for any reason
with 30 days' written notice.

7. Inc. hereby agrees
to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
officers,. directors, employees and agents of
X and the X firm against any and all liabil-
ities, loss, damage, claim or cause of action

I~,NIPLOYt~,I?ASSISTANCF
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and expenses connected therewith caused or
asserted to have been caused directly or indi-
rectly as a result of acts or omissions by its
officers, directors, employees and agents
arising from failure to perform its obliga-
tions as described in this agreement.

X hereby agrees to indemnify, defend and
hold harmless the officers, director, employ-
ees and agents of ,Inc.

against any and all liabilities loss, damage,

claim or cause of action and expenses con-

nected therewith caused or asserted to have
been caused directly or indirectly as a result
of acts or omissions by its officers, directors,

employees and agents arising from failure to
perform its obligations as described in this
agreement.

The following only applies in appropriate
circumstances.

X will assist ,Inc. in
selecting appropriate facilities or individuals
to provide healthcare for employees as need-
ed. However; X does not guarantee the ser-
vices of these individuals or facilities should
they contract with ,Inc. X
does not have authority to contractually bind
such individuals or facilities, but will ensure
that ,Inc. obtains a written
contract including appropriate indemnifica-
tion of ,Inc. by these ser-
vice providers before service begins.

8. The laws of the State of
shall govern any dispute arising out of this
agreement.
(All parties should consider using arbitra-

tion to resolve disputes.) ,

9. All notices, demands and other com-
munications provided for by this agreement
shall be made in writing either (i) by actual
delivery of the document into the hands of
the party entitled thereto or (ii) by mailing
the document in the United States mail to the
last known address of the party entitled
thereto, registered mail, return receipt
requested. The document shall be deemed to
have been received on the date of its mailing.
All notice, demands and other communica-
tion hereto shall be forwarded to the follow-
ing address: (Add X business name. and
address here)

If these terms are acceptable to you,
please acknowledge your agreement in the
space provided below and return an execut-
ed original to X, retaining the other original
for your files.

;E ~~ DECEMBER/JANUARY 1994/95
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__ .Inc.

By:
Its:
Date: — - -- -- -
X 5ervices,Inc.

Vice President

SAMPLE AGREEMENT

Date: , 1994

Editor's note: "The Law — Q&A"column is
entering its second year. It wns designed to
help readers recognize and reduce legal
risks of practice. We invite you to submit
questions. Judge will serve as editor of the
column and will present answers drawing on
his own expertise and that of others in spe-
cialized areas of [aw Address questions to
William Judge, c% EmployeeAaeiatance,
36301-35, Waco, TX 76706.

What is the Legal
Need for Assessment?

Looking ahead to my next column,
need your help. Under the new DOT
alcohol rules, the substance abuse pro-
fessional will conduct the assessment of
any individual testing positive to deter-
minethat person's need for assistance in
addressing a problem with alcohol or
other drugs.

What are the appropriate elements of
that assessment? Is there a consensus
among EA professionals regarding the
appropriate standard for conducting
such an assessment?

If you are sued and-the claim is that
an employee lost his/her job because
you negligently assessed his/her need,
what standard do we use in court to
show you acted properly?

PLEASE HELP US?
Tell me what you think a proper

assessment consists of. In this column
we will discuss your views and the
results of interviews conducted with
experts in the field.

Send letters to
ASSESSMENT SURVEY
C/0 EMPLOYI~EASSISTANCE
P.O. BOX 2573
WACO, TX 76702-2573

William J. Judge, JD, LLM, is president of Work-

p/nce Infolink Network Inc. in Madison, Wis.

•Specialized inpatient and partial care
treahnent exclusively dedicated to
females suffering from anorexia, bulimia
and related issues.

• State licensed, JCAHO accreditation with
commendation and GRAMPUS provider.

•Highly skilled professional staff of
psychiatrists, internists; psychologists,
RN's, masters level therapists and
registered dietitian providing
comprehensive individualized programs
and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,
nutritional and psychological
components blended with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy.
Nutrition, Addictions, Sexual Abuse and
Spiritual Growth groups. Equestrian, Ait
and Body Image components. Complete
Family Week.

• Treatment covered by most insurances.
Expert assistance provided to
prospective patients in determining
~ivailabiliry of benefits or payment plan.

~U' D ~,
Center for Anorexia cmd Bulimia

Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-800-4451900
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REDUCING RISK
Reduring the nsk loralcohol-refaiedpro6lemz...
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CCHI HEALTHCARE
SERVICES DIRECTORY
The Center for Consumer Healthcare
Information is taking pre-publication
orders for the 1995 Case Management
Resource Guide, the most comprehen-
sivedirectory of healthcare services and
facilities available. The annually-updat-
ed directory, in hard copy and electron-
ic formats, contains detailed informa-
tion on homecare, rehabilitation, behav-
ioral health and long-term care services.
The pre-production price is $39 per
regional guide, a 35 percent discount.
CCHI
4000 Birch St., Ste. 112
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(800) 627-2244, (714) 752-2335

THE STRESS CONTROL
BIOFEEDBACK RULER
AND HANDBOOK
Reinforce relaxation behaviors and pro-
mote your company program or product
with the new stress control ruler. Its six-
inch size measures centimeters as well
as stress. Four proven relaxation tech-
niques are on back. Available with best-
selling stress test handbook that offers
an in-depth look into stress, its causes,
and how to manage it effectively.
HSPC
24246 Choke Cherry Lane
Golden, CO 80401
(800) 327-CALM

AMERICA'S LEADING HEALTH
EDUCATION COMPANY
Look to HEALTH EDCOT"' for the best
health promotion and health education
products available. Our free, 160-page
catalog includes materials for all ages
on all health topics including drugs,
anatomy, human sexuality, AIDS, well-
ness and more. We're your best source
for models, displays, posters, booklets
and videos. For your free catalog, call
(800) 299-3366, ext. 295.
HEALTH EDCO
P.O. Box 21207
Waco, TX 76702-1207
(800) 299-3366, ext. 295

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?
REDUCE ALCOHOL RISK
Reduce your employees' risks for alco-
hol-related problems with By The
Numbers 0-1-2-4, a comprehensive, al-
cohol abuse prevention campaign. This
easy-to-present worksite program in-
cludes apresenter's script, videos and
handouts. Developed by the Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Council of Nebraska
and proven successful at Union Pacific
Railroad. Free Information kit.
Wellness Councils of America
7101 Newport Ave., Ste. 311
Omaha, NE 68152
(402)572-3590
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KEEP COMING BACK

312 Ockley Drlve
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 71105

(318)869-0083
1-800-259-0083
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THE NEW LEAF
BOOKS AND GIFTS
The New Leaf Books and Gifts is an
oasis for the mind, If you are looking for
12-Step, self-help, recovery, meditative,
relaxation literature and cassettes, turn
to The New Leaf. This unique store
offers a wide variety of serene and inspi-
rational gifts plus a large collection of
books, cards and local crafts which pro-
vide for a healthier you. Open seven
days.
The New Leaf
29 Congress Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 436-5002

HEALTHCARE
RESOURCE GUIDE
A free guide to the clinical and financial
information on the U.S. healthcare in-
dustry, including hospitals, HMOs,
PPOs, and more. Provides comparative
information and provider-specific detail
on consumption and outcomes. Inval-
uable tools for strategic planning, com-
petidve positioning, analysis, managed
care negotiations, and assessment of
clinicaUfinancial efficiency.
HCIA WC.
300 Lombard St.
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 332-7456

DRUGS IN THE WORKPLACE
Drugs in the Workplace (DIW) is a
monthly newsletter for the EAP who
handles substance abuse problems in the
workplace. DIW provides practical help
for the lawful prevention, detection and
treatment of alcohol and drug abuse.
DIW's case studies and information tips
help you serve both your employees and
your employer. For a FREE 3-month
trial subscription, call (800) 822-6338
or use the response card.
Business Research Publications
P.O.'Box 675 Cooper Station
New York, NY 10276
(800) 822-6338

ADDICTION IS
OUR SPECIALITY
Our 1995 catalog provides an instant
resow•ce for books and gifts for recover-
ing people, their family and friends. We
also have textbooks about addiction for
the nonprofessionals. We are happy to
help locate hard-to-find titles. In addi-
tion to books, our catalog features
posters, CDs, tapes, calendars, cards, T-
shirts and more. We mail order! Call
today for our free catalog.
Keep Coming Back Bookstore
3 l2 Ockley
Shreveport, LA 71105
(800) 259-0083
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RANDOM DRUG TESTING
PC SOFTWARE
ROSTER is a comprehensive, menu-dri-
ven anti-drug scheduling and reporting
software system used by companies and
consortia. Three versions meet all
needs. The EAP version automates 60-
month post-rehab follow-up testing.
Drug users consume fewer medical ben-
efits and have fewer accidents after
rehab. Help your clients contain costs
and comply with drug testing policies.
The AnTox Company
56 Pine Ridge Road
Arlington, MA 02174
(617) 646-2171

HEALTHWire
ARTICLE SERVICE
Beef up your communications with arti-
cles on chemical dependency and men-
tal health topics. Monthly service
includes full-length article plus sidebars
and filler material appropriate for
newsletters, press releases, employee
communications. Topics include: Drug
Abuse in the Workplace, Eating
Disorders, Inpatient vs. Outpatient
options, Survivors of Sexual Abuse.
HEALTHWire Article Service
435 Park Place
Kalamazoo; MI 49001
(616)344-1946
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I~;MPLOYEEASSIS'1'ANCE
PROFESSIONAL REPORT
EmployeeAssistance Professional
Report is a comprehensive and concise
monthly newsletter that is an indispens-
able tool for the EA professional. In a
step-by-step format that is quick to read,
EAPR responds to the field's demand
for expanding expertise to cope with
diversity, integration of broadbcush pro- I'~
grams and the latest changes in regula- ~
[ions that affect EA.
EAPR
P.O. Box 2573
Waco, TX 76702
(817)776-9000

HEALTH PROMOTION
MANAGEMENT NEWSLETTER
Health Promotion Practitioner, pub-
lished 12 times a year, is a great source
of information, read from cover to cover ~ ~..
by a wide range of healthcare profes-
sionals and recommended to clients. Dr.
Don Powell, president of the American
Institute of Preventive Medicine says, "I F
always pick up some new ideas with F
each issue:' For arisk-free trial issue,
please circle the reader card number.
Health Enhancement Systems Inc. ~ p
5321 Bloomfield Drive
Midland, MI 48642
(517) 839-0852
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Aftercare has been a part of chemical
dependency treatment for a very long time,

~ however; all too often, it has been treated as
~ more of an afterthought rather than a vital

part of a comprehensive, well-constructed
clinical program designed to combat a deadly
disease with a high relapse rate.

Aftercare, if structured as continuing ther-
apy and coupled with Alcoholics Anony-
mous/Narcotics Anonymous (AA/NA) atten-
dance,can be 1 tremendous asset in achieving
long-term sobriety. In fact, some researchers
have correlated positive .treatment outcome
with successful completion of an aftercare
program.

In the past, the prevailing-view was that
aftercare was a step down, trinsition time, not
nearly as intensive as the primary inpatient or
outpatient stay. The cost of aftercare has tra-
ditionally been covered in the initial cost to
enter the program. Unfortunately, covering
aftercare as part of the total program has
often 'resulted in a lesser share of the funds
being spent on the design and upkeep of
aftercare programs because much of the time

' and money are already spent in completing
the primary part of treatment.

There are some major concerns about the
way aftercare has been handled ko date. The
primary part of a program demands the pro-
gram director's attention first, and quite often
aftercare does not get a revamp because of
lack of time. Additionally, the aftercare plan
simply lists attendance at an aftercare group
as a requirement. It does not always specify
goals to be worked on in the group. or tasks. to

~~ be accomplished. There may not be as much
emphasis given to additional or adjunctive
therapies in the aftercare plan as there was
during primary treatment.
The second concern follows the first.

a

Aftercare groups become too large (much
larger than a normal therapy group), especial-

ly if the program has to pay a professional to
lead it. Smaller aftercare groups mean more
groups and therefore more outlay of money
for the program at a time when the money
received has often been used.

Third, aftercare has been seen as support,
not therapy, resulting in very little structure
with "issues" of members being the main
thrust of the aftercare group. The group is
likely to get into socializing and distractions
that get it side-tracked from working. The use
of former clients, not always professionals, to
"lead" the group has also contributed to less
structure and focus.

Need for a Structured Approach
With the current decreasing leng[hs of stay

in the primary portions of programs, profes-
sionals are pressed to provide even the most
basic therapy that was once the hallmark of a
well-structured program. Treatment providers
simply do not have the time to provide all of
the necessary treatment in the primary por-
tion of their programs. This means that it is
even more imperative that it be carefully
structured with continuing clinical intensity.
Providers must make better, more well-
defined use of their aftercare, programs
through this careful structuring and continu-
ing clinical intensity.

Use of the terms "continuing care plan"
and "continuing care group" could begin to
facilitate a more serious attitude toward after-
care among treatment providers, referrers and
clients. A written contract specifying not only
attendance at aftercare groups and AA/NA
meetings, but also specific. goals and objec-
tives to be met would be needed. The contin-
uing clre plan should be reviewed and updat-
ed every three months.
`A good rule is to kelp the plan simple and

not to attempt to do everything at once"
(Mondanaro, .1989). Adjunctive therapies,

such as treatment for depression and/or
ety, family and multiple family group the
and couple/marital therapy, parenting
financial planning classes can be very u
in helping to prevent relapse. The contir
care plan could specify the adjunctive t
pies to begin in tandem with the sup
meetings and continuing care groups.

Creating Aftercare Groups That Work
The aftercare group itself must become

very work-oriented group with set goals an
timeliness. Following the continuing ca
plan and the specific goals and objectives s
for each client would help to give the grou
focus and specific direction. Rogers (198
describes groups that don't work: the helples
group (bond negatively around their owi
powerlessness), the hostile group (active ani
passive anger toward leader), the hopefu
expectation group (talk but no action).
The focus of these groups is not doing

work. On the other hand, "work groups d~
not value socializing during the group...the~
are strict about the boundaries 'of their meet
ing and have certain characteristics:

1. bonding;
2, climate (fear of the disease deserves ou

full attention);
3. values (autonomy and learning how ti

treat themselves over. dependence on leade
or others);
4. traditions which are lasting;
5. structure which can be adapted whet

necessary;
6. mentality where only work is accept

able; and
8. culture where work continues despite

interruptions by individual members.
.Continuing care groups can very easily bi

structured to become work groups. Groin
therapists agree that for maximum effective
Hess, the group cannot have more than 1;
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members. It should start and end on time, be held in a group room free

of distractions and have some tasks and shared leadership.
Rogers advocates switching from issue-oriented to task-oriented

groups, focusing on the group, not on individuals. If possible, the group

could meet two nights per week for greater intensity for clients, and

then it could include family involvement in continuing care groups that

seem to be lacking.
The client group could continue to deal with issues, but also incor-

porate continuing step-work and relapse prevention work into sessions.

This could be done by addressing all of these on a continuous basis at

each session or by using the first week in the month for issues, the sec-

ond week for step work, the third week for relapse prevention and the

fourth week for education.

Specific work is needed in early recovery in the areas of dealing with

anger, structuring leisure time, balancing life areas, parenting and

financial issues, and sometimes past physical and sexual abuse, and

assessing/addressing other addictions. The need for didactic and bib-
liotherapy as well as group time in all of the areas mentioned is great.
These are relapse-prone issues that are unlikely to have been dealt with
fully (if at all) in primary treatment, especially now with shorter stays.
"Recovering clients in...treatment need opportunities to discuss their
grief, loss, guilt and shame at the effects of their disease on their chil-
dren" (Mooney, 1992). Potter-Efron (1991) describes anger manage-
ment in an easy-to-read style for therapists who could use the informa-
tion in an educational setting. Treating aftercare as continuing therapy
affords the opportunity of homework assignments, writing, viewing
films, etc., between sessions. continued on page 36

~T~~ TT-~E S~I~.SQN~.,~
~~R STRESS

v

i--~~~ ~ a

A~ YovR PEOP~ HAV~rG
PROS~.vrs CoPn~tG? Gar T~ Mme!Essi Systems, creator of StressMap~ corporate America's most

acclaimed stress assessment and planning action guide, is
having ayear-end Stress Reduction Sale.

Regularly priced a $15.95, StressMap is now only $8.95 per
copy when you buy 5 or more. OR, complete Essi Systems' Stress
Mastery Certification Program, featuring StressMap,-and pay only
$7.50 each for six months thereafter.

Our Certification Schedule has limited enrollment:
Dec. 1 6t 2 Washington D.C. /Jan. 17 Si 18 Toronto

TRUST Ti-tE E~~zrs! GEr Tt~ MaP!

ESSI SYSTEMS STRESSMAF~
CAU_: 800-2S2-ESSI / 415-252-8224

Sale ends 12/31/94, StressMap is the registered trademark of Essi Systems, Inc.
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THE MULTIPLAN NL'TWORK IS MORL' tlla,ri OUt' 1 ~i, 000

health care faciCitiesnationwide — it is the tens of
thousands of people who work with us in those

facilites to keep health costs rea-
sonablefor the 17 million people
who rely on us. As one of the
largest Preferred Provider Orga-
nizations in the nation, and the
fastest-growing, we offer our cli-

entsdiscounts at:
• general hospitals
• subacute facilities
• rehabilitation/orthopedicfacilities
• psychiatric and alcoholism and substance abuse

treatment facilities
• home health care providers
• facilities with specialties in organ transplants.

i~rc:~MBt~:iz/.inNtrnizY ~~a/~~~~5

In addition, our clients benefit from our grow-
ingnetwork ofphysicians.

Additional savings are available through our
MultiPlan Managed Care Inc, subsidiary, which
provides a full range of managed care options,

Our hundreds of clients include insurance com-
panies,corporate benefitplans, third-party admin-
istrators, and labor-management and government
benefit plans. We have more experience 1lelpiiig
our clients save money at health care facilities than
anybody else. We've been at it for more than two
decades, and it's our only business,

For information on howTheGet-Well Networks"'
can becomeyour network, please call Ed Rothstein
or RonKatz at 800 677-1098 or write to Multil'lan
Inc., 115 Fifth Avenue, •
Newyork, NY 10003. ~V'~iPl~zn
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CEAP
EXAMINATION DATES

1995
l~;xu~i~i~~u/io~~ Dnle: ~~ip(rc~ilin~~.r ilise:

May l3, 1995 March 17, 1995

Deccmbcr 2, 1995 October G, 1995

May 11, 1996 Nlarch l5, 1996

Deccmbcr 7, 1996 October 1 1, 1)96

Eligibility Requirements: You must have three years
full-time EAP experience, or a minimum of 3,000 hours,
over at least three years, of part-time experience in EAP.
The completed Exam Application must be postmarked no
later than the cut-off date.

Requirements Explanation: CEAP examination eligibility
requires on-the-job EAP knowledge gained solely through EA
experience—it is not shared by or simply transferred from
related duties, other professions or academic credits.

Your experience in EAP must be from direct employment,
or internship, or contracted responsibilities for performing both
EAP clinical and organizational consulting activities. You must
show accountability for EAP operations at specific
organization(s).

for information, write
EAPA, Inc.

Attn: EACC • 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
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Thousands have

called 1-800-ALCOHOL

for information on alcoholism

and drug dependency.

Get help for yourself

or someone you love,

Toll Free 24 hours a dqy ~ Confidentin!

3G Circle 36 on card.
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continues[ fi~om page 35
Thombs (1994) asserts, "Whenever possible, the clients fami

members must be included in the treatment process, and when appr~
priate, they should be treated concurrently with Che identified patient
Unfortunately, even the primary portion of treatment does not tend
do an adequate job and most family members do not have the opport~
pity to attend aftercare at all.
The family group can be structured as a m~iltiple family group the

apy, a time- and cost-effective method that has been greatly underuse
Here the family issues that have begun to surface in primary treatme
could be more fully explored, using additional individual family
couple sessions when needed. Skills iii communications, parenting ar
relationship issues which may be relapse-prone issues, can be deg
with thoroughly over the extended period of time in continuing care.

Significance for ~A Providers
EA providers may want ro consider conducting ~n informal suave ,

of Treatment providers to find out each program director's philosoph t
on aftercare. The survey could include the following questions regard
ing the aftercare component:

1. Does it base the needs of aftercare clients nn research data ~n t

relapse prevention information?

2. Does it include a comprehensive continuing care plan which i

updated every three months and advocates a full range of service

including adjunctive therapies and structured continuing care groups? c

3. What is the length of Che aftercare groups) provided'?

4. How many sessions of group per week are offered?

You give to others...
Now give to yourself...

EARN YOUR
MA, MFCC OR PSY. D.
DURING OFF•WORK
HOURS

1nVest ~tu~~
your fu

Prepare for your
license as a
Counselor or Clinician
Newport University has been granted Full
Institutional Approval by the California Council
for Private Postsecondary and Vocational
Education, State of California.
• Graduates can qualify for examination by

the Board of Medical Quality Assurance,
I?F..C. for licensure as a Clinical Psychologist,

• Graduates can qualify
for examination to be
licensed as an MFCC
by the Board of
I3ehavorial Science.

• Credit cards accepted.

NEWPORT UNIVERSITY
2220 University Drive

Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 631-1155 • (800) 345-3272
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ourur ose is toP P
provide a caring,

structured and disicplined

environment that

encourages continued

recovery at a time when

the alcohol or drug

dependent client is most

vulnerable to relapse.

For additional information contact
Robert D. Larson ar
I -715-426-5950
or by calling /-800-525-4712.

~4': II~ KINNIC FALLS

Rinnc FalhAlcoho!-Dr~aAb~se Suvica, rnc.
9005 OrungrSlrrn.RivrrFulls, IYucutsin54011
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5. What is provided f~» • fhe family? Are there mulCiple family
family groups?

~pp~~a 6. What is the maximum number of group members allowed in each

iltient;~~iFtercare group?
tend to 7. Who facilitates the groups)—a therapist, former patient, intern,

~ppoctu• or volunteers)?

8. Are there co-therapists in the group(s)'?
up then 9. Is the aftercare group structured to be int~cnsive treatment or sim-

lerusedply as support'?

eam~en J0. What is the main focus of the group? Does iC deal with issues

roily oitnostly or does it include other things, such as written step-work and

ling anirelapse prevention exercises, education, hanework assignments, etc.,

~e deaVaas well as issues?
;care.: Lastly, how does the progr~un assess its etTectiveness? Does it pro-

~vide outcome data? WiCh decreasing lengths of stays aid 1 greater need

~'or relapse prevenCion, continuing care recommendations must be

l surve~jstrengthened and structured, and intensive therapy provided through

losophJ}he traditional aftercare component. By advocating for better a~1d more

regardcomprehensive services through the continuing care programs, EA

ioviders will help assure the best chance fa~ relapse prevention for

Jata an~heir clients.

References are available on request.

,~hich i+

service' elindn Terry Mooney, LCSW, NCAGLI, h~ainer, cons~Altctnt and author•

;coups?~f Leave Me Alone: Helping Your Troubled, i,s owner ~~~' TCRS%I7~c~~ellness lnstrtute in Chamblee, Ga., ancf former progrmn di~•ector,for
dulz acid adolescent programs.

fined

ENSURE Personal Alcohol Tester
~St Now there is a personal breath

alcohol tester as accurate as
those used by the law enforce-

n►act ment officials.

It is small enough to fit in a shirt
pocket, and uses a 9 volt
alkaline battery so you can carry
it with you and use it anywhere.

ENSURE gives you the infor-
~ mation you need to avoid a
_. mistake that can change
.~~~, your life.
i 54011

For more information, contact us at
the address below.

Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
1009 Grant Street, Suite 104
Denver. CO 80203

Telephone 303 863-9801
Fax 303 863-9803

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
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Need a Special
Gift for the
COUNSELOR?

ANGLO D
AMERICAN
CONGRESS IV
ON ALCOHOLISM &
DRUG ADDICTION

PRESENTERS:
Dennis Den, EAP, William L. Mock, Family Therapy,

Robert E. Wubbolding, Reality Therapy

Other presenters from Great Britain and
the United States to be announced.

This Unusual Event Features:
• 8 day package includes: 7 clays and 6 nights at the beautiful Royal Albion

Hotel in Brighton, England with a full English breakfast each morning.
• Tastes & gratuities on room are included
• Arranged lours of HIstoric England
• Tours of treatment and prevention centers
• Congress handouts, materials, and supplies
• 20 to 32 Social worWcounselor credits and BRCH's for Chemical

Dependency Professionals
• Special extended stay packages available.

Please direct inquiries about the conference content to:
THE CENTf:R FOR INTCRPERSONAL DEVfiLOPMENT at (216) 226-2721.
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At Devereux...
.. we help to create brighter

futures. It has been that way
for 80 years.

Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.

In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information, call:
1-800-345-1292, eat. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-971-4600

Private, not for profit.
JCAHO-accredited, where 

Devereuxapplicable.
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EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS

Immediate openings for supervisory and staff occupational
therapists positions as commissioned officers in the United
States Navy in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Florida, California, and Japan.

Areas include orthopedics, neurology, plastic surgery, pediat-
rics, and vascular surgery. Progressive programs in hand
therapy, upper and lower extremity splinting, pressure garments,
burns, pediatrics therapy, work hardening programs, etc.

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy and certification by
the American Occupational Therapy Certification Board are
required. Salary varies based on education and work experi-
ence.

Talk to a Navy Medical Program officer today, or call
1-800-USA-NAVY
Ask for Operator 22

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Director State Bar of Michigan's Assistance
Program - 1b administer the State Bar's
Lawyers &Judges Assistance Program for
those attorneys with alcohol and chemical
dependency problems; to set up and man-
age this new function; to work directly with
impaired attorneys or judges, and their
colleagues regarding treatment and options
for recovery and to facilitate interventions;
to work with bar association groups to
promote awareness and education on these
issues. Need not be a lawyer, but must be
knowledgeable about the legal profession
and have experience and training in chemi-
ca] dependency. Reports to Executive Direc-
tor. Respond with resume by February 17,
1995 to Larkin Chenault, Executive Direc-
tor, State Bar of Michigan, 306 Townsend,
Lansing, MI 48933-2083.

Benefits Promotion
Copywriter Wanted

America's leading provider of Behav-
ioral Healthcare Solutions seeks a
promotion-oriented benefits copy-
writer to prepare sales materials,
employee communications, newslet-
ters, press releases, etc. in its Salt
Lake City HQ. Prefer at least five
years' experience in corporate or
agency environment. Knowledge of
EAPs, managed mental healthcare
and/or group insurance products,
and DTP skills are pluses. Send
resume and salary requirements to:

Copywriter Position
Human Resources - CWP
488 East 6400 South

Salt Lake City, UT 84107

Recruiting New Employees?
Reserve your ad space in

Employee Assistance Classifieds.

Call for information (817) 751-5184

VMC Behavioral Healthcare

Services presents a unique and

challenging opportunity for master's

degreed professionals with three

years' post graduate experience and

state licensure or certification.

Multiple office locations,

serving a large Federal government

agency, are available West of the

Mississippi. VMC Behavioral

Healthcare Services offers competi-

tive compensation and benefits and

an excellent oppoRunity for

professional growth in a rapidly

expanding organization.

Experience in mental health,

substance abuse and diverse

populations is required. Responsis~

bilities will include assessment,

short-term treatment, consultation

and training.

Send resumes to:
Richard F McCrary

Director of Human Resources

We are an equal
opportunity employer

Behavioral Healthcare Services ~

100 S. Greenleaf
Gurnee, IL 60031-3378
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WE CAN HELP WOMEN
SUFFERING FROM
ANOREXIA OR QULIMIA
♦ A SAFE, SECURE AND CARING ENVIRONMENT.
Remuda Ranch is a caring place for females who
need professional support to build a foundation for
recovery from anorexia, bulimia and related issues.

♦ A COMPflEHENSIVE PROGRAM. We treat the
whole person with individualized programs designed
to meet medical, nutritional and psychological
needs, blending these components with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

♦ A RELAXED WESTERN SETTING. Located in the
high Sonoran Desert, 60 miles northwest of Phoenix,
Remuda Ranch provides a tranquil, professional and
specialized setting.

~ TpKE THE FIRST STEP. We can help. All calls are
confidential and we will answer every question you
may have and provide you with information
regarding your insurance coverage.

~~~~~u ~ `~~~1 i~~ o
tCL~~ TM

Center for Anorexia and Bulimia
Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-800-445-1900
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affordable

Extended Treatment
for women Dual diagnosis

Chemical dependency
Codependency

~~ Eating disorders
.rte _ Sexual trauma

719-784-6337

L~~~~/ 521 W. 5th St.
~~`~J Florence, CO 81226of Colorado

JCAHO
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REFERRAL DIRECTORY

FLORIDA

ALCOHOL AND llItUG It~COVERY CG:NTI6R
"Dedicated to Making a Difference"

We are a small, comfortable, inexpensive
chemical depe~~dency program -with Beach
Village living aaommodations. We are 12-s[cp
a~ie~lled and offer discrete, personal treatment
on every level.

r~iL •i•i,nm M►ansuurs
"ONIs'17IING"...HIsSUCCS!

NO'P FOR PRO}~1'1'
1100 Sawgrass Village, Suite 201
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082

(904) 285-6688
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La Amistad
Residential Treatment Center
The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary,

• Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• FuII Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833
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• Residental
Treatment'll

•Extended Care`` /~
Professional
Treatment Track

• Alcohol &Drug
Gender-specific

M E r x o Outpatient
A 'f L q N T A .Clinical Services
x s c o v s a v •Family Program
RESIDENCES •Psychological

Testing

TOLL FREE 1-800-732-5430
Men's Women's
Recovery Center Recovery Center
2801 Clearview Place 3700 D Market Street
Doraville, GA 30340 Clarkston, GA 30021
404/456-1222 404/298-1236

LOUISIANA

DEPAUL HOSPITAL
New Orleans
1800/548-4183

Inpatient program to STOP
adolescents under age 18 from

additional perpetrating.

MICHIGAN

• Pull continuum of Care for Adults
and Adolescents

• Variable length of stay
• ~xtended'lieatment for Women
• Affiliated with major managed care network.
• Nationally recognized program for more
than 20 years

• Founded in ~~ Zxr11inCnlSla`)

1966 11 ~ Hospital . ~+'
377 loner MIII Rosd, Stale~boro, Georgia 30458

(972►764.6236 or 1.800.242.9455
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Call Your Classifed
Sales Representative

Today — (817) 776-9000

CRUZ CLINIC
ADUU, CHILD AND FgMILV THERAPY

• Marital Problems .Family Problems .Panic/Anxiety
• School Problems/A.D.H.D. •Substance Abuse

J.C.A.H.O. pnd C.S.A.S. ACCREDITED
17177 N. LAUREL PARK •SUITE 131

Immediate 
~IVONIA, MICHIGAN 48152

nppts. (313) 462-3210 Free
Babysitting

39
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BRIGHTON
HOSPITAL

Substance Abuse Treatment

Emphasis on Alcoholics
Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous,
AI-Anon, Family and Employers

• Family Services

• Outpatient Services
• Individual &Group Therapy
• A.A., AI-Anon, Alateen-
On Site &Referral

• Aftercare Services
• Adolescent Inpatient &

Outpatient

Accredited by JCAHO •Approved by BCBSM

INPATIENT DEPARTMENT (810) 227.1211
OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT (810) 227-6143

12851 East Grand River
Brighton, Michigan 48116

Complete Confidential
Employee Assistance
Program Services

62 E. Wheeling Street
Washington, PA. 15301

FAX: 412-228-2277
Within Southwest PA.
Call 1-800-281-7150
24 Hour Crisis Line

412-222-7150

When you don't

advertise a

terrible thing

happens .. .

NOTHING!

KidsPeace N~►tional
Centers for Kids in CrisissM

• Campus-, community- and family-
based residential care

• Diagnostic: acute/shelter care
• Partial hospitalization
• Day Treatment Program
• Intensive Treatment Family Program
• Family Development Program
• Psycho-education
•Crisis intervention
• Parent training
• Corporate Behavioral Healih
Management

KidsPeace, a private, not-for-profit organization,
has been "Halting, Helping and Healing" the pain
of kids in crisis since 1882.

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, The American Association of Psychiatric Services for
Children, and Middle Sales Association of Colleges and Schools.
Accepting most major Insurers.

~!~ KINNIC FALLS

Kinnic Falls Atcoho!- Drug Abuse Services, l nc.
900 S Orange Street, River Fnlls, ~sronsitt 5402

RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Con-
sultants—providing services nation-
wide. 1046 Riverside Ave., Jackson-
ville, FL 32204 +Contact: Bob Appleby'
at 1-800-421-REAP (7327).

<♦
TheLexingtonGroup

A National EAP Provider

Charles F. Pilkington, CEAP
President

(800) 676-HELP

Two-thirds of employees worry
about their personal security at
WOY'k (Gallup Poll, 1994).

If you want to prevent violence
at work, call the leader.

INFORMATIO/N RESOURCES —

THE ESSENTUILS (~' ~jIAGING
WORKPLACE VI(f °~ ~ "~`
Nem for 1995, tGr brit "' ur+~`~' mnnua vailabk. Video~~
avnilaGleArril, l~lS)

THE BREAI{ING I'OIN'P-
THE WORKPI.ACI: VIOLF,NCE EPIDEMIC
AND WHAT'TO DU ABOUT IT
The defenidii,r m+a1}~+s of workplace violence W dnle.

WORKPLACE VIOLENCE
AND BEHAVIOR NEWSLETTER
A vim:thly updntr on key umrkpince violence issues.

SERVICES —

• Awareness and threat management
workshops

• Customized manuals/procedures
• Train-the-trainer programs

For a free brochure, call:

National Safe Work Institute
Charlotte, North Carolina
Phone: 704/289-6061

GERMAN &GERMAN, ASSOC.
EAP Consultants, National EAP Programs,
Consultants providing program direction,
set-up, consultation, implementation

Areas of expertise, calling
ADA, HIV, EAP &Drug Testing

Contact: Dan Berman
1-800-866-2810

o~
► eSS~ ae~c`~

~ 55 eta

S~~ee~~G~ ~P~~ OGr PGGO ~Q~~~~~ti~C

SGO~

For Information Call
1-800-726-0526

Fax us your ad
today (817) 751-5171
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PENN
-~' FOUNDATION

807 Lawn Avenue

Sellersville, Pa. 18960

(215)257-(551

Cour:seling for Individuals,

Families, Couples,

C)tiltlren, Adults

• mental •emotional •family con~icl
. work-related stress ~ financial

24-hour Info & Referral

1-SOU-245-7366

• Employee AssisCance Programs
• Mental Health Services
• Drug &Alcohol Services
• Mental Retardation Services

We Con Hclp, Because We Cure

Circle 85 on card.

THE MADISON PROGRAM

Fur Executives, Professionals

and gamily Members

Specialized Chemical llependency

Treatment Which Is:

• lnleusive •Highly Personalized

• Confidential • Effective

Call for information:

1-800-544-8621

Circle 86 on card.
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•SUBSTANCE AOUSL PROF[SSIONALS• ~•M

• 21,000 SAP's World-wide
• Alcohol Misuse Prevention Programs
• Customized Plans
• "Ilan your D07' Mandated Worries over to

our EzperLS r

• 1-800-879-6428 jr',;.--, _~ ~.

Classifceds Get Results!

bl?(;1~;NI13l~,R/.IANi_lAll1' 1994-95

CONSULTANT DIRECTORY

+~ Employee Assistance Services

~~ Managed Behavioral Healthcare

>~ Critical Incident Debriefing

~• Dependent Care Resource/Referral

>~ leadership Development Programs

+~ Personal Support Programs

ROBERT T. DORRIS&ASSOCIATES INC.
~~'o~uivt~ u,~il,~i

~ 1-800-436-7747
- 8 0 0- 4 D O R R I S
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~dncirCw

• Bene~it design anc~ A.dminis-
tration

• Eldercare
• Substance E~use, Ec~ueation,

7'rainin~ and ~.c~ministration

• Dieabi~ity Management

• Wor~xere Compensation

~c~minisi:ration

• Trauma Response to Violence

On and OfF-thy-job

(203) 327- 7596

~ ~~racu~errrdJ~til~l.our~

Slzun~or~ C~ 06902

SYYIGZ~~ G~G~S $et

BIG ~esults.~ Circle 88 on card.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Ad copy is due 30 days prior to issue date.

1995 RATES: $10/line for boldface and titles. $6/line for each additional
line. Minimum order: 7 lines ~~ 45 characters &spaces per line. Blind box
number/$10 per month. Boxed Display Rates: $65/column inch.

Column width 2-1/8". Camera-ready art or negatives preferred.

Design and typesetting are available for a nominal charge.

Send ad copy to: EmployeeAssistance
P.O. Box 7573 •Waco, Tx 76714-7573

For assistance call (817) 776-9000 •FAX #817-776-9018

41



Sometimes an EAP
Just Isn't Enough

Don't get us wrong. We firmly

h~~licve in 1~~AP5 a~ a strong; firtit.

lino of def~~nsc iu th~~ strug~;lc fur

mental l~e.~ltl~. Rut yon~et.imcs

brief inCurvcntiun i~n'1 ~~n~~ugh.

So [IAl also uffi~cs a wide range

mana{;ed behaviortil hcal~hcarc

solutions to hel}~ ~r~alce si.ir~~ Ilse

patient bets tltie ~n.ost ~r./>/~roF~r•i-

ate level of care al Che best

j~ossible cost, for Chc ~~nploycr.

Call toll-free
1-800-999-4241

H MAN a
;~~~~ ~F641RS ~

Behavioral He~IlhcaieSolufions

Circle 88 on card.

Reserve your ad space
call today

(817) 776-9000!

ONTLINEsuPEavisoR

• For supervisors only! The only newsletler of its kind!
Two pages, not four)

• Increases supervisor referrals &visibility for your EAP.

• A GREAT value-added benefit to please corporate
customers)

• Cost-effective. About $20 a month for your entire
organization) Ready-to~copy or print artwork) 12
monthly issues. Unlimited copy and distribution by
same EAP or EAP provider. FREE SAMPLE!

~ 1-8001626-4327
or write to: The First Health Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 21, Merrifield, VA 22116

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For

• Employee Assistance Programs
• Managed Health Care
• Individuals
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Hospitals
• Counseling Centers
• Drinker-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Drug &Alcohol Clinics
• Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards

Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance

21 Maple Avenue
P.O. Box 5710

Bayshore, N.Y. 11706
(516) 666-1588 (800) 735-1588
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Effectiveness and
Who Has the Lens

Recently I was channel-surfing and suddenly stopped to see alarge-headed, grey-
haired man tllking on CSPAN. I don'tlisten regularly, but this time I did. I also did

something I've never done before while watching late-night TV—take notes. If you
haven't guessed it, the man was Newt Gingrich accepting the nomination for Speaker of
the House. What caught my ear was his theme: change. Sure, we have heard that before
in Washington. What struck me was his read on change. He said each of us should read
certain books. For perspective, he said, read The Bill of Rights, The U.S. Constitution,
The Declaration of Independence and The Federal Papers. For current and future change,
read The Effective Executdve by Drucher; War and Anti-War by the future-shock people,
the Tof#1ers; Surviving Withouta Net by Schectman; and Computers and Leadership by
Bloom.

I found myself talking to EA colleagues about these books. They are important to us
because they give us a framework of historical change and a lens to examine the future
in our field. Drucher's book. is a classic about how to be effective in business. Just look
at our profession. "Effectiveness" used to mean that the employee wasn't "using" any-
more, and probably was going to meetings or at least was not exhibiting the same lbnor-
mal symptoms as before intervention. Then effectiveness became when the employee re-
turned to work, using fewer sick drys or health benefits. Next, it became outcomes from
the managed care firm that documented lower utilization and the least number of patient
days. Now, it seems to be focused on what EAPs are doing as a front-end delivery ser-
vice, determining the level of care and assuming the risk. Effectiveness changes not only
with the times, but also according to who has the lens to do the examining.

Another book from Gingrich's list, War and Anti-War, talks about the history and fu-
ture of global conflict. It has changed from conflict over land to conflict over technology.
"The Third Wave," Tofflers describes. as conflict over information. The group that has the
information has the power. I couldn't help but think about that in relationship to the EA
field. How long has our field been doing the job "effectively" only for its definition to
change so 'that noW it is based on bottom-line numbers and statistics. How long have
many of our prophets called out for better data-keeping and information systems to be
able to furnish these essential figures?

If the government is asking the American people to do these things,. it cannot be too
late for us to do them.
A final note: Please join us in welcoming Trish LeGros to the display sales staff of EA.

She comes from many years of experience in the substance abuse/mental health field and
will be working the Southern and Western territories.

J. Chip /)rnrn.r, CL'FlI'
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Learn From The International
Leader.

Since 1980, the National Crisis Prevention
Institute, (CPI), has been training hwnan
service and business professionals in ways
to successfully manage disruptive and
assaultive behavior. In fact, over 800,000
individuals across the LI.S. and Canada
have participated in our training programs.

Training Backed By Results!
In a recent survey, where over 1,200

facilities that use Nonviolent Crisis
Intervention responded:

77~/o reported a reduction in the
number of assaultive incidents

72%> reported a reduction in disruptive
incidents

69% reported a decrease in workers'
compensation claims

98~/, saw an increase in staff confidence

Learn To Prevent Violence
Before It Happens.
With CPI's Nonviolent Crisis

Intervention training, you'll learn how to
de-escalate crisis situations before they
get out of control!

Free Resource Catalog!
Free Poster!

Call I -800-558-8976, or mail, fax or G-mail
`' the coupon at right to receive more informa-

tion on CPI's training programs. Plus, mention
this ad and receive a free comprehensive
resource catalog and free 18"x24" full color
"Weapons In the Workplace" poster, a $9.95
value!

rce Poster o/%r while supplies Insf, shipE~ed fo /aciliry or business
address only, one request per /ncility E~Icase.

To receive a FREE CATALOG AND POSTER or to speak with a Irnowl-

edgeable Training Specialist, call 1-800-558-8976 or fill out this
coupon end mail, fax, or E-mail it to CPI.

Name

Title

Facility

Facility Address

City, State, Zip

~ National Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc.
3315-K North 124th Street, Brookfield, WI 53005
1-800-558-8976 FAX 114-783-5906

p E-snail cps@execpccom
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1993 study on depression document-
ed an annual cost of $44 billion in the
United States. Twelve million people

suffer from depression and two-thirds of
these people are women. According to Dr.
Verona Gordon, clinician and frequent speak-
er on treating depression, women employees
suffering from depression are affected in their
most productive years. They have increased
medical costs because of their repeated visits
to physicians for psychosomatic complaints,
chemical dependency and their high rate of
psychiatric hospitalizations. Children of de-
pressed women also are high users of psychi-
attic treatment centers.

Gordon designed and researched a brief,
group-therapy intervention model called the
"Insight Program:'- She reports that besides
outcomes from six studies of the cognitive-
behavioral model, she has results from a fol-
low-up study conducted three years after the
research wascompleted to verify if women
using the model 'had a lasting positive
change: Retesting showed the group therapy
intervention continued to be effective after
the therapy was discontinued. The women's
depression level had not only dropped 19
points, but their self-esteem went up an av-
erage of ] 2 points, and for'three years, none
of these women had visited a therapist or
psychiatrist. Women in the control group did
not change.
"The cognitive-behavioral model is eclec-

tic, based on theories of (1) Beck's Cognitive
Model, (2j Seligman's "Learned Helpless-
ncss" Model, and (3) Lewinsohn's Behav-
ioral Model," Gordon said. "It is significant
because it helps women cope with stress ef-
fectively by taking an active role in their own
health; promotes. women's health by using
the model in a variety of mental-health prac-
tACe settings; prevents possible severe depres-
sion; strengthens the family unit; increases
research data on depression; and reduces
healthcare costs."

How the Program Works
"The design of the program, in which I U to

12 women and two female facilitators meet
for 12, 15 or 20 sessions, teaches women to be
responsible decision-makers and in control of
their own lives. In essence, they learn to be-
come their own psychotherapists.

The positive change in these women (no-
ticed by facilitators generally to begin about
the fifth session) comes from within. At that
time, there is a noticeable change in attitude
by the clients towards themselves and others,
as well as a behavioral change. Positive self-
esteem isthe accepted cornerstone of individ-
nal mental health.
"Highly stressed, depressed women are se-

lected for groups by a qualified facilitator

(master's degree level minimum). Usually

the women have been referred. Selection cri-

teria for this model includes: an interview

(45 minutes) plus a score of 18-30 on Beck's

Depression Test and meeting the DSM-R4

(309.28, 300.4) requirements. These women

are not hospitalized patients, but functioning

as well as they can at home and in the work-

place. Many have been abused and/or have

used alcohol and tranquilizers. Besides being
depressed, these. women are often highly
anxious, psychosomatic or have phobias.
Screening eliminates' women who are psy-
chotic, manic-depressive, borderline, retard-
ed orxerminally ill. Alcoholiawomenare ad-
vised to complete Alcoholics Anonymous
programs before returning to be readmitted.
Some women are selected who are using
antidepressants.
"Wh'en a woman is selected for group, she

may receive individual therapy from the fa,
cilitator until the next new group is ready to
start. Insight groups are usually closed when
enrollment reaches 10 members. She signs a
contract with the facilitator on what'she will
pay for each session whether she attends or
not (similar to college courses). She also buys
her Women's Workbook, with instructions' to
read assignments before sessions and always
be at group on time. The workbook presents
suggestions about topics such as communica-
tion patterns, self-esteem, creative visualiza-
tion, and problematic thinking patterns. Each
group session is two hours long. During the
first hour of the session, the topic assigned
for that day is discussed and during .the sec-
ond hour, activities are conducted fh~t rein-
force that learning."

Joann Sumner, MSN, RN, CS, has 1'acili-
tated over 70 groups using this model. She
finds that 15 group sessions are "ideal" to
cover the material and satisfy insurance cov-
erage. Sumner, who has worked as a psy-
chotherapist for 16 years, identified de-
pressed women as the most challenging pop-
ulation she has treated. "Since there is no
shortage of these clients," she said, "I was
regularly challenged to keep. my enthusiasm
up in the face of their low energy and `yes,
but...' defenses"
"As a marriage and family therapist in a

busy group practice, I was accustomed to ac-

cepting referrals of depressed women from

my male psychiatrist colleagues. I have to ad-

mit that I preferred the marital and family

cases becluse they were faster paced and

more interesting sessions than my individual

clients, especially the depressed women.

Some days I felt like nothing really worked

with these women. I wished I could teach

them some ̀ life skills' and communication

~~ 1~.13RUARY 1995 Circle 3 on card.
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sh~ategies so they could handle their many
problems more effectively.
A call from a collelgue changed my ap-

proach with depressed women forever! She
suggested we try acognitive-behavioral
group approach she had read about—a 15-
session, structured program with a work-
bookfor each woman. I agreed to try this ap-
proach, and suggested to my current case-
load of depressed women clients that they
consider joining.
"Some joined out of desperation; nothing

had worked for some of diem during. many
years of treatment, even with medication;
others seemed just to passively do as I sug-
gested, with reluctance, because the idea of
being in a group seemed scary. When I ex-
plained that they wouldn't have to talk unless
they wanted to, the idea was less intimidating
and they agreed to join:'

Case Studies
The following three cases that Sumner re-

lates show how the cognitive behavioral
model worked for her clients:
• Deborah, 1 quiet, attractive, 29-year-old

married banking executive had struggled

with depression since childhood. She was an
only child. Her father was a law enforcement
officer in a small community and her mother
was a practicing alcoholic. She had seen a
psychiatrist for several years and was taking
antidepressants.

Initially, I saw her and her husband, the
manager of a popular restaurant, for marital
therapy. They dutifully tried all the things I
suggested, but improvement was minimal.
She joined the Insight women's group, hop-
ing it could make a difference.

Deborah completed all the. assignments
and attended regularly, but spoke little. I no-
ticed her ~ittitude began to brighten after the
third and fourth sessions, when i taught the
concept. of cognitive restructuring, concen-
trating oii self-esteem 'development and spe-
cific strategies for enhlncing self-concept.
Using a workbook questionnaire, she was
able to see what her own particular thought
distortions were and practice substituting
positive affirmation statementsfor each dis-
tortion. She also seemed to gain more aware-
ness in the chapter on issues relating to farm-.
ly origin. During that sessioq, she filled out
the lengthy Adler questionnaire that helps

Acute psychiatric stabilization
and substance abuse
treatment followed

by referral to
__ _ community _ __

substance ____
abuse

programs

1 J.[~ V JL~L1~ I ~ 1 t..~l\

HOSPITAL
Auburn Hills, MI 48326

group members look for patterns or trends in
their family life.

In the 10th session on grief and loss, Deb-
orah began to verbalize her myriad childhood
losses and began to understand the impact
they had had on her life. The process of
healthy grieving is discussed, with an em-
phasis on the intangible losses we all suffer
in life. Deborah's improvement continued as
the group progressed.

In the 14th session, she announced that her
mother h1d just ptissed away after a lengthy
alcohol-induced illness. She told the group
that she was thankful for their presence in her
life, and had looked forward to being back in
the group following her mother's funeral.

In spite of this major life stressor, Debo-
rah's progress continued, evident in her in-
creased interactions with other. group mein-
bers and her ready smile, During the final
session when the women share their last
homework assignment, the "Treasure Map"
(a collage of pictures, works,- and .drawings
that reflect their goals for the Future), Debo-
rah wrote, "First; Pd like to say. I never
would hive believed the changes that -:have
occurred. I used to dread getting up in the

CEAP
EXAMINATION DATES

ty9s — -----
Examination Date; Applications :due:

May 13, 1995 March 17, 1995

December 2, 1995 October 6, 1995

May 11, 1996 March 15, 1996

December 7, 1996 October 11, 1996

Eligibility Requirements: You must have three years
full-time EAP experience, or a minimum of 3,000 hours,
over at least three years, of part-time experience in EAP.
The completed Exam Application must be postmarked no
later than the cut-off date.

Requirements Explanation: CEAP examination eligibility
requires on-the-job EAP knowledge gained solely through EA
experience—it is not shared by or simply transferred from
related duties, other professions or academic credits.

Your experience in EAP must be from direct employment,
or internship, or contracted responsibilities for performing both
EAP clinical and organizational consulting activities. You must
show accountability for EAP operations at specific
organization(s).

for information, write
EAPA, Inc.

Attn: EACC • 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
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morning and now I enjoy almost every day.
I'm more confident and have self-esteem,
which I didn't have before. I used to let triv-
ial things take all my energy; now little
things almost never bother me."

• Jeannie, a slightly overweight 43-year-
old mother of three small children, mlrried
to a physician, also had a lengthy history of
depression. She had learned in individual
therapy about childhood sexual abuse, but
still felt she lacked skills to keep herself
healthy and fully involved in her busy life.
Jeannie and her husband were frustrated by
her lack of progress in traditional psy-
cliotherapy. Antidepressantshad offered
some relief, but she continued with her per-
fectionistic expectations of herself and with
having suicidal ideation:

In the Insight group, she setfour objective
life goals to work on during the next fifteen
weeks (physical, emotional, environmeptal
and spiriCual). She, too, completed all the as-
signments as requested, but wondered why
her physical goal of weight loss wasn't real-
ized. When she reached the chapter on loss
and grief, she. concluded that. dealing with
her parents about the sexual abuse they had
peCmitted was more important. She decided
to use her energy to write them a letter about
what had happened. Through increased self-
awareness, Jeannie learned what she needed
to do to make herself feel more fulfilled. The
use of cognitive restructuring helped her to

take much needed breaks during her process
of grieving her childhood losses. The indi-
vidually tailored affirmltions kept her self-
esteem high.

In the last session, Jeannie wrote, "I can't
begin to say how different my life is because
of this — that I know that Pui in conh`ol and
that the only one I can change is myself. The
change in people in the group is nothing
short of miraculous!

• Beth; a 31-year-old single woman, was
engaged to be married and wondered why
she couldn't be happy. She had a good job as
a college administr~itor and was pleased with
her engagement. Still, she felt depressed.
Despite her reservations about the group,
she joined. She particularly enjoyed learning
the skill of cognitive restructuring, which
was taught early in the group sessions and
reinforced each session thereafter. She
practiced her lffirmations daily, encour-
aged by the support of group members and
their reports of their own progress. Group
members shared with each other their
methods of using cognitive restructuring,
and how they integrated this skill into their

1~ LBRUARY 1995

lives. Beth looked happier as the group pro-
gressed, and she attended regularly. On the
last week, she wrote, "The world is slow to
change its view of you, but you have the
ability to change your view of the world. Of-
ten women fail to recognize this ability."
Sumner explained that those clients who

returned to their former therapists following
the sessions with the Insight model fowid
their continued therapy proceeded more effi-
ciently. For many women, however, the group
intervention was all the treatment necessary.

They often noticed that their marriages im-

proved,their productivity at work increased,
and they had more patience with their chil-
dren and themselves. She noted that employ-
ee assistance programs and other area clini-
cians continue to make referrals to this group
intervention as an adjunctive therapy.
"My own experience with leading this

group," Sumner said, "bears out what the
three-year follow-up studies show; women
are much improved at the end of the group,

continued on page 30

Assessment
•

Assistant.

IntErviews are efficient and. referrals accurate with
computerized assessment instruments from ADE.

NEEDS "̀" — a comprehensive
assessment tool,
Needs addresses:
• Attitude and emotional stability
• Substance abuse using ASAM
and DSM-IV guidelines

• Employment, health and education

• Relationships and support system

• Criminal history and supervision

levels
JASAE'"' (Juvenile Automated

Substance Abuse Evaluation'M)

• Based on adolescent norms

• Measures alcohol/drug use,

attitude, stress, life circumstance

SALCE'M (Substance Abuse/Life

Circumstance Evaluation`M)

• Measures alcohol/drug use,
attitude; stress, life circumstance

• 97%agreement with
professional interviews

With over ten years usage and
1,000,000 evaluations, ADE
instruments have proven their

effectiveness. For free
demonstration materials, call

(810) 625-7200.

Software Solutions
for Human Problems

ADE Incorporated, P. O. Box 660, Clarkston, MI 48347
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n December 9, 1994; Harrison M.
Trice, professor emeritus at the
New York State School of Indus-

trial and Labor Relations at Cornell Uni-
versity, died instantly in a pedestrian acci-
dent in Wilmington, N.C. EA practitioners
and researchers lost a man who can be
correctly called one of the i'oimdeis o1' EA
work. He also was the founder of and a
prime contributor to EA research, and a
truly delightful character who left distinc-
tive memories for all who had the privi-
lege of knowing him.

It is difficult to find among Harry's con-
tribu[ions to employee assistance work the
one or two items that are most significane;
however, I would cite one contribution
that can be easily overlooked. In an efi'ort
to move EA work toward professionaliza-
tion, Harry went to work on' creating the
prototype for genuine professional educa-
tion for EA workers. He sought and re-
ceived funding for the project from New
York State, and engaged Bill Sonnenstuhl
to work with him throughout this multi-
year effort.

Design and Development
Harry and Bill demonstrated that col-

lege-level couisework about EA, generat-
ing academic credit from Cornell Universi-
ty, could be designed, developed and im-
plemented. The courses covered a range of
issues highlighting both the organizational
and clinical aspects of EA work. Insh•uctors
were drawn from throughout the universiCy.
Beyond the efforts involved in design

and development, it was necessary to use
a whole range of methods to recruit and
screen potential students. Instead of
requiring them to come to Ithaca, the pro-
gram recognized EA workers' job respon-
sibilities, and designed a highly realistic

By Paul M. Roman, PhD

prototype that brought the training to the
students, primarilyin late afternoon and
evening sessions.

Little imagination is _needed to envision
the sheer amount of personal commitment
and."shoe leather" that this educational ef-
fort reyuircd from Harry and Bill. Its
greatest signii'icance lay in the fact that the
coursework was of the quality to pass
muster at a major graduate-level research
university, and at the same time, the class-
es were of adequate interest and practical
value to sustain the involvement of the EA
workers/students.

Harry's. legacy. to EA

includes pioneer efforts in

research and training.

Thus, quite aside from all the huffing
and. puffing about genuine credentials
necessary for EA work, Harry produced
results. Afirst-class realistic model of
training design and delivery, together with
training content, was put in place, subject-
ed to extensive field trials and demon-
strated as effective.

Given the nature of his work and the
minimal recognition it involved for Harry
and Bill, this educational. effort was truly
an altruistic contribution to the EA field.

It has been a real disappointment to see
this accomplishment ignored by the lead-
ership oP the EA field. Taking this model
Ind using it elsewhere would require sub-
stantial preparation, time and energy, and
the attraction of qualified instructors. It
sadly seems that few in the field are inter-
ested in that level of quality.

It is of great importance to know that, to

my knowledge, Harry never felt disap
pointment about this effort. Harry loved to
reminisce, but he recognized the past for
what it was, and invariably looked toward
the future.

New Projects and Research
New projects were always underway

before old ones were wrapped. up (and
Harry almost always made sure to finish
wHat he had started). At the time of his
death, his car was still packed with books.
and files that. were going to be used in our
joint effort' to produce a new edition of
Spirits nncl Demons at Work: Alcohol knd
Other Drugs on the Job.
Any commemoration of Harry must in-

cludehis central contt~ibutions to research.
Back when no federal agency would ever
consider supporting research concerned
with workplace personnel problems, Har-
ry began along-term process to persuade
philanthropist Brinkley Smithery of'the
importance of both research and program-
ing in this area.

Consequently, Smithers supported re-
search, programing and training in EA (in-
cludingpart of my own graduate training),.
most of it based at Cornell. Harry was'sub-
sequently .very successful in recruiting re-
search funding from the NIAAA and near
the end of his life, Brinkley Smithers en-
dowed 1 research institute at Cornell that
will lssure long-term continultion of the
research that Harry launched.

It is difficult to cltalog the miny
specific contributions of Harry T►•ice to EA
research. He was the first to lrticulnte how
a supervisor could deal with a problem-
drinking employee so as to produce behav-
ioral change, but preserve the job. Later, in
collaboration with Janice Beyer, he con-
ducted acomplex lnalysis that confirmed
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the value of the notion of constructive confrontation, a study that

gained a major aw~ird Prom the larger coinmw~ity of alcohol re-

searchers.
Harry's work provided a basic model tar supervisory h•aining and

laid the groundwork for the design of the LAP model, moving be-

yond programing that deals only with alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

Flis work with Beyer also provided a scientific an~ilysis c~F the man-

ner in which a policy becomes a program in fhe workpl~ice. In many

ways, he inspired other researchers to become involved and pursue

some of the subject areas in which he had taken the lead.

N~trry worked strenuously in the 1960s and early 1970s to assure

that workplace concerns had "a place at the table" in the designa-

tion and development of feder~il and state funding to deal consU~uc-

tively with alcohol abuse, and Inter with drug abuse. He attended

meetings and h•aining sessions throughout the counU'y, and pre-

pared payers to nurtw~e the interest in a workplace focus. Harry ttb-

solutely did his best ro re~~reset~l both the scientilic and concc~~tual

legitimacy of these concerns. This has never been an easy batdc and

remains one that essentially has never been won.

As F,A Was Transf'ormcd
The EA Field was transformed considerably over the course of

Harry 71~ice's c~ireer. Nart of this change htis been growth of CA ac-

tivity beyond alcohol and drug problems to encompass many other

concerns. Harry never showed regret abo~iC this development a~~d

indeed was the originator of the idea that both m~~nageis and su-

pervisorti are much more likely to accept and support a bro~~c1 work-

place program than a narrow one focused only on alcohol.

What did concern him, however, was the development o1' Che

widespread assumption that along with the growth of the EA field,

alcoholism had also changed. He remained. deeply concerned about

Yi~e loss of emphasis on constructive confrontation in the initial n~o-

tivation of the alcoholic employee, always poi~~ting out that there

h1d never been tl~e suggestion that this ~ip~~roach be pwsued wiU~

all E~ clients, or that constructive confrontation was a form of

counseling or treatment. Design of an effective alternative to cleal-

ing with the alcoholic employee was yet to be suggested; what

might be called the "softened" motivational interview still included

the stone confrontaCion elements.

Harry had no idols save scien[iPic evidence, which he was always

ready to hear no matter how much it mighC ch~tllcnge his ideas.

Most recently his interests became foaised nn "culture" wiChin tl~e

workplace and within occupation<~I groups. This led i❑ I )93 to two

books, both of which have received high acclaim i'rom practitioners

Ind research audiences. Speaking to both groups was always a hall-

mark of Harry's ac~idemic activity.

We lost Harty far coo soon, and he shall he missed. His ti~iend-

ships bridled a vast range of communities and interests; his color-

ful personality marked many a meeting. Many EA workers have

been guided by his training, t~n~l ~hosc unaw<u-e of his work should

learn about it.

But there is something else. Tlicre are legions of employed peo-

ple whose ai'flictions with alcoholism, drug abuse and metal ill-

ness have been transformed into productivity and happiness be-

cause of the foundations laid by the work of Harry Trice. In this

very secular world, that is a sacred legacy.

Paul M. Rnmcut, PhD, i.s a resenrclz prnfessnr of socining~~ cntd di-

r•ector of tl2e Center for Res•enrclr on Deriai~ce cued 13eh~rninrnl

HenlNt tit the Uninersi~~~ of Geni~in.
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MERIDFLL ACHIEVEMENT CENTER
A Psychiatric Residential Treatment Cenlerfor Children and Adolescents

• Programs for children, adolescents and
their families

Established in 1961

Programs directed by Board certified
psychiatrists

• Specializing in:
- Sexually compulsive behavior and
treatment for sexual perpetrators

- Sexual trauma and abuse
- Chemical dependency
- Physical aggression
- Dual diagnosis and a variety of other
behavioral problems

• Two campuses on 76 acres of Texas
countryside, north of Austin

• Full spectrum of medical and clinical staff

P.O. BOX H7
Liberty Hill, TX 78642

1-800-366-8656

• JCAHO Accreditation
• Off- and On-site Assessment Capabilities
• Insurance and CHAMPUS Funding
• State Contracts and Funding Available in

Most States
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YOU1'N 1'REA1'MEN1'
CENTER

This beautiful new Youth 'Treatment Center for drug and alcohol dependent youth is without
question, the finest facility of iCs kind in the Pacific Northwest.

The Center is astate-of-the-act two story facility that offers 60 bed capacity and [he highest
quality deatment. The staff is comprised of a group of deeply caring professionals whose only
mission is to lead chemically dependent youth down the road to recovery and in so doing guide them
back to themselves, their friends and their families.

Nestled in the mouth of Sundown Canyon, this beautiful building is a pazrt M
of the Sundown M Ranch drug and alcohol treatment center. In this setting ~~
one would expect treatment to be expensive, yet the rates at Sundown are among
the most affordable in the country.

1-800.326-7444
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From

herspY wl c
by Matthew D. Selekman

As more EAPs are being approached to provide assessment and
atment referral for houbled adolescents with problems ranging

~m substance abuse to depression to delinquent behavior, the sig-
icance of family therapy grows. Solution-oriented brief family
;rapy is a highly effective family-wellness approach for treating
uth who often are labelled. as being "resistant" and "conduct-
~ordered" and their families, labelled as "enmeshed" and "multi-
~blem families." This therapeutic approach is collaborative and
vitalizes on the shengths and .resources of the adolescent, family
ambers, concerned peers and involved helpers from larger systems
rapidly resolve the presenting problems: The major emphasis in
:rapy is on what works, rather than on searching for individual
ficits and family dysfunction.

cols for Cooperation
First and foremost, when establishing rapport with each family
amber, it is important for the therapist to invite the individuals to
are what their strengths and talents are in their work roles, at school
d with outside hobbies and activities. This client information can be
ed later when constructing compliments (de Shazer, 1985) for fam-
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ily members and designing therapeutic tasks. Another useful way to

capitalize on what our clients bring to therapy is to use their key

words and world views in the interviewing process.
Humor can also be used to improvise therapeutically—tell a joke,

use metaphor or emphasize the humorous elements. in the family's

.story or in interlctions in the therapy room. It can create positive pos-

sibilities, particularly if it is unusual for family members to laugh in

each other's company. The use of normalization and positive rela-

belling of negative behaviors can further enhance therapist-family co-

operation. Finally, it's a good idea to compliment family members on

the various problem-solving and coping strategies they report being

helpful to them.

Interviewing for Change
The solution-oriented therapist asks questions in a purposeful man-

ner, carefully matching questions with family members' unique, co-
operative response patterns. The purposeful interview is a recurring,
interactive dance in which family members' nonverbal and verbal
feedback guides the therapist's future questions. As early as possible
in the first interview, the solution-oriented therapist engages family

13
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members in conversation about past, present

and future hypothetical successes. Any signiP-

icanC p~ist and present exceptio~is (useful

problem-solving and coping strategies) are
responded to with cheerleading and yues-
lions, such as "How did you do that?" or
"E[ow did you come up with that idea?"
"How" questions invite family members to
focus on their resourcefulness.

Early in the first interview, once family

members have identified what they would
like to see changed first, the therapist needs to
secure a detailed description oP how things

will look when the problem is solved. To help

them come up with their ideal lreatmeut-out-

come pictures, one of the most useful boal-

setting questions to ask them is the miracle

question (de Sharer, 1988), which is as fol-

lows: "Suppose the three oP you were to go

home tonight and while you slept, a miracle

]~appened and your problem was solved. How

would each oP you be able to tell the next dtty

the miracle really happened?"
The solution-oriented therapist will then

explore wick e~ich family member in great de-
tail the v~~rious changes they will see happen-

ing iii their family relationships at school,

work and in other social situations. Often, the

miracle question will produce some impor-

tant information regarding "i~iiracle-like" be-

haviors that are already occurring. They can

serve as potential building blocks Pa• solution

construction. The therapist can also inh•oduce

absent family members into the miracle-pic-

ture discussion, pis illustrated in Che t'ollowing

case example of a depressed 14-year-old boy:

Therapist: If your father were sitting here,

what change would surprise him the most in

your rel~itionship with your mom after the

miracle happened'?

Sore Well, we wouldn't be arguing as

m~ich as we do.

Mother: Yeah, he's right, ] probably

would not have to nag at him as much.

Therc~pisi: Whac will your son be doing

instead, so you won't Dave to nag at him as

often'?

Mother: He will be keeping his room ne~~t,

❑ot fighting with me when 1 ask him to help
out around the house. You know, things like

putting your (the son's) dirty clothes in the

laundry basket, not leaving his dirty dishes all

over the house.

Therapist: And when 13111 does all of

PATHWAYS
OF CASA GRANDE
HOPE FOR ADOLESCENTS
AND THEIR FAMILIES

1 ~F

PATH
WAYS

0 F CASH
GRANDE

ADOLESCENT
CHEMICAL

DEPENDENCY
TREATMENT

1120 East Sixth Street
Casa Grande, Arizona

85222
Telephone: 602-836-0543
FAX: 602-836-6446

1-800-836-7899
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those things, will Che two of` you be getting

along better?
Mother: We won't be fighting as much,

we will joke around more.

Tliera~~is~~: What about you, Bill? When

yow• mom is not nagging ut you as much, how

will you be relating to her differently'?

Son: I would be less mad with her, no[ ar-

guing with her. 1 don'[ know...I guess we

wo~ilci get along better.

In the above case, the therapist spent half

an hour discussing both Bill's and his moth-

ei's miracle pichn•es, generaliug an impa~tant

awareness of behaviors (exception material)

d~ac helped cret~te possible alternative solu-

cions for the family to try.

After secw•in~ from family members their

ideal outcome pictures, scaling questions (de

Shazer, 1985, 198A) can be used to secure a

well-{'ormcd, small behavioral goal from fam-

ily members. Soling questions hclP provide

a clear foc~is in treatment and quantify the

problematical situation before therapy was

sought, ctu~rcntly and, ide~illy, one week

hence. If thEre has been ~~ny behavioral im-

provemenf prior Co tl~e initial family session,

the therapist should amplify these changes

At Devereux...
.. we help to create brighter

futures. It has been that way
for 80 years.

Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.

In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information, cell:
1-800-345-1292, ext. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-9T1-4600

Private, not for profit.
JCANO-accredited, where p~vereuxapplicable.
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and view these exceptions as potential build-
ing blocks for solution construction.
Once the therapist has secured a baseline

rating of the family's problem in the present,
the family's initial treatment goal can be for-
mulated by asking the following question:
"Suppose all of you came in here next week
Ind proceeded to tell me you took some steps
to get up to a 5 (if the family's baseline rating
were a 4), what will you tell me you did?"
1Jeally, the therapist will be able to elicit
from the family the "who," "what," "when"
and "how" of goal attainment. If the parents'

initial treatment goal for the adolescent. is

highly unrealistic or too monolithic, the ther-

apist's job is to negotiate a smaller, more

achievable goal with the parents.

Sometimes the parents and adolescent can-

not reach consensus on the initial treatment

goal and it is useful to establish separate goals

with both parties.

The Pessimistic Response
When families are highly pessimistic and

do not respond well to the miracle question, I

will shift gears to better cooperate with their

pessimistic stance and ask the following

questions: "How come things are not worse

with your situation?"; and "What steps are

you and your husband tlking to prevent this

situation from getting worse?" If these ques-

tions produce some important exceptions,

that is, useful parental problem-solving or

coping strategies, therapists should amplify

these changes. If the parents continue to be

pessimistic, therapists should ask the follow-

ing questions: "What keeps you going?";

"How are you managing to cope?"; "How

come you haven't thrown in the towel with

your daughter already?"; "Is there anything

that you two are doing that seems to help alit-.

tle bit?"; and "If 1 were to work with another

family just like you, what advice would you

give me to help that family out?"
Externalizing the problem (White and Ep-

ston, 1990) is,another viable pathway to pur-

sue with adolescents and their families when

they are highly pessimistic, have not re-

sponded well to other solution-oriented ques-

tions and describe the problem as oppressive.

For example, the "Smiths" brought their 16-

year-old AD/HD boy in for therapy because

of his fighting with other students in school

and not following. parental rules. Both the

parents and their son, John, described

AD/HD as being oppressive, chronic and

seeming to have a life of its own.
In the early part of the first interview with

the Smiths, the parents had described John as
the problem, and efforts to change their world
view and create possibilities with the miracle
question had gone absolutely nowhere. The
parents continued to be very pessimistic and
efforts to generate exceptions through the use
of questions proved to be futile as well. The
following transcription is taken fi•om the first
interview where the therapist began to exter-
nalize the AD/HD problem:

Therapist: How long his AD/HD been
pushing all of you arowid?

Mother:. For five and a half years; thaYs
when he was tested by Dr. Black.

Therapist.• What sort of things does
AD/HD make John do?

Father: Well, it makes .him really impul-
sive and he often sweats at us.

Mother: Fights with kids at school...does-
n't bring his work home.

Therapist: Does AD/HD divide the two of
you when trying to discipline John?

Mother: Why, yes..:we don't see eye to
eye:..he (her husband) does not think I'm
tough enough...I admit 1 sometimes give. in.

Therapist: So, sometimes AD/HD colches

haNs why their therapy needs are different. At The Renfrew Center, ' , ~

we focus on the needs of women and the issues they face -- eating

disorders, depression, anxiety, or a traumatic experience. Here,

women confront their pain and move forward. Our intensive, therapeutic

treatment programs combine a respect for the unique psychology of , '1
women, the strength of a caring community and the active participation of

each woman in her own recovery.

We work with local, regional and national managed care companies

and therapists throughout the country to assure that women receive

optimal care in the least restrictive environment. Our full range of flexible

treatment options, which includes residential, day treatment, intensive
outpatient programs, and outpatient services, allows us to provide exactly

the right program to match each woman's individual needs. ,
~::~ •,.,

~;.
Our experience with over 3,000 women who have already been .:~:___ °=

treated. in our programs gives us the knowledge and. expertise to help your -

clients. Call now for an assessment or for further information. THE

R C ER)CAHO Accredited ENFREW ENT
MOSt II1SUCdIlC2 ACC2ptCC) EXCLUSIVELY DEDICATED TO WOMEN~S MENTAL HEALTHCARE

1-800-RENFREW
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DIFFICULT ADOLESCENTS

iyou to let John off the hook when he's
grounded?

'i Mother: Yes.
Therapist: So, John, does AD/HD ever

'~ coach you to fight with other kids at school?
John: Yeah...I guess with Carlos in my

class. He throws things at me or he calls me
stupid.

i Therapist: Does AD/HD ever brainwash
you into believing-you are stupid?
John: Yeah, sometimes.

~ After the therapist had successfully exter-
nalized the problem, the family began to
view AD/HD as the problem and not John.

iSince externalizing questions had worked so
i well, he continued to use this type of ques-

'~ tioning.with the Family to by to elicit from
John and his parents any .recent victories
they had had. over AD/HD. For example, he
asked John the following question: "Have
your parents done anything lately to standup
to AD/HD and not allow it to get the best of
you?" John had replied: "Yeah, they are en-
couraging me more:' This type of question
can elicit from family members story lines
of competency and useful problem-solving
strategies that not only serve as building

blocks toward solution construction, but
help liberate families from their own oppres-
sive problem-saturated story lines.

Brainstorming with Pflrents
After meeting with the whole family,

spending time alone with the parents offers
the therapist an opportunity to negotiate
more solvable terms for the parents'. initial
treatment goal. Tlie therapist should also use
this private time with the parents to explore
their past and present attempted solutions. I
like ro ask parents about-.past successes, such
as: "Has there been anything you have done
in the past in other problem situations with
your son that worked that we might want to
try now?" I also like to tap parents' creative
capacities by asking: "Has there been any-
thing that you thought about doing, maybe
something off-the-wall, but you held back
from trying it out because you didn't think it
would work?"

The answers to these two questions can
produce potential building blocks for solu-
tion construction. At times, therapists may
give parents a therapeutic task to perform
around the adolescent to help disrupt

~~ OPfN T~if DOOR TO T~Hf fU1URf ~1...
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At Hidden Lake Academy adolescents learn life skills that help them not

just survive but thrive. Hidden Lake Academy fills the gaps that exist between

the services provided by residential treatment centers, group homes and tradi-

tional boarding schools. The challenging yet supportive environment is geared

for effective- learning, intellectual and emotional development. The nurturing

atmosphere provides a totallearning experience that helps each student

reach his or her full potential
The five-part, ~8-month program at Hidden Lake Academy teaches stu-

dents ages i3 to ~7 how to examine all options before making life decisions.

The fully integrated produce socially, emo-

program instills per- 
~IDDfN l.~Kf tionally, intellectually

sonal values along with and physically well-

a positive self image to rounded individuals.
A C A U F M Y

for further information call 800-394-0640 or write Wahsega Road, Rte. 8, Box 1160, Dahlonega, GA 30533
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problem interactions and improve their re-
lationship with their child.

Engaging Adolescents
When working with adolescents, the ther-

apist needs to function as an intergener~-
tional negotiator. This entails negotiating
both the parents' Ind the adolescent's. goals
and what privileges the adolescent wants in
return. One engagement. strategy that can
empower youth and help foster a cooperative
relationship is to place the adolescent in the
expert position. This can be accomplished
with questions such as: "How can I be help-
ful to you?"; "lf I were to work with another
teenager just like you, what advice would
you tell me to help her out?"; and "What one
thing would you want me to work on ching-
ing with your parents?"
Some adolescent clients c1n make us reel

highly incompetent as therapists. When I am
feeling this way with an adolescent client, I
put on my imaginary wrinkled raincoat lnci
play the "Columbo" role. The television de-
tective Columbo was a master at using con-
fusion and his bungling. style to throw the
villain off-balance and cleverly have this

BOYS $c GIRLS TOWN

OF MISSOURI

Residential Psychiatric
Treatment

• OASIS (short-term) Mental
Health Recovery Program

• Sexual/Substance Abuse
Recovery Program

• Jc~o a~~eait~a

• State Licensed

• Covered by Most Insurances

For Information Call
314/265-3251

Boys &Girls Town of Missouri
P.O. Box 189

St. James, MO 65559
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their ain suspect lead him in the direction of
lying the crime. The Columbo approach is
backdoor, nonthreatening strategy for en-
uraging adolescents to take responsibility

,, the th r their own behavior.

;gotiati lution-Oriented Tasks
nt's go The therapeutic task designed or selected
t wants the intersession break 15 minutes prior to

that c e conclusion of the first family interview is

~operati sed on the unique cooperative response

:ent in t~attern of the family. For example, if the
~mplish~imily reports a wealth of pretreatment

I be helhanges and has no treatment goal, the ther-

th anot ist may prescribe for them to keep doing

ice wo ore of what is working and to keep ri•ack of

`What o .hat further progress they make between

on chanhis session and our next scheduled appoint-
j~ent. Since it is beyond the scope of this ar-

:ke us fe~~1e to present an exhaustive overview of all

Vhen I a~f the major solution-oriented therapeutic

~t clienttasks, I've pzesented four tasks that are used
ncoat.ac~requently with adolescents and their fami-

vision
ising c
throw
have i

~~

itrfc

iental
;1aIri

USe

~souri

The observation task is useful with par-
nts who complain a great deal about their

i dolescents' troublesome behaviors, but do
of include themselves in the solution-con-
truction process. These are the parents who
equest that the adolescent be seen individu-
lly or "fixed" by the therapist. Parents are
iven the following directive: "To help put
ogether a more complete picture of your
adolescent's behavior, over the next week,
arefully look for any encouraging steps that
your child takes, and bring that information
into our next session:' Typically, when par-
ents refocus their attentioq on looking for
encouraging or responsible behavior on thei,•
adolescent's part, the, parents' worldview of
the problem situation begins to change, as
well as the adolescent's behavior.

In case situations in which the parents'
goals are not related to the adolescent's
exception behavior, or when the parents arc
stuck engaging in the same unproductive

attempted solutions in response to their ado-

lescent, the do-something-different task (dc

3hazer, 1985) is quite effective. Parents are

given the following rationale for experi-

menting with this task: "Your adolescent has

your number. You are too predictable; she

knows every move you are going to make.

So over the next week, any time your daugh-

ter does anything that you don't approve o1',
do something different, no matter how off-
the-wall it seems:'

For example, one mother decided to sing
"Old MacDonald Had a Farm" whenever her
son would swear at her. Once the mother
sang this song a few times, her recalcitrant
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Referring children~at~risk is risky business. What you don't
know about a program can hurt you personally and

professionally. Do you have all the facts? Has the program
proven itself through the years? Is licensing current?
Can you trust program staff to do the right thing?

For nearly 30 years, The CEDU Family of Services has built
its reputation on serving children, their families,

and referring professionals through results-oriented,
emotional•growth programs.

Your referrals are nothing less than career
decisions —for you and for us.

Unlike most placement options, we have seven schools
and programs to bring the right service... to the right

child... at the right time.
From asix-week wilderness experience, to fully accredited

emotional growth high schools, The CEDU Family of
Services offers many solutions to the complex problems of

today's youth. And enables us to pledge:

"We never give up on a child."

So why treat your referrals as anything less than
career decisions. Call today about your nett referral.

~.o~ t..,~. a. se..,~.,
fvo~ Hi;M1 S.kas/. F.rR~ Mevwia(n Aradrn~. Lenu Mid/Ir SrFael. nir.,~, rr,l ~

Po.ld.. C.eek Aradrny. Na.~bvr.~ Aradr.n~. Cenu EA~~.~ienol ~'..~~..,

1 (800) 444-2338
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Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in ,the rugged mountains cif
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

• Exclusively designed for males 14-24
• Medically supervised, licensed facility
t Covered by most medical insurance
• 60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
• 21 Day Wilderness Expedition
• 4 day family program
• Outcome documentation available
• Listed by Avon Books as one of the
~ 100 best!

Write or call:
WILDERNESS

TREATMENT CENTER
200 Hubbart Dam Road

Marion, MT 59925

_(406)854-2832
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DIFFICULT ADOLESCENTS

Beyond the Bad Seed
According to Dr. John Richters, chief of the Conduct Disorder

branch of the National Institute of Mental Health, the~•e Ire no
definitive answers of why antisocial behavior expands and intensi-
fies in some children.

Even adding evaluation of social; behavioral, emotional or cog-
;i nitive functioning to the DSM-R-IV list of traits of the conduct

disorder (CD) does not explain why the child born with a normal
{~ complement of genes in a normal environment grows up angry

with authority figures or harmfully impulsive.
~' "There are basically two categories of children with aggressive

~ behavior problems: those who have no history'of oppositionalibehavior until adolescence and those whose problems start in
early childhood," Richters said. "The majority of the former are

''' experiencing normal varilbility in development skills rather than
dysfunction:'

Richters added that the child whose problems begin early and
manifest themselves as long-term or chronic requires a systemic
approach to treatment. "A significant proportion of children with
CD warrant the diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity dis-

', ! order (AD/HD)...and have been shown...to be associated with
~:~; higher than average risk for anxiety and depressive disorders:'
r ', Richters pointed out that deciding which mental health special-
~~~~ ist to use is particularly challenging because the varied disci-
~' lines with their distinctl different a rolches are still reluctantI.i ~ p Y Pp

to share or integrate their treatment strategies.
Apart from the nice distinctions that affect many assessment

and referral decisions, EA professionals also must deal with the
reimbursibility of treatment. Richters noted that both federal and
private funding require that a condition qualify as a mental disor-
derwithin the DSM-R-IV system to qualify fo►• payment of claims.

Another hurdle for EA professionals is selecting a provider
whose treahnent strategies have good outcome rates. One of the
biggest problems in treating antisocial adolescents is producing
long-term success. Those problems that started in early childhood
seem to bathe hardest to solve. Consequently, prevention is being
put forward as the best hope. An antiviolence program for pre-
schoolers has just been started that will work intensively with
families and develop strategies for each child separately. It will
require sophisticated assessment, but then the emphasis will
switch to parenting training, parent interaction with other parents
and support groups. There is also a study being launched on a
formal prevention progrlm at the kindergarten level.

Franc an interview by the editor wdNa Joli~i E. Richters, PIiD, as-
sisfiant chief of d~~e Child and Adolescer~.t llisorders and Research
branch acid chief of the Co~iduct Disorder hranc/z of the National
I~2stitide of Mental Heald.

Everything~s going ~ ~` i ~ ~' ,̂ "~ ` ~'c~,"'~,` I°
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off to a flying start. Until n brain ~
v •s ̀,~

injury, complicated by complex
~'

~,
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g~

untangling both, our multi- 'f`

Ytf

disciplinary (rrogrnms far

1: w. ̀

~~:, 
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~ ~~
children at RLA leveli 1-8 can
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give them a good chanre cu gec
,.

r~~;
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uff the ground again.
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C U M B E R L A N D

Hospital far Chi~iren aiul Adolescena .9407 Ctunherlund Rixui •New Kent, Virginia 23124 • 1-800-368-3472
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Cas~caci.e
School

Afully-accredited, coeducational residential
school that specializes in working with
underachieving adolescents who are having
problems at school and at home and who
may be experiencing emotional difficulties.

• Cowiseling in personal growth and
development

• Full collegepreparatory curriculum
• Year- round instruction grades 8-12
• Beautiful 250 acre mountain setting
• Wilderness challenge program
• Warm, nurturing environment

P.O Box 9, Whitmore, CA 96096
(916) 472-3031
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DII~ FICULT ADOLESCENTS

17-year-old boy began behaving better
because he thought his. mother was
"becoming loony" (Selekman, 1993). Over
the years, parents have amazed me with
their tremendous creativity and success
with this task.

The pretend-the-miracle-huppenect tusk
(de Shazer, 1991) can be quite useful with
families that do not view pretreatment
changes as newsworthy or fail to report any
pretreahnent changes 1t all. In setting up the
task, the therapist meets alone with the ado-
]escent Ind has her pick two days to sponta-
neously pretend to engage in the parents'
miracle behaviors (taken from the miracle
question inquiry earlier in the session). The

adolescent is asked to notice how her parents

and siblings respond to her when she is pre-

tending. Toward the end of the family inter-

view, the parents are asked to try and figure

out the days when their adolescent is pre-

tending to engage in their miracle behaviors

and not compare notes with her until the next

family session.
The habit-control ritual can be employed

once the therapist has externalized the

problem. The family is instructed to keep

track on a daily basis of the various things

they do to stand up to the oppressive exter-

nalized problem and not allow it to push

them around. They also are to keep track of

the problem's victories over them. In case

situations where the problem is really push-

ing the family around, therapists should

recommend flmily meetings focused nn

generating more creative problem-solving

strategies.

The Editorial
Approximately 15 minutes before the

conclusion of the family interview, theru-

pists should take a brief intersessian break

to chink about what was discussed in the in-

terview, to construct compliments and to

select or design a therapeutic task that best

fits with the family's unique, cooperative

response pattern. In the editorial mess"age

that is read to the flmily, they should im-

clude, along with the compliments, posi-

tively relabelled negative behaviors and

new constructions of the family's problem-

saturated story.
Unlike most therapy approaches for

adolescents, solution-oriented brief family

In The Workplace

PRIME FOR LIFE! is the first alcohol and drug program for

the workplace to use the LifestyleRisk-Reduction model

PRIME FOR LIFE! uses aresearch-based curriculum which has

been statistically demonstrated to reduce high-risk drinking.

PRIME FOR LIFE! can reduce risk for alcohol and drug

problems among those not addicted and increase accep-

tance of treatment among those who are. People are using

it because it works!
.:e% ~
.•~iGIPl~fii i~~a..~.

Make a difference! For more information ~r9~ .~ i~~'
call The Prevention Research Institute ~-• -~ •~ •-

1-800-922-94x9
and ask for Tom Frostman ;v~.,. ~,,, .~t,

therapy is collaborative, competency-based,
and invites clients to determine the. goals. for
therapy. Through capitllizing on the
strengths and resources clients bring to
therapy and negotiating small, realistic
behavioral got~ls with them, therapists will
not only help families rlpidly resolve their
presenting problems, but their ability to
reduce client lengths-of-stay in treatment
will make them highly marketable to man-
aged care companies.

Referenre.r ui~~iilc~ble on ~•egiAe.st.

Mnrdietiv /~. Selekn~nn, LCSW, is coordinator o/'
trai~n~ii~g with MCC Behavio~•al Cnre, b~~c., Rose-
niont, lllir~ois. He holds a~i adjii~zct,facaAlry~~osi-
tiort iii the Mcu•ringe and Family Thern~~y Pro-
grnnt gf'Northern lllrnois Unii~ersity, and is n
fecnu•er r~nct cli~iical associate for the School of
Social Servrcc Adniinistratiori, Universit~~ of
Glicugo. Mr. Selelunun also lens ci I~rinate prac-
tice speeic~li<ing ira brief' therapy tivith ctdo-
lescents and acli~lts.

A~•t by Eddie Rnss Illcr.cti•ation

Prevention Research Institute, 841 Corporate Drive, #300E, Lexington, Kentucky 40503
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Finally...an Innovative
HONK'-BA,S~ED R~,GI~V,~RY SYSCEM

, r tlanse ze,~ just..

1an
~~

To Alcohol or Drugs

Int~roducin~ the

Fresh Sfarf
PERSQNAL RECOVERY SYSTEM

Ferzt`urin~ .D,~mamo

GAS S~!°'Yi 0~2 TV.

The Fresh Start System
inc~lud~:

1 YEAR MONITORED
PROC R A►M

30 Days of Video Guidance

~ 4 Video Lectures

~ 30-Day Action Plan

~ Audio Tape Component
"Into Action°

s 11-Month Relapse
Prevention Program

♦ Journal

7 FULL MON~TORIN~
SERVICES

Complete System $349.75
1 Year Monitoring $240.00

Try the Fresh Start Program next
t meyou acme across someone
who just "Can't
<' Say NO~~~
1-Boo-sraRt ~r~w
Innovative Recovery Syster~ns
41769 Enterprise Circle Na. St. 202

Temecula, California 92590

"Distrlbntor Inquires Welcome

1 ~ ~~~'
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Adolescent Sexual Behavior
by Michael T. McCrocklin

In a world where sex has life-shaking consequences, what are normal adolescents
doing? Normal has more than one meaning but in this short piece, we will discuss sex-
ual behavior that is normal in the sense of being relatively common.
What is normal sexual behavior? Perhaps the only thing that we can generally

agree is normal in all senses under at least some circumstances is heterosexual inter-
course. According to Masters et al in Heterosexuality (1994), just as in the past, males
are more likely to report having had sexual intercourse than are females, but the differ-
ence is shrinking. Girls tend to worry about whether they are doing the right thing by
having sex. Boys worry about whether they are doing sex right. Boys tend to see sexu-
al experience as a badge of manhood. Girls see it as a sign of maturity and a way to
build love and commitment. Sex roles in sex play are changing. The double standard
that allowed boys more sexual freedom than was given to girls is now eroding. Now,
girls are more likely to initiate a sexual relationship.
What about the incidence of sexual intercourse? Studies have indicated general-

ly 40 percent of ninth graders have had sexual intercourse, rising to 72 percent by twelfth
grade. By age 18 or 19, 75 percent of females have had intercourse. According to Janus
and Janus in "The Janus Report on Sexual Behavior" (1993), by age 19, only 9 percent
of males and 17 percent of females reported not yet having sexual intercourse.
What about the number of sexual partners of adolescents? About 40 percent of

sexually active teenagers, Heterosexuality reported, have multiple sex partners each
year. A recent report found the typical 15-year-old American boy has had sexual inter-
coursewith at least four different partners.Older adolescent (undergraduate) males have
indicated having an average of about 11 sex partners, while females reported five to six.
By the way, do you wonder like I do how males and females average different numbers
of partners? Likely, there is some exaggeration by boys and minimization by girls.

Outside of sexual intercourse, what is happening? Heterosexuality reported that,
among teenage boys, 95 percent engage in masturbation. As the old saw goes, five per-
cent lie about it. Almost 80 percent of the girls masturbate. Heterosexuality also report-
ed some 40 to 50 percent of teenagers had tried oral-genital activity. Oral-genital sex
serves adolescents who want the sexual gratification but who do not wish to risk preg-
nancy.Unfortunately, it does not protect against disease.
What are the consequences of sexual activity of adolescents? Many adults, par-

ticularly parents, have no doubt predicted dire emotional consequences for adolescents
who engage in sex. According to Heterosexuality, however, studies have not indicated
that teenage sex leads to any dramatic changes in the teenager's social-psychological
world. If the teen-agers are using contraception, they appear to handle sexual inter-
course without dire emotional consequences.

Drawbacks include the fact that approximately 2.5 million teenagers acquire a sexu-
ally transmitted disease each year. Fewer than 10 percent of sexually active adoles-
cents consistently use condoms that would help prevent sexually transmitted disease
(STD) as well as serve as contraception. More troublesome is the fact that those with
the largest number of partners are least likely to engage in "safer sex" practices.

Another major consequence of heterosexual intercourse is unintended teenage
pregnancy. Almost one in five sexually experienced females aged 15 to 19 becomes
pregnant each year. Strikingly, most teen-age females do not use contraception the first
time they have intercourse, nor apparently do they begin any time shortly thereafter.

Well, there it is, some common sexual activity of the American adolescent. The data
identify major problems with STDs and unwanted pregnancy, but not with sexual expe-
rience considered alone. As a result of the great problems that can follow sexual be-
havior, the tendency may be to treat sex as some kind of enemy, which it is not. Sexu-
al development and activation are a large part of what adolescence is all about.
Teen pregnancy and STDs are risks for all adolescents of all employees everywhere and

surely exact heavy costs for medical care and insurance premiums. Beyond that, there are
many employees struggling with the results of their own adolescent sexual behavior.

Michael T. McCrvcklin, PhD, is vice president of CareNet Health Systems Inc.
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By William A. Dougherty

The most significant events in my IiPe fo date are my decision to
enter a 12-Step program to deal with my alcoholism and (nine years
later) becoming aware of my attention deficit disorder-(ADD) and
seeking treatment. For this article, I've drawn on my personal experi-
ences in dealing with the disorder in my home and work environ-
tnents in hope that EA professionals and providers can use a piece of
my story to help clients. The medical information supplied comes pri-
marily from the research and writings of Edward Hallowell, MD, and
John Ratey, MD, in their book; Driven to Distraction.
The most important part of my diagnosis comes from a long histo-

ry with the disorder. The symptoms have been evident since early
childhood. This history, combined with a greater awareness of some-
thing being "out of sync" as I reached my early fifties, led me to seek
testing and counseling at Bridges Associates in Hyannis, Mass. Dr.
Hallowell has been a consultant to Bridges in diagnosing ADD.
My teen years were spent playing sports, listening to music,

falling in love and dreaming of the Bohemian lifestyle that would
set me free from the expectations of my parents and the school sys-
tem. Imanaged to graduate. from high school and discover alcohol
in the same year.

Addiction and Recovery.
As the years progressed, I began many projects, but completed few.

Like many active though functioning alcoholics, I toted up an erratic
employment record. I've been an infantry officer, a folk singer, a
teacher, a restauranteur, and president of a small promotions business.

ley 

college experience included attending. four different universities.
I would begin with a flourish, and either lose focus or my drinking
and drugging would do me in..
My personal life had seen six engagements and many unhappy

relationships. My addiction to alcohol .and prescription drugs pro-
gressed until January of 19841t which time I discovered the world of

12-Steps and Easy-Does-It banners. My life had fallen to such a level

of unmanageability and despair that it led me to contemplate suicide.

Instead, I chose the path that I continue to follow to this day.

My life in sobriety has been filled with miracles and love. I met

and married a fellow alcoholic and we have two beautiful, healthy

daughters and a home overlooking Buzzards Bay on Cape Cod.

Sobriety also allowed me to earn a living at one job. However,

despite my sobriety, I continued a pattern of always having at least

two business ventures plus several outside interests, all going on at the
same time. As I became more accustomed to living without drugs and
alcohol, I also became aware that my problem with attention to details
was becoming increasingly more difficult to control. My promotion
business grew in volume, necessitating more computerization, more
staffing and better organization. Trying to learn these new skills

reawakened adolescent fears and negativity causing me to be irritable
and belligerent with my business partners. Rlther than choosing to
confront my inability to change or grow, I impulsively sold my stock
and became a consultant to the company.
As a consultant, my freedom to develop new programs was exhila-

rating, but the old pattern of jumping from idea to idea without
completing the first began to emerge to a greater and more costly
degree. I began not only to invest time in projects, but capital as well.
I spent long hours and wasted time and energy without being. able to
successfully complete any of them. I continued to blame these pat-
terns of ADD behavior on old alcoholic ways as I had heard similar
stories from other recovering men and women. Many of the patterns
of ADD behavior became more obvious in my marriage as well. As
children blessed us, it meant responsibilities to develop parenting
skills and better communication skills. Again, rather than attempt to
learn to change, I found excuses to avoid it.

In 1991, I began consulting in the field of psychiatric and addic-
tions marketing for a Somerville, Mass., hospital, and felt from the
beginning that this was the job for me. I traveled a good deal of the
time, which allowed me to "tune out" between calls but retain the
respect of supervisors and peers. I could advocafe for clients and
share my experiences in development of new programs, all the time
reaping the rewards of seeing people enter treatment and hopefully
get better. Yet, as much as I enjoyed and felt challenged in my work,
there was always a sense of self-doubt that refused to give up its
hold on my life.

`OThat's You"
In the winter of 1992, .some nine years sober and drug-free, I

experienced my first and only period of prolonged depression. With it

came feelings of hopelessness, anxiety and shame, as I blamed my-
self for past failures and withdrew from family and friends. I credited
my past alcoholism with causing the depression and tried to work

ttuough the darkness using my recovery program, but each day was

still more clouded and fear-filled. Later in February, my wife and I

were watching a special medical program nn the subject of adult

ADD. We almost turned it off bei'ore we began to recognize that the

characteristics described by the reporter fit me perfectly. I will never

forget the look on my wife's face when she looked at me and said,

"That's you."
The speaker explained that ADD is 1 neurological disorder that is

not generally diagnosed before middle elementary school. It had

always been assumed that children outgrew this disorder with puber-

ty. It is now known that approximately two-thirds of the ADD popu-

lation carry it into adulthood.
Within a week, I arranged to meet with the speaker, Dr. Edward
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ATTENTION DISORDER

Hallowell, as well as go through testing for the disorder. My first group
session with 12 other adults, ranging in age from the late teens to early
fifties, was like looking in a mirror of my own behaviors. Hallowell
gently interceded in our stories to bring understanding to some of our
behaviors, Perhaps the most striking commonality was that six out of
10 group members were recovering in a 12-Step program and were
plagued with the slme confusion as I was — wlty weren't they achiev-
ing what they wanted in recovery?

Hallowell's approach is long on education and management of
ADD through support rather than the quick fix of medication. He
spoke of some of the common symptoms:

• A sense of underachievement (cannot get life together);
• llifticulty getting organized;
• Chronic procrastinating;
• Starting new3asks and projects withoutcompletion;
• Impulsive speaking;
• Being bored easily (unable to sustain attention over prolonged

period);
• Easy distractibility (a tendency to drift away in conversation or

thought);
• Creative, intuitive, and highly intelligent (flashes of brilliance in

the midst of disorganization);
• Needless worrying or a sense of impending doom;
• Mood swings or depression;
• Tendency toward addictive behavior;
• Family history of ADD

YOUTH ,CARE ACADEMY
Adolescent Residential Treatment

Youth Cure effectively treats school failure, learning dis-
nbilities, depression, social withd~~awal, family problems,
alcohol &drug abuse, eutinb disorders, non-compliance,
self-destructive behaviors, plrysical &sexual abuse

State Licensed
• Professional Staff •Initial Assessment
• Accredited Junior and Senior High Schools

1-800-786-4924

Mailing Address: 
Locations:

P.O. Box 909
Draper, Utah YYYY

raper, UT

84020 
West Jordan, UT

Y UT~
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TY~eatment
Perhaps the best thing I took fiom that session is that ADD is treat-

able, that it need not be a crippling disorder. As I began treatment for
ADD, I could sense the feeling that my choices and options were no
longer based on years of classroom failures, but instead were adult
choices to learn and develop better habits in the workplace and 1t
home with my family.

I began to educate myself to all aspects of this disorder and ex-
plained to my superiors 1t work that this was an important struggle for
me. I was able to gain access to the latest literature from our psychi-
atric staff and from the computer Internet.

I chose to explore medications which had proven successful in
treating ADD, mainly to control focus. I spoke with my primary- care
physician as well as a physician who is also recovering. I began tak-
ing asmall dose of a tricyclic antidepressant which has been success-
ful for me. The decision to use medication was very difficult because
of my history of addiction. I believe for the recovering person, it is
helpful to speak to a medical doctor with a knowledge of addiction
before starting a medication.
Some of the recommendations that come from Hallowell and

Ratey's book I first found difficult. It was suggested that I get a coach
to encourage my organization skills: I chose a fellow 12-Stepper:who
is a management consultant. We have worked together. for two years
now. I've learned to seek encouragement from my wife and peers, and
managed to laugh at my daydreams and inattention as I catch myself
tuning out
My supervisor is good about leaving written information for. me.

This, as well as using current statistical information, keeps my pro-
ductivity balanced, but leaves room for creltivity. I still have difficul-
ty accepting criticism at work and at home, but now I seem able to
process it as an adult rather than that frightened, impulsive adoles-
cent. Ialso have a long way to go on working wide groups. Large
meetings requiring prolonged attention are still difficult.

1 realize now the importance of structure in daily management of
projects. In doing large projects, I've learned to break things down to
smaller, manageable tasks. I make lists and notes for myself <ind
reread and checklist them. I also prioritize and try to avoid procrasti-
nation. I've learned to do something, even if it's a small thing; it all
helps to get me to my goal. I've found that physical exercise also
helps to keep my ADD in check. To me, the structure of tennis is
soothing, so I play as often as possible. During the workday, I try to
take a walk to center myself when I am feeling frustrated with situa
tions or people.

Having to deal with myself now is much easier than before. I coin
laugh when. I see my ADD behavior take over at home or at work.
Now I rest, exercise or ask for coaching when I am out of focus or ag-
itated about problems.

I've also been fortunate to speak publicly about my experiences
and have been instrumental in getting others to seek help. ADD seems
to be as universll as addiction. It shows iip at all ages, in both sexes
and manifests itself in many different ways.

1 encourage EA professionals working with employees who con-
tinue to be distracted or tined out to investigate the possibility of
ADD, read the current literature and contact ADD support groups that
are springing up throughout the country.

William A. Dougherty is n cor~vnu~zity marketing co~zsiiltant for He~•-
itage Henl/h Systems i~1 Sonien~iNc, Mass. He urges providers Iv read
Driven to Distraction, ~~ublished b>> Pnnihco~~ Press, 201 E. 50th St,
New York, NY 10022.
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FDA Clears
Serzone For Use
As Antidepressant

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. announced ear-
lier this month that the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration had cleared Serzone for treat-
ment of depression. It will be in pharmacies
within the next few weeks.

According to Bristol-Myers Squibb, clini-

calstudies have shown many patients experi-
ence an effective antidepressant response
within several weeks of i~iitiaYing treltmenh.
Unlike the most recent and popular drugs to
join the antidepressant market, Serzone's
chemical structure is unrelated to selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and
the older stand-bys, tricyclic antidepressants
(TCAs) and monoamine oxidase inhibitors
(MAOIS). Serzone acts to inhibit serotonin
(SHT) reuptake, like SSRIs, but unlike SS-
RIs, it blocks 5HT2 receptors.
Se►zone was reported as having a low inci-

dence of side effects, including tremors, agi-
tation and sexual dysfunction. Study evalua-
tions of side effects also indicated there have
been no reports oP anorexia, weight gain or
elevated blood pressure.

Television Viewing,
Violent Behavior
Studied for Link
How much does television viewing affect

the likelihood of a young person developing
aggressive behavior? The subject appeared as
a recent feature in The New York Times,
where opposing views were debated and oth-
er ideas were offered.

George Gerbner, professor and dean emer-
itus at the Annenberg School for'Communi-
cation at the University of Pennsylvania, said
the wrong question has traditionally been
asked: He suggested the main thing televi-
sion contributes is an exaggerated perception
of violence in the world. Heavy viewers tend
to suffer• from what Gerbner calls the "mean
world syndrome:'. He estimated that televi-
sion mikes only about a 5 percent direct con-
tribution to violent behavior.
Many sources in the article expressed that

while television may not be directly respon-
sible for causing violence, it can shape atti-
tudes and perceptions that may lead to vio-
lence. Children, for example, may become
desensitized to violent acts. The average
child will watch 100,000 acts of simulated
violence before leaving elementary school,
the article reported.
The debate began in the 1970s, when Yale
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psychology professor, Leonard D. Eron
found the amount of television violence chil-
dren witched to be a better predicaror of vio-
lent behavior than their parental upbringing.

Naltrexone Gains
FDA Approval
For Alcoholism

Results of two studies supported by the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and AI-
coholism Ind Dupont Merck PhRrmaceutical
Corp. helped naltrexone win approvll for 11-
coholism from the Fedecll Drug Administr~-

tion. Marketed as Revia by Dupont Merek, it
is an opoid antagonist which is believed to
block narcotic effects on the nerve cells thlt

act as opoid receptors. Previously used to

treat narcotic addiction—mainly for heroin—

it h1s proved nearly 50 percenYmore suc-
cessful in helping'alcoholics detox and pre-

vent relapse over placebos users. Unlike

Antabuse, which discourages drinking by

causing nausea, naltrexone appears to de-
crease cravings. Study subjects who contin-

ued to drink, reduced their drinking.
Kurt M. Landgraf, president end CEO oi'

DuPont Merck in Wilmington, Del., empha-
sized that Revia was an adjunctive therapy
not a substitute for 1n active therapy pro-
gram. The current suggested term of treat-
ment is three to six months, until further tests
can evaluate the most appropriate durltion.

Diagnostic Shift for
Psych Disorders
To Primary-Care

About 20 percent of patients who see an
internist or family physician may suffer from
a psychiatric disorder, according to data from

the Journal of the American Medical Associ-

ation. The number of undiagnosed psychi-

atric disorders has fueled a growing move-

ment to trlin primary-care physicians to rec-

ognize psychiatric disorders.
A recent study in the Jourreal challenged

the quality of care that would result from this

shift. It found that primary-care doctors in-

cluded in HMO or PPO networks were less

likely to make appropriate prescriptions for

antidepressants and thus provided less effec-

tive care.
Researchers comparing the more expensive

services of psychiatrists to primary-care costs

predicted that the greeter up-front cost was ac-

tually much lower than it seemed when the

improvement in the employee's functioning

on the job was factored in.

Thousands have

called 1-800-ALCOHOL

for information on alcoholism

and drug dependency.

Get help for yourself

or someone you love,

Toll Free 24 hours a day £~ Confidential
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The
Recove
Book __ _? __

~~
by Dr. Al J. Mooney,
Arlene Eisenberg,
and ~~~ 

;.

Howard Eisenberg "~~~~~~~'~~'
(624 pages; ' ~` ~~~~~

$1.3.95; paper).

Used by hospitals, treatment
centers, and corporate EAP

programs nationwide—here is the

highly acclaimed, comprehensive

guide to every phase of recovery.

Available in quantity
at 40% – (0% discounts.

Call Workman Publishing,
500-722-7202 ext. 7509 or
212-614-7509 (gin N.Y. State).
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Mental Stress: Worker-S ecificp

EAPs Should Be

Aware of the

Effect of ADA on

Menfal Disabilities

and Workers' Comp

Claims for Stress

or Job-S ecific?p
The increase in work-related mental stress claims

has risen drastically over the last decade. So much so
that several states, including California, have recent-
ly moved to pass legislation directed at reducing
these types of workers' compensation claims. In Cali-
fornia, the 1993 reforms increased the compensa-
bility threshold for mental-mental ("pure stress")
claims to a predominant cause, i.e., now greater than
51 percent of a person's total stress must be shown to be
occupationally related. Other states do not even recog-
nize mental-mental claims, but do reimburse for
physical-mental claims, such as aback injury with a
reactive depression, or mental-physical claims, such
as astress-induced cardiovascular disorder.

However, stress in the workplace cannot be simply
legislated away. Such contributors as bad manage-
ment, job/person mismatches, workplace violence,
automated manufacturing technology, and increased
pressure for productivity, quality and efFiciency in an
era of downsizing, not to mention harassment and
discrimination, will not suddenly disappear by
legislative fiat.

Anyone who watched Jon Stossel's "Blame Game"
on ABC television a couple of months ago is aware
of the sometimes convoluted implications of the
Americans with Disabilities Act for employers.
Stress in the workplace can either precipitate or
exacerbate mental disabilities, which are covered
under the 1992 federal law. Mental disabilities are
complicated, requiring employers to consider numer-
ous factors before determining an employee's eligi-

bility, including various reasonable accommodation
alternatives or an undue hardship defense.

The Complexities of Mental Stress
Those who work in employee assistance programs

-are trained to make assessments for workers with de-
pression, post traumatic stress disorder, a personality
disorder or any of those myriad diagnostic categories
in the DSM-R-IV, but how many can tell employers
what to do when confronted with an individual who
is asking for reasonable accommodation for. their
"mental disability?" .Those of us who have treated or
evaluated people with "occupationaP' complaints are
well aware of the complexities involved. Whether or
not employees actually file workers' compensation
claims or go to the EEOC with their allegations, it is
not easy to determine the exact "medical-legal" cause
of their symptoms.

For example, often the employee complaining of
job stress is dealing with some predisposing person-
ality characteristics or nonoccupational factors,
which contribute to the workplace conflict. That
stress might be classified as worker-specific. How-
ever, "personality conflicts" between supervisors and
subordinates or between co-workers are common
aggravating factors. My own years of experience
doing workers'compensation evaluations have some-
times left me aghast at the untoward behavior of
some supervisors and managers. Stress generated by
these circumstances might be attrubuted to the work-
place, not the worker.
A recently published large-scale survey of 28,000

employees by St. Paul Fire and Marine has affirmed
the importance of burnout, turnover rates. and good or
bad supervision to job stress. Discrimination and
harassment are not intrapsychic factors, they are ex-
ternaljob-related factors, which the courts have not
been reluctant to punish and punish severely. In other
situations, it is clear that the job is just. not xight far
the individual. Job/person mismatching is a common
occupational stressor, a well-known form of which is
the "Peter Principal," making temperament analysis
an important part of career choice, as well as hiring
and promotion considerations.
How exactly do EA professionals fit into the

worker/workplace question? As all mental health
professionals, they are trained to relieve their clients'
suffering and restore psychological balance by teach-
ing people to cope with workplace situations and/or
personal circumstances. They also recognize the
premise that fully functioning, psychologically
healthy employees are good for the employer. Also,
EAPs provide assessment and referral for psy-
chotherapeutic treatment meant to return working
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people to a productive and transformed
lifestyle. Although, for reasons of ethics
and confidentiality, the employer is never
made aware of an individual's use or status
under an EAP, a good EA professional recog-
.nizes that the employer is a client as well as
the referred employees. Therefore, when ad-
dressing the worker/workplace quandary, EA
professionals are advised to function as more
than a reactive, "after the face' system while
anonymously dealing with ,workplace stress.

Employer Assistance
EAPs should be able to assist the employ-

er in pursuing preventative and proactive
measures that will minimize, if not do away
with the threat of any litigated claims by an
employee. There are plenty of lawyers
whose careers rest on angry, depressed, anx-
ious, disgruntled and maladaptive employ-
ees seeking redress for imagined or actual
occupational "stress:' Whether it is an
EEOC claim of discrimination against an in-
dividual from, a protected class, a workers'
compensation stress claim or a .sexual ha-
rassment suit, things that can be avoided
should be avoided. "An ounce of prevention
is worth...$300,000. (under the Civil Rights
Act of 1991)."
Beyond maintaining confidentiality and

pure competency issues, thexe are two basic
areas on which an EAP administrator should
focus attention to help the employer mitigate
job-related stress claims.

The First Sten. The first step in maintain-
ing agood EAP is assessing the competency
tend quality of the professionals involved.
Mere license. to practice does not guarantee.
that employees will be satisfied with their
treatment nor actually improve in function-
ing. Confidential satisfaction surveys should

be an integral part of any EAP, while out-
come studies and Total Quality Improve-
ment (TQM/CQI) strategies will add to an
understanding of the use and success of the
program. However, not only should the EA
counselors be competent as measured by the
standards of their respective professional
organizations and licensing boards, but they

should also be very knowledgeable about the
multitudinous workplace issues which con-

frontthe employer, as well as the employees.
Examples of these issues include: OSHA

compliance; safety training; sexual harass-

ment; labor code requirements; the ADA;
ergonomics; workplace violence; vocational
rehabilitation; tha Family Medical Leave

Act; informed consent; labor-management

relations; etc. Ignorance of any of these is-

sues can be misleading and potentially dam-

aging to either employer or employee as the
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individual case warrants.

EAP counselors should be especially

aware of the ramifications of the ADA as it

relates to mental disabilities. Since the im-

plementation of the ADA in 1992, one can-

not talk about workers' compensation with-

out including the ADA. EA counselors

should be able to answer any of the follow-

ing questions:

• What defines an employee as a "qualified
person with a disability" under the law?

• Does an Axis I or an Axis II (DSM-R-IV)
disorder qualify under the ADA?

• What is a reasonable. accommodation for

a person with a mental disability?

• How do reasonable accommodation and
return-to-work issues relate?

• How do the job functions impact the de-
cision to accept or deny a reasonable ac-
commodation request?

• -What are-the important factors in an un-
due hardship defense when an employer
refuses to make a reasonable accommo-
dation?

• Can reasonable accommodations be se-
quential or cumulative if a disability
worsens over time?

• What are the current criteria for
workers' compensation. stress claims in
your state?

• How long before a temporary disability
becomes a qualified long-term disability`?

• Can an employer be sued for malpractice
if a disabled employee receives inade-
quate treatmentfor astress-related prob-
lem by an in-house EAP?

• Whose responsibility is it to inform
workers of their ADA rights?

• Can denial of a reasonable accommoda-
tion be used as evidence to argue that
someone's disability has been exacer-
bated by work?

Such a list of questions can be very long,
requiring complex and subtle answers. For
example, in California under the 1993 re-
forms, even though post-termination claims
have been prohibited, if an employee can
prove treatment for awork-related problem
prior to the actual date of termination, the
bar to the claim may be invalidated. EAP
records can therefore be brought into evi-
dence as support of an alleged workers'
compensation stress claim. Furthermore, if'
any evidence of sexual or racial harassment
is found by any trier of fact, whether con-
tractual, administrative, regulatory or judi-
cial, the bar to claim is invalid.
Any and all information concerning a

client and the workplace can be crucial to the
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MI:N7:AL STRESS

proper and ethical functioning of EA profes-
sionals and how they treat their clients. Tlie
fiA professional should be aware of all of the
potential ramifications of such informltion.
Ignorance of the laws) is no excuse. The
employer as well as the employees are best
served by knowledgeable and competent EA
professionals.
The Second Step. EA professionals can

also help the employer by Posterinb an atti-
tulle and approach ro workpl~ice "sh•ess,"
which demystifies and objectifies the

~I process. Especitilly in California, "stress"
has become afour-letter word to employers.
It has become a rubric 1'or anything the em-
ployee perceives as unpleasant, unhappy or
unbeatable about work. Such subjectivity is
rife with possibilities for endless litigation. 1
would recommend chat all. EA professionals
and employers, in general, adopt the
ergonomic perspective.

Cognitive Ergonomics
The decade of the 1990s has been called

the decade of ergonomics. Ergonomics is
practical, systematic, scientific, objective
and cost-effective. Ergonomic principlls

recommend measurement, analysis, inter-
vention and assessment (in that order)
directed toward alleviation or prevention of
cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs). A
useful perspective suggests that mental in-
juries are a form of CTD. Microtraumas can
be psychological as well as physical Such
forms of mental injury as discrimination,
harassment, stress and job/person mis-
matching are obviously the result of on-
going microtraumas. They are not typically
the :result of a single, isolated traumatic
evegt. By looking at stress: as _a form of
CTD, a paradigm for preventive and pro-
activa interventions becomes immediately
apparent: The term "cognitive ergonomics"
suggests a focus nn the psychological, psy-
chiatric or psychosocial aspects of work-
p11ce stress.

If someone understands anything about
ergonomics, they generally think of it in
terms of physical; biomechanical or envi-
ronmental changes to the workplace. If they
understand .cognitive ergonomics in the
classic sense, they understand it in terms of
human factors, i. e., how a pilot works with
a cockpit display, usability design or human

ENSURE Personal Alcohol Tester
~ow there is a personal breath For more information, contact us at
alcohol tester as accurate as the address below.
those used by the law enforce-
ment officials.

It is small enough to fit in a shirt
pocket, and uses a 9 volt
alkaline battery so you can carry
ii with you and use it anywhere.

ENSURE gives you the infor-
mation you need to avoid a
mistake that can change
your life.

2(i

Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
1009 Grant Stree(, Suite 104
Denver, CO 80203

Telephone 303 863-9801
Fax 303 863-9803

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
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computer interface (HCI) research. Cogni-
tive ergonomics also applies to human
resources. Proactive and preventive inter-
ventions into such "real world" circum-
stances as human resource managers. Ire
familiar with are the meat of this expanded
application of the term "cognitive ergo-
nomics," or that some have referred. to as
macroergonomics, i.e., the application of
ergonomic principals to~ organizational
design and management. Such a perspective
and paradigm has very useful effects.
Ergonomic principals, as stated, recom-

mend measurement as the basic methodolo-
gy. When dealing with psychological issues
in the workplace, the obvious first step is to
measure the psychological factors which are
required daily-for every job.

This approach is also consistent with the
ADA requirements, because all ADA com-
pliance flows from the definition of the es-
sential job functions. By developing a good
job description, which defines the essential
and marginal. psychological job funcCions,
the first step toward objectifying those fac-
tors that might be considered "inherently
stressful" can be identified. Full compliance

NEVII DAY CENTER

•Free Evaluations •Family Interventions •DUI Assessments

• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation

• Adult Outpatient /Day Hospital & I.O.P.

• Residential Treatment Facility

•Impaired Professional Program

• 2 Years Aftercare (at no extra charge)

• 24-Hour Admissions

HI~NSDALEHOSPITAL'SQBEHAVIORAuMEDICINE

Addiction Services: (708) 856-7700

Mental Health Services: l-800-894-1900

120 N. Oak Street •Hinsdale, IL 6052?
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with the ADA's mental disability claim
requires that reasonable accommodation
requests, undue hardship defenses and even
initial qualification of the person with a men-
tal disability flows from the documentation of
essential psychological job functions.

Furthermore, once this initial step of mea-
suring the psychological aspects of a job is

accomplished, such things as management
training and awareness, recruitrnent, return-
to-work .issues and performance evaluations
can be developed or modified to be precisely

congruent with the actual job requirements.
No longer will managers and supervisa-s
look at a problem employee as just a "flake"
or "nut;' but everyone will have documented

factors, against which performance can°be

compared. and if possible,. accommodations
can be made. A cognitive ergonomic ap-

proach'objectifies "stress" by documenting
the-actual.psyohological requirements of the

job. A cognitive ergonomic approach to job

descriptions provides a common ground on

which everyone can communicate openly and

objectively.

Psychological Job Functions
Some readers may be wondering just what

a list of essential psychological job functions`

would look like. In California, the Workers'

Compensation Appeals Board Rules of Prac-

tice and Procedures (10606) have required,

since .1988, that psychiatrists and psycholo-

gists who are evaluating individuals with

work-related injuries use what areYeferred to

as the eight psychiatric work functions in
deCeri~ining residual permanent psychiatric
disability. These psychiatric work functions

are as follows:

1) The ability to comprehend and follow
instructions.

2) The ability to perform simple and
repetitive (asks.

3) Tl~e ability to maintain awork paceap-
propri~te to a given workload.

4) The ability to perform cgmplex or var-
ied tasks.

5) The ability to relate to other people be
yond giving apd receiving i~~structions.

6) The ability to influence people.

7) The ability to make generalizations,
evaluations and decisions without im-
mediate supervision.

8) The ability to accept and carry out re-
sponsibility for direction, control and
planning of work.

It is logical that if one can define residual

work-related psychiatric disability using

these guidelines, then it should be fairly easy

to apply the same criteria to the front end of

the system and define thepsychiah~ic abilities

needed to do a .particular job. The 10606
guidelines can offer a useful outline, at least,

to begin the task of defining what it takes,
psychologically, to do a job.

Acognitive-ergonomic approach simply
allows EA professionals, as well as managers,
supervisors and even the employees them-
selves to have a mutually agreed upon system
that demystifies "stress:' Mental stress is
rlrely ever entirely job-related or workei~-
related, but cognitive ergonomics. allows all
concerned to think about it differently and
more objectively. It is much better to say that

someone is having difficulty "relating to
others beyond giving and receiving instruc-
tions" than to simply say they are under
"stress:' Stress is essentially a useless word,
but it certainly is not going to go away no
matter what laws are passed.

Den~~iis Lindsey, PhD, i.s president of Cogrii-
/ive Ergonomic Systems Irzc. iii Anaheim,
Cnlif: The,fin~i specializes rya preve~ative ~e-
haviornl interneratioi~s for hwnc~n resources.

Art b~~ Regi~an~ D~u•hnm

~'he .~.ge of ~.easo~
has come to addiction care

The solutions your clients are searching for arc at Forest Hospital.
Rational Recovery is a revolutionary approach to c~verec~ming

diemical dependency. It is a simple program-that helps people
het sober, get better, and get on with life. Period. No lifetime
meetings, labels, denial-and-disease talk. And it is a program that
welcomes newly recovering and l2-step resistant people.

C~unselars, therapists and physicians are excitedal~~ut
Rational Recovery' because it is an effective option for clients
who can't "work the steps.' 'Third party payers are enthusiastic,
too. More of their insured now participate in their own treatment
planning, letting them invest more of themselves and less money
and time incost-effective and efficient treatment.

To learn mare about Rational Recovery' contact Forest Hospital,
a licensed Rational Recovery' Hospital.

(708) 635.-4100, Ext. 363

Rational Recovery

is a means to happiness, not an end in itself.

Forest Hospital
555 Wilson Lane •Des Plaines. Illinois 60016
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his month, EA Forum is looking at what
one of the Employee Assistance Profes-
sionals Association chapters is doing to

help impaired EA professionals.
Although employee assistance profession-

als have a 6rm grounding in intervention for
alcoholism, chemical dependency and many of
her workplace and family-related problems,
they are as vulnerable as other clinical profes-

sionals to the ravages of stress and the tempta-
tions to self-medicate. They often buy into the
cultural myths of the helping professions—
"Pm aware of the dangers, Ind know how to
handle my own problems; besides, I have to,
it's expected because this is my area of exper-
tise" For those who came into EA as a profes-
sion~l in recovery, there is the added pressure

to ̀ 9ic~il thysell:" ~.

!~ The Most Powerful
Employee Assistance
& Workplace Behavior

~~~ Information Tool ...
is Sitting Right on Your Desk.

A Simple Telephone.
A Fax Machine.

And The Human Resource Report Network.
That's all it takes to connect with the most impressive business

information reference reportlibrary.
Just call atoll=free number and your telephone gives you

immediate access to a vast reference report resource ... by fax.
HRRN is the easy way to get timely and in-depth information on

Employee Assistance &Workplace Behavior :.. reports on programs
and services, business information and directories.
If you administer, support, or deliver Employee Assistance

programs or services, HRRN will give you the information you
need, when you need it ... in minutes ... by fax.
In short, HRRN has every information. resource report you'll ever

need ... or use. On a moment's notice.

Call Now.
And turn. that simple telephone on your desk into the

most powerful human resource information tool available.

1-800-THE-HRRN

HIi;IZN

CAPU1'O ROAD •BOX 659 •NORTH BRANFORD, CONNECZZCUT •06471-0659.7A3~F84-7137
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Still, in a field which is hypersensitive to de-
nial and self-deception and actively promul-
gates seeking help as an intelligent, stigma-free
choice for those having trouble coping, it
seems strluge that there are so few collelgue
assistance programs dedicated to EA profes-
sion~ls. The Colorado Chapter of EAPA is
among those few and shared wiCh Employee
Assistance the stories and materials made
available to chapter members in hopes that oth-
er chapters will also choose to provide such a
vital service.

The Colorado Chapter
Roslyn M. Heise, LCSW, LEAP, chairman

of the Peer Suppoxt Committee for the Col-
orado Chapter .of EAPA, explained the. chap-
ter's rationale for establishing a peer assistance
program.
"Our chapter recognized the need for the

same level of help for our colleagues as we of-
fer to the employer clients we serve," she said.
"We understood that as members of a volunteer
organization, we would have to approach our
peer-support program from a broad base of
professional relationships. There were no com-
mon certifications or licenses shared, and
therefore, the only connection we had with
each other.was our membership in EAPA.
"We were, nevertheless, committed to the

development of a structure that would enable
us to reach out to help when needed. Our chap-
ter was concerned about all of its members,
both personally and professionally. As EA pro-
fessionals, we had an obligation to ourselves
and to our clients to participate in good
self-care,. This meant we should be healthy
emotionally, mentally, physically and spiritual-
ly to function effectively and be appropriate
role models for our clients. The question was how?"
The answer, according to Heise, was to cre-

ate an independent peer-support committee,
which is now in place. It serves as a support
system and informal intervention process. Any
EA professionll who wants confidential help
with his/her own personal or professional prob-
lems or, concerns can voluntarily seek assis-
tance. Members who are concerned about the
well-being of other members can ask for con-
sultation assistance fi•om any member of the
peer assistance committee (PAC).

Peer Assistance Committee
"The PAC is an independent committee

composed of concerned private individuals
who have banded together to provide support

EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE



for professionals in the EAP field regardless of

professional affiliation," Heise said. "The PAC

also strives to represent the diversities of the

EA profession beyond affiliation and chapter

membership."
As with any client who comes to the EAP,

confidentiality is an important issue. Probably

for those in the healing professions, who bear

the burden of being a role model of strength

and mental health, confidentiality is even more

important. Colleagues who come to the-PAC
find that confidentiality is strictly maintained

within all appropriate state and federal laws
and ethical codes.

The PAC has adopted the frzllowing working

definitions:
Impni~~ed persons: People who repeatedly

engage in patterns of behavior that bring nega-
tive consequences into their lives.
[mpaired caregivers: Helping professionals

who engage in patterns of behavior. or thought
that limit their ability to remain objective in us-
ing their skills and knowledge to assist clients
in resolving problems.

Heise noted that these definitions are viewed
as tools, to assist chapter members in identify-
ing and assessing a problem situation they may
encounter in themselves ar recognize in a col-
league's behavior. An attempt was made to
adopt a definition broad enough to include all
types of emotional, mental, physical and spiri-
tual problems that could detract from optimal
professional performance, yet specific enough
to be useful. in identifying problem situations.

Peer Assistance Goals
The goals of the peer assistance committee

are as follows:
To offer support;
To dispel rumors;
To help with aclibe problem-solving;
To assist with referral information.
The PAC has developed a flow chart that

makes it easier to visualize. how the committee
works with problems.

"We were deliberate in our decision to not
involve the employer or regulatory board, un-
less legally mandated. We believe that with the
multiple levels of the intervention process at
our disposal, we could be successful in reach-
ing the majority of our peers with proble~~is,
and only in the most extreme cases would we
go beyond our committee.
"EAPs are not unlike the population as a

whole with regard to the incidence of alcohol
and other drug problems as well as the vast ma-
jority of physical and emotional impairments.
As caregivers, it is generally difficult for us to
seek .help ourselves, even though we would
certainly give that advise. to our clients. We do
appear to respond to outreach by our peers and
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be grateful for the care and concern shown us:'
Heise added that the Colorado Chapter also be-
lieves in prevention, and therefore, offers train-
ing and workshop opportunities on profession-
al burnout and stress management. This is in
line with the basic philosophy that profession-
als must first take care of themselves before
they can be effective in caring for others.
"We do struggle with the fact that we are ot'-

ten held up to a higher standard of health than
the public we serve," Heise said. "We have also
not been as sensitive to each other as we might

have been when working in therapeutic envi-
ronments. Our profession continues to move
forward with all the growing pains that accom-
pany progress. We must find ways to "walk our
own walk." and feel peer assistance committee
is one way to validate the pain and the prob-
lems of living with high expectations of our-
selves as well as the high expectations of others"

Readers who would like to find out more
about the starting up such a program may con-
tact Roslyn M. Heise, LCSW, CEAP, 900 Lo-
gan Street,Denver, CO 80203; (303) 861-7064.
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Patient Satisfaction
A discharge plan that starts on the day of admission
Regular progress reports throughout the treatment process
Treatment plans that are individualized to address major problems and

attainable goals

Nurturing environment
Evaluations provided free of charge 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Return of a productive employee to the workplace
Services that provide flexible levels of care

WORKING TOGETHER TO PROVIDE
QUALITY CARE

Harbor Oaks Hospital

rr

3503123 Mile Rd. New Baltimore, MI
Nor information, referrals and free assessments

1-SUU-537-7924

•brief in-patient stabilization "partial hospitalization "chemical dependency •dual diagnosis
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Creating a pathway to the future !

• What: A five day intensive seminar
• For: Internal EAP staff only
• Focus: to increase the participants'

recognized influence, real
impact, &value within their
company.

• Results: A clear path to the future.
• Where:
New York: Feb.13-15 &March 20-21
Houston: March 27-29 &April 24-25
San Francisco: May 8-10 &June 12-13

• Facilitators: Jim Francek &
Pam Cavanaugh

For Reservations &Information:
call 203.226.85.

(PDH cerCrfication under review)
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and progress is lasting, often without further
treatment"

Dca~ling with Changc
Gordon lists a number of thematic a17ir-

❑1l1UO11S Yllat clients discuss and memorise to
focus and reinforce behavioral restructuring.
'fl~ey all address the basic concept that
change is constant.
• I need [o care Por myself firs[.
• I have the capacity to learn and to grow.
• 1 am responsible only for myself and for

my own behavior.
• I have choices about how 1 can solve

OPOb~CI11S.

• I cannot conU~ol anyone but myself.

• 1 cannot change anyone by myself.

• 1 have the potcntixl to change.

• I can control my thoughts, feelings and

ilCllO17S.

• I need to be lware of my strengths and
my rights.

• I do not deserve to be physically or
mentally abused.

• [need to be aware of the "shoulds,"
"oughts," and "musts" of early child-

hood, end let go of these rules.

• I am a responsible citizen who respects

and treats others with dignity.
• [own no one.
• 1 need to build support systems which

will sustain me.

The therapeutic intervention is guided by a
facilitator's manuals WIIICII OUIIIIICS II1~CI'VCII—
tion formats corresponding to each chapter in
the Woman's Workbook and offers practical
advice about start-up issues for facilitators.
The manual assists in using this model with-
in avariety of settings, and serves as a way to
build consistency and 17cxibility within the
structured program. It also includes informx-
tion about conducting ceselrch, includinb
suggestions about nreasurement instruments,
research design and current references.

l/eronn Gordo~~, PhD, RN, professes• emeri-
lu,s nt the School gf'Nu~•.sing, University q/'
Minnesota, re.senrchecf ni~d clesigried t ie In-
.ciglit I'rogrnrn.
Joann Sum~ier, MSN, RN, is a certified nicir-
ringc: and family thcrnpi.~•~ in private prnc-
lice in Xcileigdt, N.C., and trni~xer of psy-
c%iolhera~~ists foi• phis intcn•vention model.
/%o~• more inFoi•m~ation on lliis model, write
Cordon at P.O. 13oa 26.5, 7730 La~•edo Dr.,
Charzha.ssen, MN 55317.
Ca~•o!e McMichael, MA, i.s editor• of Em-
pinpee-Assistcince Magnzi~te.
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EAP COUNSELOR

TAO, a subsidiary of Green Spring

Health Services, [nc., is a behavioral

healthcare organization offering ~n

exciting and challenging opportunity in

its Philadelphia office. This profession-

al would provide assessments, shorl-

term counseling and ret'e~ral services 1'or

employees &clients for EAD program.

Successful candidate must possess a

Master's degree in human services relat-

ed ~trca with cureent license, CLAP cer-

titication and 5 years post-Mas[er's com-

bined experience in MH/substance

abuse/GAP services. Competitive salary

requirements to TAO, Attention: Human

Resources (EAP), YO Box IS)88,

Phila., I'A 19103 or FAX resume to 215-

241-4766. EOE.

WE CAN HELP WOMEN
SUFFERING FROM
ANOREXIA OR QULIMIA
♦ A SAFE, SECURE AND CARING ENVIRONMENT.
Remuda Ranch is a caring place for females who
need professional support to build a foundation for
recovery from anorexia, bulimia and related issues.

♦ A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM. We treat the
whole person with individualized programs designed
to meet medical, nutritional and psychological
needs, blending these components with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

♦ A RELAXED WESTERN SEl"fING. Located in the
high Sonoran Desert, 60 miles northwest of Phoenix,
Remuda Ranch provides a tranquil, professional and
specialized setting.

♦ TAKE THE FIRST STEP. We can help. All calls are
confidential and we will answer every question you
may have and provide you with information
regarding your insurance coverage.

TM

Center for Anorexia and Bulimia
Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-800-445-1900

Circle 80 on card.

When you don't

advertise a

terrible thing

happens...NOTHING.

We Help Keep Catastrophes
From Becoming Disasters
After M~~lher Nature tient Che
I,.n. Qu~ilcc, Ilurric~inc An~h•~~w,
ruin the Mi~lwc5t I~'I~~~ulti, IIAI
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thci~• f~~~u•ti ~uul retiu•n to full

~ir~uluctivity. On~~ m:ijur com-

~~any even bavc us Dui ~iw~u•~i fair

hcl~iing to avt~rl. what cuul~l hxvc

horn a l~u:;irics~, ~lis~islor.

Call toll-free
1-800-999-4241.
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.1~1 

fo~afceea~~4/$92'36

La A.mistad
Residential Treatment Center

The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.

•Children
• Adolescents
• Adults
• Pall Psyciatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• jCAHO
•OCHAMPUS

1-soo-433-i x22
In Florida 407-647-0660

Circle 81 on card.
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DRUG AND ALCOHOL
TESTING SERVICE

IF YOUR llRUG TGS'PING
PROGRAM WAS AUD['fCD TODAY,
WOULD YOU PASS INSPrCTIONS'!??

SINCE 1988, 7't1E LYTLE GROUP
HAS PROVIDED URUG TGST'ING SERVICES

MODGLGll AF'I'GR DEPARTMENT OP
'PRANSPORTA7'ION RBGULA'PIONS.

-coNSUL~~ar~or~
-POLICY DF.VELOPMF.N7YREVIGW
-PROGRAM AUDCGS
-EDUCATION AND TRAINING
-RANDOM SELF:CI'ION
-PROGRAM MANAGEMEIJ'I'
-PI20GRAM MONITORING
SUPPOR'PI VG MATERIALS
'P{1Sf'ING 1'ACILPCIES

7Fie Lytle Group
15 S. MONTGOMERY STREET
HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA 16648

PHONE (814) 695-1147 FAX (814) 696-1156

HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA •PITTSBURGH, PA • LAKELAND, FL

When you don't advertise

a terrible thing

happens...NOTHING,

so call us today to place

your ad with Employee

Assistance magazine

(817) 776-9000 or fax your

ad copy (817) 751-5171.

ONTLINEsuPERVisoR

• For supervisors only! The only newsletler of its kind!
Two pages, not four)

• Increases supervisor referrals &visibility /or your EAP.
• A GREAT value-added benefit to please corporate

customers)
•Cost-effective. About $20 a month for your entire

organization! Readyto-copy or print artwork! 12
monthly issues. Unlimited copy and distribution by
same EAP or EAP provider. FREE SAMPLE!

~ 1-800/626-4327
or write to: The First HeaNh Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 21, Merrifield, VA 22116

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For

• Employee Assistance Programs
• Managed Health Care
. ma~~~auais
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Hospitals
• Counseling Centers
• Drinker-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Drug &Alcohol Clinics
• Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards

Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance

21 Maple Avenue
P.O. Box 5710

Bayshore, N.Y. 11706
(516) 666-1588 • (800) 735-1588

Circle # Advertiser Page #
22 Adcnrc .................................................................23
G ADG lncorporatcd .........:...:........ .................... ... :. ......9...
25 Alcohol Cuunlcnm:~sure Systems ...:...... . ...; .......................:.....26
IJ Boys Nc Girls'Pown of Missouri .......:-... , :................................. I6
17 CascaJe Sdioul .............:............................................18

111 Dcvcrcux Poundatiun ...................................................... 14
5 GAPA ...................................................................8
27 Forest Hospital ...........................................................27
30 Harbor Oaks Hospi~al ......................................................30
4 Havcnwyck H~spiial .......................................................K
12 Hidden Lukc Acndemy ...........:.........................................1(,
2( Hinzdalc liospiial .........................................................26
24 IISPC ..................................................................25
2H Human Resources Report Nc(work ............................................2K
211 Innova~ivc Recovery Syslcmti .................................................20
31 .lim Prancck & Associ.itcs ..................................................30
32 KidsPricc National Ccnta~s Ibr Kids in Crisis .........................:.........35
7 Mcridcll Achicvcmcm Cen~cr ................................................. ll
3 Mo~ivisian LtJ ............................................................7
2 Naliunal Crisis Prevention Inslilutc Inc ..........................................5

Pathways of Cann Grnndc ................................................... 14
21 R'cvcniion Research Inslilu~c ................................................ 19
11 The Rcnti~ew Ccntcr ........................................................ IS
K Sundown M R~mch ........................................................ 12
33 Upjuhn ..................................................................3G

Valley I-lupc Associ.LLiun ....................................................2
~}{ Wl~t~i l'll~ti~~~~fl`:Illlliill Cl'lllCf ....................................... .. ....... ~~

zJ Workman Publi.hing ........................,.........., ..................23
}K Yuuthcarc, Inc ............................................................22
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RECRUITING
NEW

EMPLOYEES?

Reserve your
ad space in

EmployeeAssistance
classifieds we
reach 23,000

qualified.
professional
in your field..

Call now to
receive your 1995

Media Kit
information kit.

(817) 751-5184

Article Reprints

EA offers reprints in quantities of 100 or more,
in black-and-white, 2-color and 4-color.
For information and prices, contact:

1~; yiaployeeAssistance
Reprint Service Publications

Department
P0. Box 2573

Waco, TX 76702-2573
OC ~p~~

(800) 721-7573
Ext. 7021

I;N(PLOYI?1?ASSISTANCE
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Dr. Lee Salk
Late psychologist, author and Kidsl~ace's first
National Director of Prevention Services

KidsPeace is a private, not-for-profit
organization that has been dedicated to

helping kids in crisis since 1882, Along with

innovative prevention and education services,

KidsPeace offers a continuum of t~•eatment

• unmatched by any other organization in the

nation.

KidsPeace treats more than 2,000

children from across the country each

day, employing 1,500 caregivers in

251ocations in five states. With

its multidisciplinary team

approach to creating `

individually tailored

treatment programs,

KidsPeace has achieved

one of the highest

residential completion

success rates mound. ,,

1°: /

KidsPeace helps before,
during and after crisis.
Learn how you can, too, by
sending for our

FREE * baochuresal
Simply complete the coupon at right today
and mail to KidsPeace Advancement, 5100
Tilghman St., Suite 010, Allentown, PA 18104.

'Nominal lee (or quantity orders. See coupon.

KidsPeace National
Centers for Kids in Crisis SM
Pennsylvania

■ Campus-, community- and
family-based residential care

■ Serving kids, newborn-21, and
their families

■ Diagnostic —acute/shelter care

■ Partial hospitalization

s Education

1.800.8KID•123
■ Intensive Treatment Family
Program

■ Crisis intervention

■ Parent training

■ National Referral Network

■ National Affiliates Network

New England ' 1.800-992.9KID
■ Ellsworth, Maine, location

■ Treating kids ages 8-18

■ Diagnostic/acute care

■ Campus- and community-
based residential treatment

■ Licensed and approved
s~nooi
■ Crisis intervention

■ National Referral Network

■ National Affiliates Network

National Hospital _
for Kids in Cr~sls SM

Pennsy~vania 1.800.44•MY-KID

Acute inpatient psychiatric
care programs for:

Children 5-9
Preadolescents 10-13

E Adolescents 14-18

■ Dual-Diagnosis Adolescent ~ ~
Treatment Track
(Psychiatric/Substance
Abuse)

■Crisis Assessment Response
Team mobile evaluations,
recommendations and
referrals

Accredited by Jaint Commission on Accredilatlon of Healthcare
OrAanlaatlons, The American Association of Psychlatdc Services for

Children, antl Midtlle Slates Association of ColleOes and Schools.
Accepting most major insurers. KldsPeace does not
discriminate in its admissions with regard to sez, race,
creed, color, national origin, reli9lous helisls, tllsaUilitles or
handicapping conditions.

'.i~: ~~ ~I6~L
YE$, KidsPeace! ~ Please send me your FREE' "24 Ways You Can Prevent Child EA

Abuse," "15 Ways to Help Your Kids Through Crisis" and "Seven Standards for Effective ~
Parenting" brochures today. (Ma(I-in only please.) ~

i Name Title j

School/Organization j

i Address State Zip

i i
i Phone 'quantity order discount price Iist mailed with above brochures. i
i i
~ Return to KitlsPeace Advancement, 5100 Tilghman St., Suite 010, Allentown, PA 18104. ~
L------------------'-----~-------------------------..J
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